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ENTERTAINMENTS.
PORTLAND THEATRE.
Frank

Curtis...Lessee

Manager.

and

Engagement Extraordinary.
Monday and Tuesday Evening*, June 2ri
and 3d, the universal favorite

MAGGIE

MITCHELL.

Supported by
Mr. Win. llarri* and Her Own Powerful
Dramatic Company.
Monday Evening, for the first time in Portland,
the beautiful Idyl from the German,

LORLE.
Tuesday Evening, hist
fon, the ever welcome

night

of the

Dramatic

sea-

FANCHON.
Sale of seats

Friday, May 30th,

9

will be received until June 17th for
the following work on the Portland &
Ogdensburg R. R. Line, Vermont Division, viz:
About 600,000 cubic yar«l« Earthwork.
44
44
5,000
Bridge itlnsoury
“
44
44
Culvert do.
8,000
“
44
44
4,000
Paving.
44

PROPOSALS

44

Ballasting.

All of which,
excepting the last item, is to take
ilie place of trestle work, and is desirable work to
do. For information concerning plans, specifications and items of payment, apply to the subscribers at St. Johnsbury, Vt.
The light is rese rved to
reject any and all proposals.
A. B. JEWETT,
1 Receivers and
A. W. HASTINGS,
Managers.
St. Johnsbury, Vt., May 29, 1879.
Iny31
eodtd
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FINE CLOTHING !
We

prepared to show the handsomest line of Fine Clothing
ever exhibited by ns.
Having obtained our material directly from the
manufacturers, or their agents, at first prices, and recognizing the
general tendency to economize and the demand for lower prices, we
have this season made it our earnest endeavor to place our goods at the
lowest figures consistent with

Honest Material and

Treasury Department U. S. Life Saving) ■
> ■
Service, Office of Gen. Superintendent,
Washington D. C., May 23, 1879. ) 9

Proposals for tlie Construction of
a Life Saving: Station.
Proposals will be received at this office
until Saturday, the 14th day of Juno 1879, for
the construction of a life
saving station at Little
Cranberry Island, Mq. The building must be finished ready for occupancy on or betore" August 23

SEALED

are now

We

confident that in

quality

dtd

__

of

and work,
will please

goods

our

on a

1879.

Each bid must be accompanied by a bond in the
of 8590 with two good and sufficient sureties
conditioned that the bidder shall enter into contract
without delay and give such bonds as security for
the faithful performance thereof as may l>e reciuired
if his hid be accepted, or by a deposit of 8500 U. S.
currency or bonds to be returned to the unsuccessful
bidder, after the award of the contract and to the

VERY SMALL MARGIN OF PROFIT.

sum

bidder, after

successful
faithful

To this assortment

his contract and bond for the
shall be

of the terms thereof,
performance
the

approved by

Secretary of the Treasury.
Specifications and plans and forms of proposal and
bond, can be obtained at the office of Collectors of
Customs at Portland, Bangor, Bath, and
Ellsworth,
Maine, of J. M. Richardson, Superintendent of Life
Saving Stations, Portland, Maine, and Captain J. H.
Merryinau, U.S.R.M., No. 1G Broadway, New York;
also
upon application to this office.
All proposals must be endorsed “Proposal for the
a Life Saving Station at Little Cranberry Island, Maine” and addressed to the General
Superintendent United States Life -Saving Service,

Washington I). C. The right to reject any or all bids
to waive defects, if it is deemed for the best inter-

or

Government to do so. is reserved.

ests of the

COPARTNERSHIP.

Workmanship.

material, trimmings
mauship our Fine Clothing cannot be surpassed. Customers
bear this in mind, and also the fact that we are selling all
are

invite your earliest

we

Best

ORDER

TO

THE

TUKlirm

5 NEW

BOOKS

5

5

Temperance Gatherings.
HULL’S TEMPERANCE GLEE BOOK!
Received with the greatest favor. Great variety
of songs, Temperance and Social.
F>r

Maine Medical Association.
Annual Meeting of the Maine Medical Association will be held in the City Building, Portland, on June 10, 11, and 12, 1870, commencing at
10.30.
CI1AS. O, HUNT, Secretary.
my23dtd«

ANDROSCOGGIN RIVER ICE
FOR FAMILIES.

229 Middle and 6

Bv Rev. S. Almax and S. H. Speck.
Nothing
or better of the kind has

fresher, newer, brighter
appeared. (36 cts.)

ever

For Everybody.

For Musical

Mining Company.

Young Singers.
CINDERELLA l CINDERELLA!!
New Cantata by Franz Art. For Female voices
Fine Music. (60 cents.)
For

Shares

of

the

Par

Send $2.00 for the Musical Record

one

1.25
1.75
2.25

Any customer leaving town by giving notice at the
office will be entitled to proper reduction.
Complaints against the driver for any cause left
at the office, will receive prompt attention.

year.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

__eod&wly

20 cents per hundred by the cake
“
“
“
“
“
25
single
hundred.

SMITH AMERICAN

NORRIS G. CURTIS,
Arthur n. soule.

•

ap21dtf

Just Received!

and Gen. Manager.

P. E. CONNOR, Vice-President and General

m!i3

Why

PALMER’S STORE
Is

Patronized!

Generously

so

SURE to find
such boots as they want, in Qualiand
fit.
ty, price
are

FASHIONABLE

Farrington Block, Portland.
Organs sold on installments of

Ever Shown in Maine,

Bought Low. In In1 Sold Low!

A RARE m\m €HA\CE!
Owing to the death of the Senior Member, the ENTIRE BUSINESS IS NOW OFFERED FOR SALE
of the old and well-known firm of

HAYES &

Samuel Thurston,
3 Free St.
mhl9

PORTLAND.

Block,

dtf

In proof of these facts please call
at 230 MIDDEE STREET and be

convinced.

SEBAGO

LAKE

and Glassware.

Their large acquaintance with Foreign and
Manufactures gives superior facilities for

Home

old stand.

at

HA\£I & DOUGLAS*,
242 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND.

my 21

—FOR

D. W. Clark &

AM still U. S. Claim Agent, and collect arrears of
Pensions under late law for soldiers or their
heirs from date of discharge or death. Widows, dependent Mothers and Fathers are entitled from date
of discharge or death.
My long service of fifteen years in the Claim business enables me to guarantee settlement of all claims
entrusted to my care.
Suspended or rejected Pension Claims or any
claims against the Government successfully prose-

I

cuted.

If.

I>.

imi

lUlOYD,

PORTLAND.

\

d&wtf

House

Cleaning

W ASHING

Pleasure!

a

DAY~HADE

lO lbs.

15
20

daily,

“

“

44

44

Customers

they desire,

notice to

month,

per
“
44

44

can commence

and

1.35
1.75
2*25

“

delivery

taking

Ice at

will be

any
continued

time
until

stop is received at the office.

20 cents per Hundred by the
ake
44
44
25
single huiidrcd.

ftp21___dtf

CARRIAGES.

mhlld3m

AHEAD UI ALL DUMrETlTUKS

No., Congress St.

Now ready and for sale a very find assortment of
Carriages in ALL THE POPULAR AND
LEADING STYEES—the

product of my own
factory—all of first-class material and workmanship.
AIiMO

1879.

a

general

assortment of

lower priced work

Il'Om “EKLEilSKill EU HIISW

MANUFACTURERS,” which

The Philadelphia Lawn Mower
SIZES

SEVEN

FOR

Weighing from 32

HAND

to

dtf

REFRIGERATORS !
lERRILL’S LATESTJPROVED DRY AIR,

The largest anti best stock in Maine to select
from, and a nice hard-wood, first class refrigerator
for the same or less money that the cheap pine,
dead air are selling for.
This refrigerator is fully
established and they give universal satisfaction. It

interest of all to

will be for the

JEHIf*MjAH 1#

must be sold.

N. B.—REPAIRINGS iu all its branches at
reasonable prices.
ap29d2m

USE,

buying. Refrigerators exchanged
ones

for sale.

and

FOR HORSE POWER.

SIZES
FOIt

—

SALE BV

—

KENDALL & WIIITNEY,
Portland,

330 C OMMERCIAL STREET,
formerly occupied by them. We now claim to have
the largest and most complete stcok of Doors, Sash,

Blinds,
Frames, Blind Fastenings &c of any
firm in Portland, and elmll sell the same at the lowest market rate. Thanking our customers for all
past favors, we hope for a continuance of their
trade. We also guarantee the customers of Messrs.
Deering & Co. satisfaction both in quality of stock
and prices, and hope they will favor us with their
orders.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue with prices.

eod3w

myl3

__

350

Commercial St.

Screens!

Screens!

SOMETHING MEW!

The Excelsior

Sliding Screen

is the newest and best Screen in the market. It
slides from top to bottom of window independent of
the sash. It is the cheapest as well as the most durable sliding Screen yet invented.
We also sell the HOUGHTON EXTENSION SCREEN which fits any window.
[3P*Headquarters for all kinds of Screen and
Screen Goods. Orders filled without delay at

B.

Congress Street,

Opposite C'Iir«tnut Wtreet, Portland.

_tf

f~T~

corns/
DR. CARLTON has

:V

;

5

->«*_

*V

SJ
'-:i

pain,

and

STEEL PENS

superior English make ; famous for out-abi by and
elasticity; great variety of styles suited to cve-y kind
of writing. For sale by dealers generally.
TWENTY-FIVE assorted samples for trial, inci rri A r
/ a f\r ”
cluding the C£ TT 5’
kJ J.N
X*
U
celebrated
AND
Pens, by mail, on receipt cf Twenty-five Cents.

IVISON.

TAYLOR L CO.
BLAKCMAN,
Sole Agenis
U. S.
for the

*j8

and 140 Grand St.? New York.

allS___

dlawSmT

v:

re-

turned and will be at his
office, It; MARKET
WQ., until June 21st.
Corns,Bunions and Bad
Nails removed without

satisfaction given.

my17eodtf

on 15 days investment of £* | aa
-in Wabash, May 2d.Proportional returns every week on Stock Options of

D) K profits

S20, §50, *100, §500.
Official Reports and Circulars free. Address,
'I'. Rotter W ight <X t o, Rankers,
35 Wall St. New York.
tnhldly

In

Bargains
FURNITURE, CARPETINGS,

rilOCKERY A- PLATED WAKE

Adams &
140

Robinson.,

EXCHANGE

1U]l->__

SOMETHING

ST.

dtf

new.

White
Kindling*.
Also, Cargo JVovn Scotia Wooil, and Birch
Rock .Maple, flr^t quality.
Am!.

Ami Green Hard Wood.
FOR ISAI.F FlilFA I*:

nm

OF—
n mm

IflUINU

SAUULtS, DnlULLo.

rn

rn

&c.

Wm.

Hennessy & Co.,

113 CENTER STREET,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

Second-hand Saddles Bought and Sold.
dim
myl2
We, the undersigned, have this day formed a copartnership imder the firm name and style of

WIBBEB &

BACON,

and have taken the
lately occupied by
Leavin A Widber, where we
shall continue the Lumber business in all its
branches; will keep on hand a large and varied assortment of

premises

BOORS, SASH, BLINDS,
and all

kinds of

and Finishing Lumber
and Fancy Woods.
F. H. Widber,
H. E. Bacon.
Portland, April 28, 1879.

Building

also agents for tlie celebrated BROWNV1LLE SLATE QUARRIES, and are prepared to
furnish either their slate or those of the MONSON
QUARRIES, at any time in quantities as desired,
dtf
my 8
We

are

__

dtf

Laud and Calciued Plaster for sale bv
A. U. WUIDDCN & CO..
Vi Union Wharf
apldCni

dollar.

hundreds of horses.” Signed:
H. Marsh, Supt. Adams Express Co. stables, N.Y.
E. PULTZ, Supt. U. S. Express Co. stables, N. Y.
N. S. Olin, Supt. National Exp. Co. stables, N. Y.

P. McGrath, Esq., the great Kentucky horse and
mule breeder, says: “Nothing to be compared with
it (the Yellow Liniment), lias been used on my
stock.”

thousand similar testimonials could be added.
There is no doubt no uncertainty as to what
the Centaur Liniments will do. They perform more
than is advertised for them every time. They are

reliable, they are cheap,

and

they

everywhere

are

obtainable.
The

Centaur Co., 46 Dcy St., N. Y.

.1 ill ll

1

f ■Ulllll I .

... III11

CASTORIA
The

great

of Pitcher's Castoria is beawwimilate the food in the

wucceww

of its power to

cause

stomachs of children. Thus, wour cure, vomiting,
wind-colic and diarrhoea tire prevented. Castoria
contains neither mineral, morphine, nor alcohol.
Unlike Castor Oil it is as pleawant to take as
honey, and unlike narcotic Syrups, it is harmless.
It allays feverishness, and is death to worms. When
the child has

health,

the mother

rest.

can

WErmniEYEinr^^
Catarrh.

of Cold Boot.

Shoe Dealer.

important 'discovery in medicine
vaccination, is that of a real cure for CaDr.
F. W. Wie De Meyer, ofN. Y. A
tarrh, by
pamphlet containing facts and proofs of the work be"
mg performed by the wonderful remedy, can be ob
tained gratis of Messrs. D. B. DEWEY & Co., agents,
40 Dey St., New York. The testimonials therein
The rnowt

since

are the
most remarkable on medical
The Cure is delivered at §1.50 for single
package, or 0 packages for §7.50. Send for Dr. W’s

contained
record.

mhl8dlawT&weow’13

KIDNEY
LIVER
It Acts

PAD!

Through the Pores of
the Skin.
-CUBES—

Catarrh,
Liver Complaints,

Bilious Complaint,

Rheumatism,
Female Weakness,

Dyspepsia,

And any Diseases arising from
Disorder of the Stomach
or Dlood.

a

Its action is almost immediat,. and its results are
certain. No one can fail to receive a benefit by its

sale by all Druggists.
SPECIAL. AGENTS

W.F.

Phillips &

jar- Sent by mail

:

Co. & J.W.Perkins & Co.
on

receipt of price.

Messrs.

Offer for sale their entire stock, consisting of Stoves
Ranges and Furnaces, and such other goods as are
usually kept in a first-class stove and kitchen furn-

_T,Th,S3m

19 CENT KIDS
Another Lower Price !

of.1!)

T

W

m

rv

“

Nutter Bros. & Co., 29 market 8q.,
PORTLAND, ME.
SS4

11

tf

r\

Linen collars

rsi

Have just been appointed

Agents for ME & HAMBLIN,
TBOI,

N.

V.,

For the Kile of their Linen Collars and Cuffs
and are now prepared to offer their
goods to tha
trade at manufacturers’ Prices.
apSi1

roRjsAi;i::
anti

A story
half House with addition,
Stable, outbuildings and Blacksmith
all
»i
Shop,
good repair and nearly new.

Lot contains about one acre* excellent
garden and well of water. This property is situated about four miles from Portland on the Cray road. A good title and
immediate possession will be given. The
above property will be sold for
$<575.00,
and is the best bargain in
Deering.
Inonire on thejpremises of Z. 0. LAMBERT, or of JOnS, C. ( OBB, 311-2 Ex-

change Street, Portland.
All hut §200 can remain
mh25

on

SAW

T.Tli&Stf

MILL, MACHINERY &€.,
AT

wins

GHADBOURN k KENDAL
OF

Nos. 241 and 243 Middle St.
m>'27

aa

AUCTION,
—ON—

Tuesday,

June

3,

at 10 o’clock

TRY ALLEN ROW’S

PURE CANDIES,
Fre*h Every Day anil Nfrielly Pure.

CONGRESS

a&wtf

STREET.

PORTLAND, ME.

OLIVER

dly

deadly weapons have seized the polls in many
of the Southern States, driving innocent and defenceless voters from the ballot-box and making a
mockery of elections, which war upon free suffrage
has been made a distinct political issue by every
Democrat in the Senate and House voting against a
measure designed to prevent and suppress it.
uphold the financial credit of the Governassure to the people of all sections a
sound currency, equivalent to coin at all times and
in all places, and redeemable in coin. And to this
5.

To

ment and to

end to oppose all distracting, repudiating aud mischievous efforts against the peace, welfare and in-

dustrial prosperity of the People.
G. In these aims and purposes all citizens of
Maine are invited to unite, that the hands of the
President and of the Republican minority in both
branches of Congress may be strengthened in their
efforts to uphold the honor of the Government and
the just authority of National Law.
By order of the Republican State Committee.
GEORGE C. WING,)
e
C. A. BOUTELLE, [ n ®u°:
FRED N. DOW,
) Committee.
J. O. SMITH, Secretary,

May 22, 1870.

The Convention

WATCH AND CLOCK

without its use in modern warefare.
The action of the Convention cannot be
indicated with as much certainty as its size.

The nomination will probably go to Mr.
Smith, though there are many Greenbakers
who severely condemn him, believing he
bowed the knee to Mammom after the election last Fall and gave in his adhesion to a

These men say
currency based on coin.
they will not vote for him unless he comes
before the Convention and declares that the

never make.
Nor is it probable that the
majority of the Convention will require him
to formally disown the sentiments he uttered last Fall. They will not care to offer
such affront to his pride, but will
quietly
ignore his inconsistency, and nominate him
without question.
Over the formation of the platform there
will be a struggle. Many delegates desire

give voice

to

all

complaints

from every quarter, and make of the party a
cave of Adullam, a refuge for malcontents
of all shades of

opinion. The Adullamites
will mobablv carrv the Convention, thontdi
it is believed that a cold shoulder will be
turned to the advocates of a license law.
Upon the financial question itself there are
differences of opinion. A few wish to drop
the fiat-money heresy, accept resumption of
specie payments as an irreversible fact, and
make the fight against the national bank
currency and for the legal-tender greenback.
It is with men holding these opinions that
some of the leading Democrats are coquetting. It is understood that, at the conference last night, some of the Democrats intimated that if this modified platform were
adopted Governor Garcclon would be thrown
overboard and the nominee of to-day be supported by the Democracy in September. It
cannot, however, be learned that this proposition is favorably received by many Greenbackers. The general disposition is to stand

up to the extreme declarations of the most
advanced advocates of fiat-money.
Considerable curiosity is felt as to the attitude the Convention will take in regard to

legislation attempted by the present Congress. The Democrats who are hovering
about the delegates are anxious to get a
plank into the platform condemning the vetoes and upholding the Congressional majority. This, they say, will carry the whole
Democratic party east of the Kennebec into
the Greenback ranks. The more prominent
of the Grcenbaekers, however, outside of
Waldo, receive this proposition with little
favor, though some of them are willing to
admit

into tlio

platform

a

declaration

to

no one can object, that the army
should not be used for the purpose of intimidation at the polls.

which

Wexdell Phillips is receiving eulogies
on all hands for his great oration on Garrison.
The New York Tribune says that the
occasion

him to

“inspired

produce what

will

regarded as not only one ot tne best exhibitions of his own powers as a speaker,
but as one of the finest specimens of eulogistic eloquence yet given to the world. Those
who were fortunate enough to hear his eulogy say that he never spoke with greater
force, with better effect, with more evident
emotion and conviction, and his pictures of
the great leader of the abolitionists cannot
fail to rank among the first of his own proEverything conspired to make
the occasion great and to lift Mr.
Phillips up

MAKER,

informs liis friends and patrons that he
will be pleased to serve them in the line of his business at the store of

&

CO.,

NO. 31 EXCHANGE ST.

to the

plane

of his

greatness.”

It should not be

hastily

assumed that the

Montreal watchman lost his life in defense
of his charge. Let us wait until we hear
from Dexter. We may then learn that the
watchman
knocked
himself
senseless,
stabbed himself in three places, and tore his

scalp off. His object was, probably, to conceal the fact that he pocketed three dollars
paid by a customer for the use of a horse
on6 afternoon.

A statement from the owners of the livery stable may be
expected. It
is understood detectives arc
working up the
material.
The

Respectfully

my20

To-day.

The Greenback State Convention to-day
will doubtless be a large assemblage.
The
leaders have for weeks past been
preparing
for a demonstration in force, believing that
the Chinese method of gong-beating is not

general belief of the financial paper

is that the tone of the markets is
strengthening, and that “hard times” will soon be of

CERRISH,

WM. SENTEIt

Mortgage.
6 b

a.m.

the premises at Saccarappa, Me., I shall sell at
Public Sale to close out the business of the firm of
G. & L. P. Warren, all their property in saws, mill,
manufactured lumber, machinery, tools &c, comprising mill, gang and single saws, horses, wagons, sleds,
harnesses, chains, lumbering tools, supplies, office
and furniture, farming tools, barn, store, house &c,
except such as may have been disposed of at private
sale previous to June 3.
F. O. BAILEY & C’O., Auctioneers.
mv21
eod&wtd

ap28

are

ductions.

On

NO. 566

Republicans

the

be

a.

store.

OBJECT OF SELLING—The managing partner,
Mr. Ames, intends going West.
Address all communications to

Delegates

the

3w

Tun Anjua is letting the
Democracy down
easy as possible. It thinks Congress will
speedily adjourn, says Hayes has got about
to the end of his rope, and
defiantly dares
the President to veto the
appropriation bills
when they are freed from the political riders.
We may now expect the Anjua, a week or
two hence, to claim the passage of the
appropriation bills as a Democratic victory.
The Bangor Commercial virtually recedes
from its charge that the sheriffs in Cumberland county have taken bribes for neglecting to enforce the liquor law. That is just
and discreet; for the charge cannot be sustained. Everybody about here knows that
the sheriffs who have charge of the enforcement of the liquor law are men who cannot
be bribed.

assemble in full numbers and to invoke the
aid aud co-operation of all voters who are willing to
unite with them to the following ends:
1. To maintain the power and prestige of the
Union agaifist all attempts to subvert or oppose its
just authority, and to insist that the Government of
Evidently the people have no belief in a
the United States shall be controlled by loyal men.
2. To discountenance and reprobate the treasonGreenback triumph. The ten dollar certiable and revolutionary course of the Democrats in
ficates are all issued.
Congress, who threaten to cripple and destroy the
functions of the Government if constitutionally prePauis gbeen is a poor stick to put in
vented from enacting their partisan meausures into
one's glass of water, as the people of the
law.
I Vermont town have learned to their
3. To uphold the right of the United States to
sorrow.
enforce its own laws wherever they are to operate,
Tiie
increase
of
is
another
immigration
and to frown down and put down the dangerous
heresy of the States Right secessionists who have unmistakable sign of the revival of business
in this country.
already plunged the country into one bloody war
and who are now attempting to control the Govern
ment of the Union with the same measures that
The eruption of Etna will be one of the
preceded the rebellion of 18G1.
of European attractions to Amerigreatest
4. To insist upon free elections—not only free
can tourists this season.
from National military interence, which no one desires, but also free from the interference and vioThe
to

the

NITTTER HRON.A Co.

mhll

selecting

be confined to the

Our stock is new, and the assortment is complete
in all numbers and newest fashionable shades in 75
cl. $1 and $1.50 Kids,but like cotton and woolen goods these must advance some time and we cannot guarantee such prices after these are sold.

One of the Oldest and Best
Places in Portland.

•

In

that the declarations of the Convention shall
currency question alone.

DR. DURKEE’S

Business

eodtf

FOR SALE.

T

the purpose of nominating a candhlto for Governor, and for transacting whatever business may
properly come before it.
The basis of representation will be one delegate
for each city, town and plantation, and an addition
al delegate for every seventy-five votes cast for the
Republican candidate for Governor in 187G. A
majority fraction will be entitled to a delegate.
The State Committee will be in session the evening
preceding and at 9 o’clock the morning of the Convention, to receive the credentials of delegates.

ills but were pure inventions or me reporter.
This denial it is safe to say, Mr. Smith wiil

We bought last season G2 cent
3-button Kids, to sell for
50 cents
“
Later, 50 cent quality to sell for 35 “
fo
sell
for
same
25
Again,
quality
Now we accidentally came niton
a lot to arrive Thursday, May
28th, at the astonishing price

niy29

ishing

Thursday, June 26,1870, at 11 o’cl’k A. 11.
for

urged

Thebe is apparently no way for the DemCongress to avoid a complete backdown. They may call it by some other
name, but the people will see what it is.
The appropriation bills will be passed without the political riders,
though it was declared at the beginning of the session that
they should not be. But the Democrats
“have made a record,” a record of bluster
and inefficiency.

the past.

The Public, which has hitherto
now says “there is yet to
come a volume
of purchasing,
both for
investment and for speculation, which will
overshadow anything visible thus far.”
been

*

doubtful,

controversy over Aleko Pasha's fez
recalls the Liliputian party controversies.
Garrison’s Flight for Life.
An Exciting Episode Recalled.

Perhaps tho most exciting experience Mr.
Garrison ever had in this city, says the Phila.
delpliia Times, was that attendant to his escape on the night of the Pennsylvania Hall
riot (1833). Shortly before that time the Legislature of the State of Georgia had enacted a
law authorizing the payment of 35,000 for the
head of Mr. Garrison, the object being understood
life.

bo to incite some one to take his
the way, it may be mentioned that
the law is still on tho statute books of tho
State, and never has been repealed. Whether
auy sordid feelings animated the riot or not it
is impossible of course, to say, but there is
to

By

scarcely any doubt that some of tho people engaged in it had that 35,000 in their mind, and
there is no doubt whatever that Mr. Garrison
was the principal object
sought.
Fortunately he was not recognized at the
hall.

He stood face to face with a man who
breathed threats and profanity against the abolitionist smiled at him and called him a foolish enthusiast. Had there been an identifica-

tion, Mr. Garrison would have swung from

a

lamp-post as certain as fate. His friends were
much frightened for his safety, and under the
pilotage of a little negro boy he was led by
back streets and obscure alleys to Twelfth and
Race, and subsequently by Broad street to
Lombard and thence to Forten’s house. When
he was in, the streets were guarded in
different directions, in order that if the mob
got on tlie trail, he could escape. Then preparations were made for a hasty midnight ride.
Railroads were not of those days, and
stage
coaches were used for travelling. But stages
were not for Mr. Garrison.
He was a marked
man.
Everybody’s hand seemed to bo against
him, even as his was against slavery. He dare
hot travel by stage for it would have been
putting his life in the hands of people who wanted
it' —y «moK imteeu. nastily, James Forten
ordered his horse hitched up, and calling to
him his son, Robert Forten, and Robert Purvis, who afterwards became his son-in-law, he
he said: “You have four hours to drive Mr
Garr ison to Trenton. Start at once.” It was
in vain that the great abolitionist protested
that he would not steal away so like a thief.
His friends had measured the depth of hatred
that was entertained for him, and knew better
than he that tho danger was imminent. It
was
only by threats that he was finally induced
to step into the carriage. Robert Forten seized
the reins, a hasty, “God bless you, good
bye,”
and the carriage disappeared around the corner, turning northward. Ten minutes later
Mr. Garrison, leaning out to look at a crowd
on the
corner, heard a man abuse him with
oaths and appellations the reverse of
complimentary. He leaned out further and called
the man to him. “Do you know Mr. Garrison?” he asked. “No, I never saw the -”
“Well,” said the abolitionist, courting danger
by making himself prominent on tho street,
“are you not ashamed to abuse so much a man
you don’t know?”
once
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tlie faces of his colored escort, and broke out
in loud laughter. They were so mu.-h affected
that the pallor of fear came on their black faces
and could be seen there.
Half a hour more
the city was behind, and the sturdy little horse
was throwing the dust behind and
moving at a
four minute gait, dragging the buggy with the
three men it contained. Before they left the
city Mr. Ferton called Robert aside and admonished him to push on for dear life and
reach Trenton as early as possible.
The lad
obeyed the instructions to the letter.
They
heard the midnight bell strike as they dashed
through Bristol, leaving behind the echoes of
the horses’ hoofs and the rolling of the carriage
wheels. The night-coach to New York was
caught up with and passed so fast that the
guard is understood to have always afterward
believed in ghosts. The clock struck one as
the editer of the Liberator set his foot on
Jersey soil, in the streets of Trenton—the
sturdy little horse had made the distance,
thirty miles, and drawn tlireo persons, in three
hours. It was pot until the next day that the
howling mob found it had been cheated of its
prey, and they took characteristic revenge,
making the negroes the object of their wrath.

at

Gleanings from the Mails.
Prince Louis Napoleon didn’t win glory at
the first sendoff in Africa.
He was attacked
with African fever soon after landing at Natal,
and couldn’t go to the front.
The weekly edition of the London Times
established by Mr. Walter soon after his visit
in 1870, to this country, has had only moderate
success, and gets very little advertising.
Every state in the Union except Louisiana
has now a Sunday law of some kind. Many of
them simply prohibit labor.
In South Carolina the statute provides that all persons “having no reasonable or lawful excuse” shall attend some religious meeting every Sunday.
The preliminary work for digging a tunnel
between Dover and Calais is still being vigor-

ously pushed. There have been 7971 soundings taken, bringing up 3207 specimens of diffgeological formations.
The tunnel, if
finished, will bo 2fij miles long, and dug
through a stratum of gray chalk.
Indianapolis has had a yellow fever scare. 'A
crcnt

ever

doctor mistook some other fever for the scourge
and it has had the good effect of leading the
people to see that Indian rpolis is a very filthy
city. Only a few hundred yards from the city

hospital,

two river bayous have been partially
filled in, leaving the standing water to breed
stench and misama, and there seems to |be a
general necessity for a thorough cleausing all
through the city.
The Lawrence (Kan.) Republican’s advices
go to show that the state’s wheat crop will be
small this year. The eastern counties are doing

well, but in the great wheat-growing counties
in the western part of the state, as Saline,
Dickinson and

McPherson, there will not be
much more than half a crop, so that the state’s
aggregate yield will fall short that of last year
by several million of bushels. Corn, on the
other hand, the state's great staple, never looked more promising.
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe received a very
hearty welcome to Athens during her trip to
Greece

month or two ago.
The most distinthe Cretan chieftains, many of
whom had fought sido by side with her husband in the Greek revolution of 1821, called
upon her, and presented an address signed
a

guished of

by

all the Cretan refugees in Athens, assuring her
that “the remembrance of the benefactions of
her glorious husband, the ever-remembered
Dr. Howe, will always live in their hearts,”
and that when Crete shall become freo she will
erect a fitting monument to show her gratitude to
her benefactor.
Mrs. Howe also
charmed the warriors by talking with them in
Greek, and expressing a hope to live till she
saw

Crete free.

on Governor Garcelon
Maine and the Maine Law.
Atlanta, Georgia, Gov. Garcelon has been

Neal Dow

ocrats in
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expressions of sentiment attributed to him
in the celebrated interview held with him by
a reporter of the Lewiston Journal were not
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Mines of the Company, of which there are four, are situated on Prospect Mountain, Eureka County
State of Nevada near the now noted EUREKA CONSOLIDATED and RICHMOND MINES. The timnei
will cut no less than live ledges known to exist along its line, now producing some of the richest ore
being extracted in the State. The four mines purchased by the Company are known to contain rich ore, which the
tunnel will cut at a great depth, and the Property of the Company be made as valuable as any in the district.
The tunnel is now in six hundred feet, and is being run day and night, and will soon strike the iirst of the
series of ledges spoken of above.
The Trustees have set aside a limited number of shares as a working capital, which will be disposed of for
a short time at the low price of $1.15 per share, and the names of the Officers should be a guarantee to the
stockholders that the money will be judiciously expended. The stock of the Company is made forever unassessable, and is so designated upon its face.
A. Cl. (/'BOKBY, No. 70 High Street, Boston, Mass., will act as Agent for the sale of this
stock,
and also that of the Charter Tunnel and Mining Company, in the New England States.
Parties wishing to purchase may address him, or the undersigned, at the principal place of business of the
Company, Eureka, Nevada.
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“My teamsters and veterinaries speak in the highest
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act with ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY. These
preparations are of two kinds, the FAMILY
and the ANIMAL Liniments. Being universally adapted to the external ailments of man
and beast, the name of the HALF-HORSE

Stobo, 105 \V. 21st., N. Y.; Inflammatory
Rheumatism; ankle supppurated; foot turned black;
amputation recommended. Cured and leg wared
by tw o dollars worth of Centaur Liniment. Had
si>ent several hundred dollars with physicians, and
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Music, with Libretto complete for $1.00. Send also
for the Sorcerer.
Same authors, and quite as
good music.
(In press—Fatinitza, the new OpeAo)

guage is spoken. That the reputation of and
demand for such remedies as these are
should extend and increase, could not be other
wise.
THERE IS NO PAIN, soreness or
swelling which they will not alleviate. There
are but exceptional cases of constitutional
humors and distorted joints, which they do not
cure, and none they will not benefit.
They
are SOOTHING, absorbing and emollient.
They EXTRACT THE PAIN from and heal
burns and scalds without scare.
For RHEUMATIC AFFECTIONS, pains in the back,
stiff joints,wounds, strains and eruptions, they

the GREAT PAIN RELIEVING and
curative remedies have already worked their
way into every hamlet where the English lan-
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of D. ltANDALL & SON, American
House, is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
The business will be continued by D. Randall and
all accounts will be settled by him.
D. RANDALL,
Portland, May 31, 1873.
T. H. RANDALL*
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We do not read anonymous letters and communications.
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publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
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In

interviewed upon the matter of the Maine
Law, and the Atlanta Constitution of the
23d, ult., contains a column report of what
he is represented as having said. Gov. Garcolon is a man of good personal
character; I
think he is a toetotelar; liohas no
sympathy
with the liquor traffic, that “gigantic crime of
crimos,” nor with the low, vile haunts where
liquor is sold in this State. I do not believe

therefore,

that tho Governor is

correctly

re-

ported by the Constitution, for anything more
false and foolish in relation to the Maine Law
and its results can hardly be imagined. I
have before me now, many letters from different parts of the country, containing newspaper
accounts of the Governor’s pretended remarks
and urgently asking mo for a true statement
of the matter, which I now propose to give
once for all.
I cannot follow the Constitution in detail
its article, as it would require one full
page of the Press in small type to do so; but I
will notico briefly, though
sufficiently, all his

through
points.

The accuracy of the reporter may be
first sentence which he
puts into the Governor’s mouth: “The Maine
Law was framed and passed by Neal Dow!”
But the Governor goes on: 1. “lam not certain that its operations have been beneficial.”
Now the law has been in operation for more
than twenty-six years, and the Governor can

fairly imagined by the

yet say, one way or the other, whether its
effect has been good or bad. I will venture
tho remark, that if tho Governor in this is
correctly reported, ho is tho only intelligent
man in tho State of
good character, who does

not

not know that the effect of tho law )ms been
wonderful for good, to the State and
people.
2. “It is impossible to enforce it.” Gov.
Gov.
Chamberlain,
Perham, Gov. Dingley,
Gov. Connor, and Senators and Representatives in Congress and many others in printed
documents declare that this law is as well enforced as our other criminal laws are; and that
is true. This enforcement has been at times
fitful and capricious in certain localities; but

generally it nas Deen anu
lias absolutely abolished

is

well

enforced.

It

distilleries, breweries
and,wine factories; it has absolutely driven the
liquor traffic out of all our rural districts, smaller towns and villages, and in the larger towns
has driven it into dark, dirty, secret holes,
kept
almost exclusively by the lowest class of foreigners. It has reduced the sale of liquor in
this State to at least one tenth of what it was
before, when we had open and free rumsliops,
wholesale and retail all over the State, with

many distilleries and large importations of
West India rum. Every intelligent, unprejudiced citizen of Maine knows this to be true.
3. “There are a great many secret barrooms hidden away in the vagabond
quarters
of the city, usually in collars, back rooms, &c.
*

*

*

they are the most vicious
imagined.” “The police

holes that
find them,
but to very little purpose.
The police in
our cities are
usually an unreliable class
of men, being politicians or the tools of policicians.
In many cases they are open to bribes,
in consideration of which they agree to leave
these bar-rooms alone, and even protect them
by their secret sympathy.” I only remark on
can

be

this, that I do not know of a single case that
justify .this statement, and I do not believe that Governor Garcelon does, and therecan

fore I conclude that he is grossly misrepresented. How our most respectable policemen,
sheriffs and sheriff’s officers may like that,
I cannot say. But I know that the facts aro
not correctly stated in this pretended report of
the Governor’s remarks, and that it contains
most unjust and unworthy aspersions upon a
most useful and reliable body of men.
“I think the proportion” (of drinking in

Maine,) “is about the same as in other States.
In the country, liquor is carried by drumin their carpet-bags, by peddlers in their
and by commercial men in their sample*
*
*
*
boxes.
There are too, a
good many persons who distil their own liquors
They have little retorts that are excellent distilleries. A man can put one of these
in his parlor and distil in a short tine,
liquor
enough to keep him drunk a week."
This is
done by a great many.” All this is pitiful; I
don’t believe the Governor said it.
There is
mers

packs

tenth so much liquor sold in the State
formerly. Large regions of our territory
are entirely freo from the sale.
The habits of
our people aro
wonderfully changed for the
not one

as

better.

I
never
heard
of
a case
of
commercial traveler or a peddler
carrying about liquors in sample box or pack;
I do not believe there has been such a case.
I never heard of a little
distillery in a private
honse; I don’t believe there is one in the State;
the Governor, no doubt, has heard the enemies
of the Maine Law say that, but I don’t believe
he knows of any such case, or has even hoard
of one, on reliable authority. I don’t believe
that any citizen of Maine with a parlor makes
rum in it and gets drunk thereon for a
week,
or for any other time, and I don’t believe the

a
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this were so, what then? It shows most conclusively that the law is so vigorously and suc-

cessfully enforced as to exclude liquors from
the State to such an extent that people resort to “little retorts in their parlors.” Now
before the law, liquors were carried about all
over the State in hogsheads and barrels, and
in packages of every kind, by horse teams,
by
ox teams—full loads of
them; by railroads and
steamboats. On every highway through tho
State all this could be seen any day,
every day;
but now the pretended report of the Governor’s
remarks says, they are carried about in carpetbags, in peddler’s packs and in sample boxes—
and yet, according to the samo most veracious
report, there is as much drinking in Maine
under this state of things as in the old
time,
and as much “as in other States” where the

liquor traffic is free! It is only necessary to
state the case as the report puts it to show how
very false, foolish and absurd it is.
“SUBSTITUTES FOR WHISKEY.”
5. “Are there not substitutes that are sold
for spirituous liquors?"
“Yes sir. It is wonderful -to what extent
that has gone. There aro men who peddle
those

things all over tho State. A man will
into your store and ask for a loan of a
pitcher and some fresh water. Ho will then
take a little powder and sprinkle in a tumbler
of water, and ask you to drink it and tell him
what it is. You reply that it tastes like gin.
He then sprinkles another powder in another
glass, and asks you what that is. You reply
that it tastes like peach brandy. And so he
goes through the whole list.
The fact is tho
prom muon laws make it impossible to get the
real stuff, and so it is profitable to the quacks
to deal in those nostrums, and
they demand
big prices lor them.” Now it tho Governor
uttered
this pitiful nonsense and bosh,
really
no doubt he had heard it; but I cannot conceive of a man being such a tremendous
ninny
as to believe it.
There is not a word of it true
—I mean about tho powders the other part
about the “impossibility” (difficulty) of
“getting tho real stuff,” is quite true." But then
the Governor has before said—or is reported to
have said—that the law is not enforced and
cannot be.
Throughout the whole reported interview the Governor is represented as frequently uttering these manifest and absurd
contradictions.
ti. “Is the Maine Law then a failure?”
“I cannot say that, and yet it has
certainly
not diminished its absolute successfulness”!
(Hero it is quite evident somo one had taken
too much—"powder.”) “After the thirty years
of trial it is still considered an open experiAs for myself, of course, all my sympament.
thies are with the cause of temperance, but I
am unable to say whether or not I believe in
the Maine Liquor Law. I mean in its efficienNow it is not true that in Maine prohibicy.”
tion is considered an open experiment.
There
is no principle of government, no public
policy
more
settled
in
Maine than this. It
thoroughly
is as firmly fixed here as the vote by ballot: as
the registry law and the voting list and tho
free vote in order to secure an honest election,
that the true will of the people may find expression. The Republican party lias always
boldly and unanimously supported it, and the
Democratic party lias as openly and boldly refused to favor license.
The Legislature of
Maine Tli 1877 without a dissenting vote passed
an additional act of greater stringency than
any which hail preceded it; and the last Legislature by a vote of 127 to 17 re-affirmed the
whole policy of the Maine Law. and anew gave
in its adhesion to it. After all this, tho Governor is reported as saying that it is yet an open
come

question.

And so the Governor is now unable to say
way or the other, whether he believes in
the Maine Law, that is in its efficiency, at the
same time he is
reported as having stated
many things which demonstrate its wonderful
The
Governor
lives in Lewiston
efficiency.
the largest manufacturing town in the
the population largely made up of such
foreigners as usually crowd such places.
An English
gentleman told me that he was there some
time ago on business, and at the
largest hotel
heard a stranger ask the landlord for a
glass of
brandy. The landlord assured him that ho
one

State’,
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(lid not sell it, that there was none in the
house. “Where, then can I get it?” asked the

stranger.

"I do not know of any place in Lewiston
where you can obtain it.”
A Lewiston man standing by said: ‘‘I will
give any man five dollars for any glass of liquor
he can buy here.” But at the same time I
suppose there were in Lewiston, some of those
"most vicious holes that ean bo imagined,” of
which the Governor had spoken.
It is a shame that this Georgian interviewer
should pervert what the Governor may have
said, and thus show him up in so ridiculous a
light. Holding him up to the country as expressing different and contradictory opinions
at one interview upou this mosq,important subject ; and then representing him as declaring
that ho had not any opinion at all about it.
His words are: "I am unable to say whether or
not I believe in the Maino Law!” This interviewer represents him as ignoring or perverting the real facts in the case and as .asserting
other things as facts, which are only the coarse
and vulgar jests and gibes of red-nosed, sore
eyed whiskey drinkers, who thus express their
anger at the Maine Law. I do not believe that
Governor Garcelon uttered all this nonsense or
any of it. The rebels down Sontli, knowing
him as a war Democrat, wanted to make him
appear ridiculous. That is the fact, I think.
Neal Dow.

THE NEWS IN A

NUTSHELL.

The Greenback State Convention meets in

city today. Major Smith will probably be
renominated for governor.
The Democratic State Committee decided

this

yesterday to
Bangor, July

hold their state convention in
1.
A reunion of the surviving members of the
Legislature of 1851 who voted for the prokibitory liquor law was held in Augusta yesterday.
Gen. James Shields died at Ottawa, Iowa,

Sunday night.
A naval fight

took place on the 24th of April
between a Chilian gunboat and a Peruvian
corvette and gunboat.
The Chilians claim a

victory.
There have been plentiful rains throughout
India and the condition of the crops is much

improved.
The Democrats elected throe candidates for
circuit judges in Illinois
yesterday. Party'
lines were not strictly drawn.
The Senate spent the morning hour yesterday discussing the publication of reports before they were submitted to Congress, and
subsequently took up the posto route bill. A
number of bills were introduced in the nouse
and the Australian Exhibition and Mississippi

Commission bills passed.
There lias
been
fighting in (Colombia
betwon two wings of thp so-called Liberal
party. The House of Representatives was the
scene of great disorder on the 5th, fith and 7th
of May, and the troops were called out to supThe capital has been
press the disturbance.
but under martial law'.
It turns out that the deaths at Newark, Vt.,
resulted from diphtheria and not poison.
The Republicans held a caucus yesterday
and decided not to oppose the repeal of the

jurors testoatli statute. Opposition was expressed to the Democratic programme in regard to the appropriation bills, but no action
was

taken.
METEOROLOGICAL.

INDICATIONS

FOB

THE

NEXT

TWENTY-FOUR

HOURS

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
June 3, 1 A.
For New England.
generally higher pressure, variable winds
mostly Irom the northeast to southeast, cooler
cloudy or partly cloudy weather and numerous
rains,followed in the northern portion by slow-

M.)

ly rising temperature.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
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Killed by a Kick from a Horse.
Skowhkgan, June 2.—A young son of Chas.
Smith of Comville, was killed last Satarday

evening by being kicked

in

the

head

by a

horse.
Fatal Shooting Accident.
Brunswick, June 2.—A daughter of James
Johnson was mortally wounded this afternoon
by the discharge of a gun which an elder sister
aimed at her in sport, supposing it was not

loaded.
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad.
Portsmouth, N. H., June 2. -The annual
meeting of the Portland, Saco and Portsmouth
Railroad was held this forenoon at the company’s Hall in Kittery. The following were
elected directors: E. P. Phillips of Boston, in
place of Wm. H. V. Hackett, deceased; Alfred
P. Rockwell of Boston; S. Lothrop Thorndike
of Cambridge; Samuel C. Lawrence of Medford; Geo. P. King of Boston; Geo. E. B.
Jackson and John B. Brown, botli of Portland.

MARINE NEWS.
Launched at Richmond.
Richmond, June 2.—Successfully launched
this forenoon, the fine ship Theodore H. Allen, 1600 tons, built and owned by T. J. Southard & Son. She rates A 1 and will he commanded by Capt. L. W. Call of Richmond.
She loads at Baltimore for San Francisco.

THE MAINE LAW.

Further Details of the Disaster.
THE DAMAGE EVEN GREATER THAN
AT FIRST REPORTED.

The Severest Cyclone Ever Known in the
Section.

New Youk, Juno 2.—Scientists are puzzled to account for the Kansas storm
All
the bodies were covered with thick bluish,

sulphurous mud; clothing was stripped off, or
torn to shreds, shoes torn off the feet, and the
burned and

bodies

blackened

fearfully.

Horses, cattle and hogs were caught up on
Harris’ place and carried a long distance and
dropped, crushed out of all shape.
A Kansas City despatch says five persons
were killed and nine badly injured at Frankfort; fivo persons killed in Ottawa county and
seven injured; three killed in
Stockdale and
two

near

Randolph.

In Barnard county the cyclone came from
the south-west and moved in a direct line
toward the northeast.
It first struck the
dwelling of Tom Smith, seven miles from
Barnard, on the Andrew & Nodaway Company’s line. The house was demolished, and
it then mowed a swath over a field and a timber lot an eighth of a mile to a farm house
owner by G. K.
Montgomery and occupied by
a German named Schmidt, which was torn
to
shreds and scattered broadcast. Mrs. Schmidt
was probably fatally
injured, and Miss Lizzie
Davis, about it years of age, also in the house,
sustained serious wounds.
It then destroyed
farm
property for a distance of one and a
quarter miles, where it encountered the old
the Maryville and
Sixteen Hile House on
Savannah road, a large building
formerly
used as a hotel, and wiped it from the earth.
and family,
The inhabitants, Mr. Phelps
escaped and were blown into a hedge. It then
went one and a half mile to Turner’s, a new
house built this summer at a cost of §1000.
It was lifted up and
Not a stick stands.
dashed to the
carried one-sixth of a mile,
ground and destroyed. The family had left
the house.
Two hundred yards distant the tornado
reached the house and barn of Henry Harmon.
It was as weak and impotent in the gras]) of
the cyclone as one made of paper.
Neither
house nor barn remain. Two sous of Mr. Harmon in the barn were badly injured.
Harmon’s loss exceeds §3500.
It then crossed the
river near the Benson House, which it missed
by a few yards, but cut a roadway through the
timber. About a mile north of Barnard it paid
its respects to the property of widow Sarah
Goforth, carrying away one end of the barn,
taking off her stable, twisting away her orchard, and missing the dwelling by a few feet;
in fact, throwing a loop completely around it,
destroying property on all sides of it, but without hurting a shmgle on its roof.
It then
crossed a high road and struck the
of
dwellings
Frank Conlm, two in number.
Both of these
houses were on the same line.
One was completely demolished and the other carried about
50 yards from its foundation and dashed a
broken mass to the earth.
One mile further
on stood the one and a half story house of Lem
It
Robinson, occupied by Guilford Richards.
stood in a four acre lot, but not a plank is rethe
fence.
It crossed the
maining inside
country three and a half miles to Platte river,
most of the way through timber, where it apNothpears to have raised and disappeared.
ing is known of it to the northeast of that
when
last
it
seen
was
point, although
moving
in a direct line for Conception, in Nodaway
county, a Catholic colony, where there is a
eatllVUiUli

Dead horses, cattle and hogs are to be found
all along the line. Huge trees 2 and 3 feet
in diameter are twisted away, and in one instance the
gale swept along the bed of a ravine and lilted out of its narrow walls every
stick of timber and carried them away.
The
bed of that ravine looks as if it was swept by
fire.
and
Wagons
agricultural instruments
were carried for miles, and every article that
contains iron is broken and twisted out of all
shape. The effect of this cyclone strengthens
the opinion that these storms are electric forces
and not wind.
At daylight Mr. Snodderly of Barnard noticed what he describes as heat drawing water
up into the air in miniature vvatersdouts,whe re
they disappeared. He also says immense numbers of fish came to the surface of the streams
and stuck their noses out of weter as if suffering for air.
With the widely separated section of country visited it is impossible to make an estimate of the loss in dollars and cents, or of the
crops in Kansas. The list of killed will reach
50, while the destruction to farmers, in the
shape of crops, houses, fences, farming impleIt is
ments, etc., cannot be known for weeks.
the most destructive storm ever known in this
section, and the prediction is made that more
will follow, as the season so far has been hot
and sultry and the country is dry and needs
rain.

Atchison, June 2‘—A committee of surgeons and citizens, sent to Irving Saturdayi returned and report the dead all buried and the
wounded tenderly cared for. The destruction

of property foots up very large.
No reliable
estimate can yet be formed.
Hundreds of
houses were destroyed and crops in the path of
the cyclone were utterly destroyed.
When it
passed Blue river it lifted every drop of water,
and passing over a creek scooped it dry.
St. Joseph, June 2.—At
Irving, Kansas, 30
deaths are certain and 53 are badly wounded.
Fifty families at Frankfort are houseless and
destitute. At Sabetlia 75 to 100 are destitute
of everything. In the vicinity of Beattie,
bedding and clothing are badly needed.

XLVICONGRESS—1ST SESSION
SENATE.

Washington, June 2.
Mr. McMillan moved in Mr. McDonald’s
absence to postpone consideration of the latter’s resolution to refer part of the Rhode Island petition to the committee on alleged

frauds in the late election.
Mr. Blaine gave notice of an amendment to
the resolution instructing said committee to
investigate the last election in certain districts
of Georgia, North Carolina and Mississippi,
with power to send for persons and papers.
Mr. Edmunds rising to debate McMillan’s
motion, called the attention of Mr. Wallace to
the publication by his committee of a pamphlet, a part of which relates to the alleged
frauds in the election in Bennington in 1878.
He wished the allegations thoroughly investigated. He called the attention of the Senate
to the anomalous method of the committee hi

publishing ex parte charges.
ayjk

vnxxy
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Augusta, Juno 2.—The convention of

ill!-

mem-

bers

of the Maine Legislature of 1851 which
passed the first Maine prohibitory law, was
held in this city today.
Only about thirty of

those who voted for the law are liv ing. The
attendance was not large, but the meetings
flay and evening were of a very interesting

James Bell of Skowhegan was
Ohairman and Dr. J. M. Buzzell of Deering
secretary. An address was issued to the public, reciting the triumphs of the law. Speeches were made by the chairman,
by Gen. Neal
Dow, Dr. Buzzell and others and strong prohibitory resolutions were passed. Letters were
read from several unable to be present.
character.

The

following

is the list of members of tho
Legislature of 1851 who voted for the law:
Senate.
first District—Samuel C. Adams.
Second District—William R. Porter, John
E. Dunnells, Thomas Littlefield, James Maim.
Third District—Robert Spinney, Elbridge
Lermond, James Brooks.
Fourth District—John Neal, Ebenezer Freeman, David Garland.
Fifth District—William Millikcn, David
Vinal.
Sixth District—John Bridges.
Eleventh District—James Bell.
Thirteenth District—David Mitchell.
Fourteenth District—Robert A. Chapman,
Noah Prince.
House.

Cumberland—Aaron

Quimby, Westbrook:
Win. E. F. Linnell, Otisfield; Simeon Pratt,
Freeport; Washington Bray, Naples; Thomas
Cleaves, Bridgton; Henry Carter, Portland:

Henry P. Deane. Portland; James Cox, Brunswick.

Franklin—Curtis Smith, Philips; Benjamin
Tarbox, Strong; Horace B. Prescott, New Sharon; Oliver Sewall, Chestervilln.
Hanoock—Alonzo Colby, Bucksport; Win.
Hopkins, Bluoliill; Nathaniel Emerson, Orland; Rufus B. Walker, Brooksville; Henry
A. Noyes, Deer Isle; John H. Parker, Mount

Desert.
Kennebec—Jonathan M. Heath, Monmouth;
Joel Small, Wales; Charles Danforth, Gardiner; Joseph Percival, Waterville; Joshua
Packard, Readfield; Thomas C. Norris, Vi-

enna.

Lincoln—Jeremiah Tolman, Rockland; AlL. Berry, Georgetown; Henry Young,
Matinicus; James A. Beedlo, Richmond; Alden
Boynton, Wise asset; Jason 51. Carleton,
Whiteneld, Wm. Rice, Bath: John Raymond,
Bowdoinham.
Oxford—Alden Chase, Woodstock; Joshua
Irish, Buckfield; Timothy Walker, Riunford;
Timothy Ludden, Turner; J. L. Chapman,
Andover; Nathaniel Norcross, Livermore.
Penobscot—Joseph Hoit, Dixmont; Chauncey Cochran, Corinth; Abel W. Chapin, Newport; Samilel M. Woodman, Exeter: John
Kimball, Hermon; Jesse H. Nickerson,
Brewer; Lawson Woodbury, Eddington.
Hart, Atkinson; Wm.
fred

oP^uis-Peleg

Bomersec-Asa Merry, New Portland; RobB. Mills, Palmyra; Andrew
McFadden,
Embden; J. B. Dascomb, Bloomfield; John
M. Webster, Norridgewock; George A. Kimball, Athens; Ozias Bartlett, Harmony, Simon
Piper, Mercer.
Waldo—Joseph S. Noyes. Belfast; Davis
Woodman, Searsmont; Jesse Smart, Troy.
Washington-D. W. Dinsmore, Harrington;
Noah Smith, Jr., Calais; Clement Hopkins,
Jonesport; Erastus Richardson, Eastport.
^ork—Edmund Currier, Kennebunkport;
Christopher Littlefield, >Wolls; Edward O.
Safford, Kittery; James M. Buzzeli, Limerick;
Alexander Dennett, York; John Boothby,
SacojSamuei Mitchell, Alfred; Isaac P. Upton, Bliot; Orren B. Cheney, Lebanon.
ert
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He Thinks the Grant Feeling Very Strong
and that the Democrats will Nominate
Bishop for Governor.
New York, Juno 2.—A Chicago special to
Times says that the Hon. Stanley Matthews,
now there, said in an interview last evening,
that
on Ohio politics, that he did not believe
Judge Taft’s defeat showed the Grant element
in Ohio to be in the minority, or that that
A porstate was for Sherman first and last.
tion of the opposition to Taft aroso from a fear
that his success might be interpreted as an indication of his preference for Grant as the
Presidential nominee, on the ground that Taft
was a member of his cabinet and bad been
ranked as among the stalwarts. The party is
thoroughly united all over the state. Mr.
Matthews appoars to be thoroughly convinced
that the Democrats will nominate "Bishop for
Governor, but he says that that gentleman
has made himself very unpopular by tho employment of the patronage he controls in the
employment of officers and trustees of public
institutions in the state of partisans who by
their misconduct have brought great scandal
Looking ahead to
upon the administration.
1880, Mr. Matthews says he considers the possibilities of the nomination of Grant apparently greater than those pointing to any other
If the
person. Next to him stands Blaine.
people insist upon an Ohio man, of course it
will be Sherman. “I should think,” lie says,
“that the persons whoso influence will weigh
most in determining upon a Presidential contest in the Republican Convention would bo
of New
the delegates from the state
York,
and we shall have to select some man who can
that
state.”
carry

REPUBLICAN CAUCUS.
The Repeal of the Jurors’ Test-Oath Not
te be Opposed—Opposition to the Democrats’ Last Proposal.
Republican
Washington, June '2.—The
members of the Senate assembled in caucus
this afternoon in response to the call of a few
take
action
Senators to
concerning Mr.
Bayard’s bill to repeal sections 820 and 821 of
The first section prethe Revised Statutes.
scribes the “jurors’ test-oatli.”
There was
of
opinion in the caucus
practical unanimity
that this section should be repealed.
Tho
other section authorizes the Judges of United
to
own
States courts
exercise their
discretion
in regard to challenges of persons drawn as
jurors who have participated in the rebellion.
The opinion of the caucus was that section had
never been abused and was not likely to be
and should stand.
No other question was
The new Demobrought before the caucus.
cratic programme in regard to the appropriation bill was incidentally referred to.
The
general sentiment seemed to favor tho policy
of resisting all attempts of tho Democrats to
accomplish by indirection anything that has
heretofore been
unsuccessfulle'
attempted
openly. It was deemed advisably to defer
caucus action on the political situation until
the new bill has been presented and opportunity is given for critical examination.

HOUSE-

Many

hills wore introduced and referred,
among them one by Mr. Sanford of Alabama,
prohibiting the funding of United States bonds
payable in currency into coin bonds.
Mr. Ijowc of Alabama introduced a bill to
substitute legal tender for national bank currency.
Mr. Springer offered a bill
prohibiting any
soldiers stationed within two
miles of any
place where special or general elections for
in
representative
Congress, from leaving his
barracks for any purpose except that of relieving guards or casting his vote on the day of
election.
The House passod tho Australian exhibition
bill.
Besolution adopted appropiating $2,000 to
meet the expenses of tho labor committee.
nm ior appointment
ot tne
Mississippi
river commission and appropriating 8175,000
to meet expenses was passed.
Columbus Upson (successor of the late Gustave Schleicher of Texas) was sworn in, taking the modified oath.
Among the bills introduced were the follow-

ing:

For the speady payment of workingmen in
the District of Columbia;
amending the treaty
with Russia as to the holding of real estate
by
American Israelites; to regulate the value of
the money issued by authority of the United
states and to provide further internal revenue
for the government. It provides for
taxing
promissory notes, bonds and mortgages, and
makes it unlawful to charge more than 5 per
cent, interest; to substitute legal tender greenback currency for national hank notes; repealing the test oath.
A bill was passed authoriz ing the Secretary
of the Treasury to purchase a site for a postoffice in Baltimore.
The Speaker announced the appointment of
several on committees and the House at 3.15

adjourned.
Death of Gen. Shields.
Ottawa, Iowa,June 2.—Gen. James Shields
died suddenly last night.
Ho was in his usual
health
Just before retiring ho
yesterday..
complained of pain in the chest. Soon after
he told his niece that he was
dying, and in 30
minutes expired.
A Polygamist Sentenced.
■< Salt Lake, June 2.—Judge Emerson sentenced John Miles, the polygamist, to 8100
line and live years ill Nebraska penitentiary.
Miles impertinontly requested not ho lectured
and asked no mercy of the court.

the Northwestern Boundary
Commission.
New York, June 2-A letter dated April 24, on
hoard the frigate Ticonderoga, off
Solyman, on
the west coast of Africa, says the northwestern
houndary commission adjourned today sine die
and no point whatever is definitely settled. No
agreement could he brought about between tlio
English and Liberian members, and tlio former flatly refused to refer tlio matter to ComNo advanco
modore Sliufeldt as arbitrator.
could be made. The whole affair Is at a dead
lock and will remain in statu quo until some
further steps are faken by the respective governments.
John Hopkins shot and dangerously injured
Michael O’Brien in Fall River yesterday during
a dispute about wages.

NEW

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland

Portland,
The following are to-day’s quotations
Grain, Provisions, etc.:
Flour.

June
of

2.

Flour,

Grain.

Superfine.3 50@4 00, Yellow
75@5 25
25@5 50 H. M.
Mixed,
50@8 50 Oats,

Extra Spring. .4
5
XX Spring
Patent Spring
Wheats.7

Corn,
car

lots

49
48
47
40
17 00

—

..

luktv, june

—

mere are no

new

uc-

velopments in the Manhattan bank burglary
case. The police are confident that the con-

viction of the prisoners is certain,
and
the
speedy arrest of three other persons known to
be in the job is certain. The janitor of tire
bank from whom the robbers
obtained
the
combination has been discharged.
In Memory of William Lloyd Garrison.
Rev. Mr. Garnett, Oliver Johnson, Gen.
Conway, Judge Culveb, Rev John Turner
and Rev. Dr. Oliver made eulogistic addresses
last evening at the memorial services in honor
of Wm. Lloyd Garrison at Shiloh Presbyterian
Mr. Beecher preached a
church in this city.
sermon on the life of Mr. Garrison yesterday

morning.

The Swedenborgian Convention.
Nbw York, June 2.—The convention of the
Church of the New Jesusalem was continued
this morning. Ex-Judge Plants of Ohio presided. A communication was received from
Wm. Roberts of Philadelphia, offering the
society his annals of the progress of the
new church in Ameriea, and on motion the
matter of their publication was referred to the
executive committee, Mr. Roberts’ offer being
accepted. The executive committee reported
favorably on the application of the Denv er
Society for admission to the Geueral Convention. They were admitted. The report of the
Board of Missions showed the receipts to be
$1370 and the expenses 81020, and encouraging reports of the progress of the work in
Maine, Nova Scotia, Now Brunswick, Georgia, Tennessee and other places were read.

ter fair.5 25(g5 50
Winter good..5 75;a;0 00
Winter best.. .0 25^0 50
Produce.

Bran,
Mid’ngs,
Rye,

..

20

..

20@22

70
Provision*.
Mess Beef.. 10 50@11 00
@20
Turkeys.
Ex Mess.. 11 25@11 50
Chickens. 17^25
Fowl. 15(a)18
Plate.12 OOa.12 25
Eons. 12(a)13
Ex
2 7f»
Sw. Potatoes. .3 25@3 50 Pork—
Irish potatoes. 90cgl 10
Backs.. ..13 25(5,13 50
bbl.
Clear.12 25(512 50
(5}
Onions,
Bermuda,cratel 75(5)1 85 Mess.11 50,512 25
Round Hogs... 4%@ 5
Hams. 8%@11
Chee*c.
JLard.
Maine.
G@ 8
Kegs, ^ lb.... WA@ 7
Vermont.
G,a) 8
Tierces,lb$>..6%(g) 7%
N. y. Factory.
Go; 8
Pail.8%(<£ 9%
Fruit.
Beau*.
Pea.1 50® 1 75
Oranges.
Palennos,pbx 3 50(§)3 75 Mediums.1 50(5)1 (55
4 00,5*4 25 Yellow Eyes. .1 85(5)1 95
Messina.
Butter.
Valencia,case 8 00^9 00
Lemons.
Family, 1> lb.. 18@ 20
Messina.3 25(53 50 Store. 10(a) 15
Palermos.2 50«,3 00
Apple*.
Xuts.
Green.2 00(52 75
Peanuts—
Dried Western
3^ 5
Wilmington. 1 G0@1 70 do Eastern.. 3^ 5
Sugar.
Virginia.1 40ajl 75
Teimessee... 1 20vttl 35 Granulated....
@ 8%
(a} 7%
8(5} 9c Extra C..
Castana, ^ lb..
..

—

Walnuts,

12(a*14c

11® 12c
9^10c

Filberts,
Pecan,

C.GysCq^ 73/s
Syrups. 40.^45

Maine Central R. R.
Portland, May 31.
For Portland, 27 cars miscellaneous merchandise;
for connecting roads, 47 cars miscellaneous mer-

Receipt*

of

chandise.

gose

NOT POISONED.
The Deaths at Newark, Vt., the Result of

Diphtheria.
Island Pond, Vt., June 2.—Eleven deaths

have occurred. All the others are recovering.
Medical investigation shows the disease to be

diphtheria, undoubtedly aggravated by poison-

ed water as before stated.
Mild cases of diphtheria wore in the neighborhood previous to
this fatality and it is fair to suppose that the
poisoned water did not originate the disease.
The Duer Murder Trial.
Snow Hill, Md., June 2.—The court rules
in tho Duer trial that all declarations made
during the last week of sickness of Miss Hearn
must bo admitted as evidence. Mr. Hearn,
father of the deceased, then testified that he
had a little conversation with his daughter on
the Sunday previous to her death, as to how
the matter happened. He went to her bedside; her arm was laying off; there was a
small scar on it; witness took up her arm, and
remarked: “How did you get your arm hurt?”
She replied: “I raised it up to fend off the
fire. 1 saw, when Lil stepped back, from tho
expression of her face, that slio intended to
shoot me.”

Judiciary Election in Illinois.
Chicago, June 2.—Nearly complete returns

show the entire Democratic judiciary ticket is
elected by an
average majorities of 10,000.
Small vote.

EUROPE.
Aleko Pasha’s Conduct.

Constantinople,

June 2.—Tho concessions
of Governor-General Aleko Pasha to the populace in not hoisting the Turkish flag and wearing the fez cap, produced a very bad effect at
Constantinople, especially on the Sultan.
Aleko’s conduct is considered insulting.
An
agitation has commenced in favor of the native
militia, which points towards a denial or limitation of the Sultan’s treaty right to appoint
militia officers.
Floods on the Mincio.
Rome, June 2.—Almost all parts of Mantu
are flooded and the embankment of tho rive
Mincio is in dangor.
Rovigo is seriously
threatened and 2000 workmen are employed
strengthening the dykes. The river Adige has
also risen.
The Eruption of Etna.
Messina, June 2.—The eruption of Etna
A considerable portion of tho lied
continues.
of tho Alcantara river is covered by lava. The
to
The
damage
agriculture is very serious.
village of Majo has been abandoned.
Notes.
Foreign
The plentiful rain in India during tho past
week is believed to have been general.
Certain females of the royal family in Burman,
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stipulated, have been placed in irons and probably will be starved.
The weather in London and in most parts of
England Sunday and yesterday was unseasonable. Much rain has followed, accompanied
by high wind and cold temperature. Several
rivers have overflowed their banks.
A despatch from Cape Town says information that
King Cetawayo lias burned the Iioyal
Krall and retired to northwest Zululaud with
a large army is continued.
An avalanche has fallon on the
village of
Fontana and killed six persons.
The Prince of Orange is dangerously ill.
1700 men left Queenstown for Natal yester-

day.

_

THE ISTHMUS,
Riotous Proceedings at the Presidential
Canvass in Panama.
Panama, May 17.—The canvass for a Presidential candidate occasioned great excitement
and was enlivened by rioting and pistol shoottug against obnoxious politicians.
The most
disgraceful scenes occurred in the house.
in
the
People
galleries openly expressed contempt of and stoned certain members who
retorted with pistol shots.
The session was
adjourned by the military and members taken
home under guard.
The capital is now under
martial law.
_

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Adjutant Harry Stanwood states that the
report from Montreal that a member of the
Thirteenth Regiment of Brooklyn, named
Caldwell, was missing is a mistake. All the

members of the regiment returned
safely.
The escape of the two notorious
burglars
from Brooklyn jail is said to be the result of
the culpable negligence of Sheriff Riley.

The Stable of Mr. Robert Bonuer, ProprieNew York Ledger, is built and kept on the most
improved and modern plan, both as regards ventilation, light, warmth Ac. Mr. Bonner’s taste for horstor

es

The

is well known.

gentleman in charge

Doane,
In Rockland, May 15, Albert F. Williams and
Miss Fannie H. Withiin.
In Rockland, Ma> 17, Enoch F. Audersou and
Miss Louisa Hancock.
In Thomas ton, May 17, Fred H. Thomas and Miss

from New Orleans for

Foreign Imports.
SAGUA. Brig Fleetwing—284 hhds 40 tes 30
bbls molasses to Geo S'Hunt & Co.
Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bush Cornmeal

W. True &

to

G.

..

New York Stock and Money Market.
Youk, June a Ev«»ing—Money market
easy at 4®5 per cent, on call throughout the day.
Sterling Exchange steady at 487Yz(5*487% for long
and 480,5)489% for short sight. Governments inactive. State bonds dull. Railroad bonds generally
firm. Stock market irregular.
Transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated

J-"

■

purchasers to
at

173,000 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government securities :
United States G’s, 1881, reg*.104%
United States G’s, 1881, coup.107%
United States new 5’s, reg.103%
United States new 5’s, coup.103%
United States new 43/2’s, reg.10G%
United States new 4y2’s,coup*.10G%
United States new 4’s,reg*.lOiyg
United States new4*s, coup.102%
Pacific G’s of

’95*.121%

*Ex-int.

following

were

the closing quotations of

Stocks:
Western Union Tel. Co.1143/2
New York Central. 19
Erie. 27
Erie preferred. 503/2
Michigan Central. 7G%
Union Pacific....
—. 74
Lake Shore.
74%
Illinois Central. 8G3/2
Northwestern. G2%
Northwestern preferred. 94%
—

w.'tj

dgfr^Prof.
having removed his stock
of Pianos to our Warerooms.will be in attendance to
exhibit our large stock of instruments to all who desire to purchase.
E. B. Robinson

Exchange Street, Portland,
my 3

NEWS,

MONDAY,

Quincy.115%

Public Debt Statement.
Washington,June 2.—The debt statement shows
public debt less cash in treasury.$2,092,182,468 19

Increase of debt during month..
Decrease of debt sine June 30,

1878

Cash in the treasury.
Called bonds not matured for
which 4 per cent, bonds have
been issued
U. S. notes held for redemption
of fractional currency.

62,250

29

8,604,363 03
430,591,297 72
169,771,060 00
8,408,100

00

mining Stock*.
San Francisco, June 2.—The following are the
closing auotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Alpha.25% Hale & Norcross_17%
Alta. 9%
Belcher. 5%
Best & Belcher.21

Bullion.
California.
Chollar.
Consolidated Va—

Consolidated.. 4V2
Justice. 4%
Mexican.44
Northern Belle_
7

Julia

7%
6% Ophir.39%
8% Overman.11%
6% Raymond & Ely_ 6%
Crown Point. 5% Sierra Nevada.53%
Eureka Con.18
Union Con.93%
Exchequer. 8% Yellow Jacket.21%
Gould & Curry.13
Bodie.40
Grand Prize. 4% Imperial. 134
Savage.16% Potosi. 51/2

Chicago Cattle market.
Chicago, June 2.—Hogs—Receipts 23,000 head;
shipments 5,000 head; market opened strong and
closed easier; common mixed dull, not wanted, 3 40
@3 45; fair to good 3 50@3 55; choice heavy 3 60
@3 70; light 3 50@3 60.
Cattle—Receipts 4,000 head; shipments 1,500
head; few export offered but dull 4 80 a.5 05; ship20 lower At 4
ping

‘25^4 60;
75c1 00 lower than week
3 25.

butchers unsaleable at
ago; lows at 150 a)

m

Domestic Market**.
New York,

June^2—Evening.—Flour—Receipts
dull and
in

17,945 bbls;
buyers favor;
strongly
sales 14,700 bbls; No 2 at 2 o0@3 15; Superfine
Western and State 3 25@3 75; extra Western and
State at 3 70@3 90; good to choice at 3 90@4
50;
White Wheat Western extra at 4
55@5 25; fancy

do at 5 30 aO 50; extra Ohio at 4
OO^G 00; extra
St. Louis at 3 80@6 00; patent Minnesota extra at
G 00(5)6 90; choice to double extra at G 95®7
65,
including 2400 bbls City Mills extra at 4 75@5 10
240 bbls low extra at 3 90;2800 bbls Winter Wheat
4 4:0@6 25; 5900 bbls Minnesota extra at
3 t 0;a 7 05, closing heavy. Southern flour dull and
weak; sales 600 bbls. Rye flour unchanged at 3 00
40 for Superfine. Cornmeal is quiet at 2 OOja)
2 50. Wheat—receipts 433,300 bush;
Spring is
slightly in buyers fauor; Winter shade firmer with a
fair export demand; sales 452.000 bush, including
348.000 on the spot; rejected Spring at 73&74cNo 3 do at 91@93 V2C; No 2 do at 1 03@1 06"; ungraded do 84c@l 01; ungraded Winter Red at 96c
@1 13; No 2 do at 1 15@1 15V2J Mixed Winter at
1 13@1 14; ungraded Amberat 1 12@1 13; ungradeil Wliite at 1 13 Vis No 2 do 110V2®1 14:No 1 do
50.000 at 1 14; No 2 Red for June 1 15 bid, 1 15%
asked;No 1 Wliite for June, 16,000 bush at 1 14
closing at 1 14 bid, 1 14% asked. Rye is quiet.
Corn—receipts 396,765 bush; %c lower with fair
export demand; sales 398,000 bush,including 270,000 bush on the spot; ungraded 42:&43%c; steamer
low Miexd at 44;
41%@42c; No 2 at
Western Yellow 45%
c; steamer for June at

43%££43%c;
^45%

41%@42c, closing 41c bid, 42%c asked; do July
42%c bid, 43c asked; No 2 for June 43%c, closing
43%c bid, 43%c asked; do July at 44%@44%c,
closing at 44%c bid, 44%c asked. Oats—receipts
50.235.000 bush; about steady and moderately active; sales 82,000 bush; No 3 White at 37@37%c;

No 2 at 35%@35%c; do White at
No 1 White at 41c; Mixed Western at 35^)35%
c;
White Western 37«40c; White State at 40c; No 2

38%|g38%c;

Milwaukee 36c. Nujgar rather quiet and weak;600
lihds of Cuba Muscov;ido at 6 5-16@6%. MoIusmcn dull and heavy. Petroleum quiet and firm;
united at 73% ; crude in bulk at 4% ; iu bbls 6%'<i>
7%; refined at 8%. Tallow weak at 6;§:G%.
Pork steady and moderately active; 520 mess on
the spot 9 00@9 10 for old; new at 10 12@10 25.
Beef unchanged. Cut Meat.** quiet; middles
dull;
long clear at 4 87 %; short clear at 5; long ami
short clear at 4 92%. Card quiet and unchanged.
Cheese is dull.
Freights to ILiverpool—market quiet; Wheat per
steam at 5%.
Chicago, June 2.—Flour is steady and unchanged. Wheat in good demand aud shade higher; No 2
Chicago Spring at 1 01% for cash;l 02% for June;
98yb o;99c for July; No 2 do at 80c; rejected at

free explaining everything.
Address BAXTER & CO, Bankers, 17 Wall St, N.
fel4
TTh&S&wly9

Smith, Adams, Philadelphia—Ryan

l

SALE BY—

Woodbury & Moulton
ap30

eodtf

bwan & Barren,
BANKERS AND BROKERS,
middle

Launched—At Richmond, Me, 2d iust, by T Southard, ship Theodore H Allen, 1600 tons, owne i
by the builder and others, and to be commanded b r
Capt L W Ball, of Richmond. She will go to Balt:
more, to load for San Francisco.

Street,

Portland.
Ar at Cienfuegos 24th, brig Clarabelle, Coggins
New York, to load for Boston; 23d, sch Eben Fishes
lteyholds, DemaiAra, to load for New l"ork.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro May 1, barque Mendota, Whit
temore, Barbadoes.
In port, ships John D Costa, Mack, and Jairus ]
Lincoln, Lombard, unc; Portland Lloyds, Chase, dc
barques Annie Lewis, Lewis, from Rosario; Jame
McCarty, unc; brig Carrie Purington, do.
Ar at Buenos Ayres April 23, barque Martha ]
Tucker, Tucker, New York.
Ar at St Jago May 13, sch Nellie Shaw, Cate*

j

A. G.

SCHLOTTERBECK,

Apothecary,

501

MEMORANDA.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
m.,

Liverpool.
Cld 31st, sliip Astoria, Anderson, Queenstown.
Sid 2d,
ship El Capitau, Lincoln, Queenstown.
Sid 24tli, barque Kosetta McNeil, Brown, Guaj

ney,

single pairs)

the

Sun
Mc<

Buck, Woodbury, Baltimore.
WILMINGTON—Ar 30th, sch Jesse Hart, Wall

|

Bailey, Kennebec.

30th,

sch

season

the valuable services of a wellknown French Fitter, and shall be
pleased to show our Styles to those
*
desiring to order.

ORDER.

492 and 494 Washington St.
ROM TON.

eod2msn

DR. MORSE’S INHALATIONS.
by all to be the only method by which
Lungs can be reached. They cure
Coughs, Sore Throat. Hoarsness, and Diseases of
the Lungs. Many valuable lives have been saved by
C. MORSE, VI. D.
them.
135 Free Street.
my2Gsnlm

BALTIMORE—Ar 30th, sch Vineyard, Rosebrools
Boston.
Cld 30th, sch E & G W Hinds. Hill. Lvnn.
Cld 31st, sch L T Whitmore, Campbell, Galveston
PHILADELPHIA—Ar

30th,

sch Louisa Smith

Webber, Bangor.
Ar 31st, sen B F Lowell, Pinkham, fm Matanzas
Rising Sun, Jones, fm St George ; Hamburg, Dunn •
Alexandria; Mary Means, Parker, Bangor; Hattie >
White. Wilmington.
Clp 31st. barque Ocean Pearl. Henley, Caibarien
Ar 1st, barque John C Smith, Jones, Matanzas
schs Carrie Belle, Seavey, St John, NB; Addie ( \
Bryant, Stubbs, Cardenas; Alligator, Swain, Calais
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 30th, brigs Fannie 1 \
Tucker, Tucker. Cardenas; Antelope, Ray, from Ma

tanzas.
Ar at do 31st, ship Kentuckian, Baker, Trieste ;
brigs li M Heslen, Gould, Cardenas; Mary C Mari
ner, Collins, Trinidad.
In port, sch Maria Louisa, Reed, to load flsli fo
Round Poud at $142, in full.
NEW YORK—Ar 31st, barqncs Josie Mildred
Ginn, Sagua; H Gregg, Dyer, Buenos Ayres; brig ] J
Staples, Stowers, Cardenas; schs Bowdoin, Randall !
St Pierre; Win Fredericks, Hassell, Matanzas; A 1
Weeks, Littlefield, do 11 days: $sellie Grant, Jordai
Baracoa; Annie P Chase, Poole, Savannah; Maggl
D Marston, Blachington, Brunswick; Emma Green
Scott, Charleston; Yankee Blade, and A E Willard
ftom Bangor; Mary Farrow’, do; Com Kearney, fron [
Calais; Olive Branch, Ellsworth; Olive Elizabeth
Portland; Empress, Rockland.
Ar 1st, schs Belle Brown, Hunt, Bermuda; Join L

NOVELTY IN ART!
The art of dying the hair in five minutes so
deceive the whole world, has been discovered.

sell J M

Riley. Robertson,

do.

to

only

CRISTADORO’S HAIR PRESERVATIVE,
adjunct to the Dye, in dressing and promoting the growth and perfect health of the hair and
when
used alone—a safeguard that protects
of itself,
the fibres from decay uuder all circumstances and
under all climes. Manufactured by J. CRISTADO
RO, No. i)3 William St.,New York. Sold by all Druggists. Applied by all Hair Dressers.
a

valuable

sneod&wlm

my6
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Ward, Gay, Cardenas: schs Annie D 31crritt
Lewis, for Baracoa; Carrie Bonnell, Alexander, do

•
•

Chas F

Irvine, Berry, Fernandina.
the Gate 31st, sch Chas Comery, from Nev
Boston; Roamer, Elizabetliport for New
buryport; Teaser, Amboy for Saco; Mary Langdon
do for Belfast ; Congress, do for Bath; Richmond, dt
for Boston; Onward, do for Salem.
Passed the Gate 1st, Mott-Haven, from Yew Yorl
for Calais; Oregon. Port Johnson for Boston; Laur:
Robinson, Philadelphia for Norwich.
STON1NGTON—Ar 30th, sch Judge Tenney, Rich
Passed
York for

Bangor.

PROVIDENCE— Sid 31st, schs Addie Ryerson
Miller, and M E Pearson, Pendleton, for Tiverton
to load for Round Pond.
SOMERSET—Ar 30th, sch Scarsville, Hart, fron
Hoboken.
NEWPORT—Sid 31st, schs It H Dailey, Emery
aud A Peters. Torrey, for Round Pond.
VINE YARD-HA YEN—Ar 30th, schs Centurion
from Port Johnson for Boston: Globe, do for Salem
New York
Rival, Fletcher, do for Bath; M B
for Kennebunk; G W Baldwin, Rockland forNe\*
York; Westerloo, Whitaker, Ellsworth for Rondout
Sid, sch L 31 Strout, Cyprus, A L Wilder, H I

Headquarter* for Pnine’n Plain &
Feather-Filled Hall*.

stand—junction of

PARKER

promptly
on

Cor. Federal

Almeda, Smith. Hoboken.
Sid. barques Blanche How, G Reuseus; brigs F H
Jennings, and Mariposa.
Ar 2d, schs Fannie Butler, Warren, Hoboken; A J
Williams, Murch, Dover.
Cld 2d. sch Mercy T Truudy, Crowley, Calais.
SALEM—Ar 30tli, sch S J Lindsey, Kennedy,

Rondout.
Ar 31st, sch Abner Taylor, Dodge, Port Johnson.
Ar 1st, sch S D Hart, Burgess, Port Johnson.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 30th, schs Ernest T LeeBlatchford, and Hiram Tucker, Knowles, Weehaw,
do.
ken; Express,
Sid 30th. schs Nellie Clark, Clark, Calais; Ada S

Emery,

Allen, Dudley, Machias; Idaho, Creamer, Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 318t, sch Star, Thompson,
New York; Sardinian, Holbrook, Rockland.
BANGOR—Ar 31st, sch Adeline, Babbage, from
Portland.
Ar 1st; sch Jas Holmes, Ryder, Portland.

ap4

Agency

for the

TROY LAUNDRIED COLLARS AND CUFFS.
All work done in
at the low

my20

price

Iff 1 nr

a

of

superior

dtf

TKAIIT1T

Cl 11 II

MLL.

Having a large stock of Dress
Goods and Woolens on hand, and
being desirous of reducing the
same I have marked down every
piece of Dress Goods and my entire stock of Woolens for Men's
and Boys’ Wenr to prices which
will insure a speedy sale.
I have an extra bargain to otTer
in a job lot of five Marseilles
Quilts, bought from the assignee
of a Bankrupt Importer, and will
retail the same at ftully 35 per cent
less than wholesale prices.
A full line of Housekeeping
Goods at Low Prices.
White Piques at 13 1-3 cents,
worth 35 cents.
The best line of Table Linen
and Napkins to be found in the
city.

All

our

Prints and Cottons at old

75 cent Corsets marked down to
50 cents, makiug it the best Corset for the money to be found in
the city.
Remember the place. [Call and
examine before buying, and save
money.

STUDLEY,
253 Middle

Street,
POETLAND.

my23

cents we are selling some very
handsome Hamburg Edges. Our
stock of fine Hamburgs and Nainsooks will be closed out very
cheap. Good assortment Torchons
and Irish Crochets.

UNDERWEAR!

attended to

MERINO i

application.

DAVIS,
and Temple Streets,

always rely

on our

I

”

“

Lino of

Slippers,

Low-cut Kid Slippers,
Seamless Kid Button Boots
Side laee Kid Boots.

“

“

A

new

and nobby line of

nntl London

Toe*)

FOR GENTLEmEirS WEAR.

Davis & Cartland,
MIDDLE

The Best
Store.

Repairing

STREET.

of nil Kindi* done
mh22eodtf

at

BUNTINGS!!
i. HENRY RINES & 00.,

their spring purchases have secured many
desirable styles of Black and Colored Buntings.

A NEW FRENCH

BUNTING,

Black, Laced, and Laced and
Striped, which sell remarkably well, and
the market is not well supplied at the
present time.

in Plain

50 cent 48 in. all wool Cashmeres
are

nearly sold, but balance of lot, fully as desirable
colors, will arrive Monday, May 20.

t tt

T\

■

n

n

j.nenry nines <jcu).,
Dry and Fancy Goods,
Nos. 241 and 243 Middle Street.
my27MAV&Ftf

PURE ICE!
Burnham & Dyer,
75 and 70 CROSS STREET,

Having store.1

a

Full

Stock of PI KE ICE, will
furnish

Families, Stores and Vessels
Any dcsircil quantify, nt the lowest prices.
Season 1879. Customers Solicited.

Scale of Prices for the Season:
VIOVIIII.Y

KATES.

...
10 lbs. daily,
“
13 “
“
“
20
20 rents per huudred by Ihe cakr.
**
“
25
single hundred.

91.93
1.J3
2.93

feb!8_Istf
THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK OF

GAS FIXTURES!
in

the State

can

be found at

1‘28 Exchange Street.
New Designs and Patterns are constantly being
added, making it the most desirable place to obtain
good bargains and to select from.

Gas and Water
promptly done, and all

Piping and Repairing
work warranted to

faction.

give sat-

Cleveland & Xlarston,
128
A

Exchange Street.

*

eou

m

493 CONGRESS STREET.

dtf

Second Hand Carryall For Sale
Manufactured by J. M. Kimball,Sn perfeet order, newly painted and varnished. EnJ
CTHEAP.
of
"'

HUNGER,
Office 100 Fore st.

Will open this day a very Fine Line of

Foreign
LADIES,

GENTS,
MISSES,
BOYS,
_INFANTS.

and Domestic

SPUING

OVERCOATINGS
And

Suitings,

.And will offer them to the trade
VERY
ap8

LOW

PRICE*

myS___
Advertising

Agent,

TREMONT ST.,
BOSTON
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspapers in all
cities and towns of tho United States, Canada and
British Provinces.

tf

E. N. H» JSIIOTAN & BROS.

Advertising Agents,

ISO W. FOURTH ST., CINCINNATI, O.
Estimates furnished free.
Send for a Circular.

at

retail at

FOR

CASH.

dtf

—AT—

«ltf

S. K. NILES,

or

CARPET BEATING!

497 CONGRESS STREET.

goods.

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

J. \V.

Large

Newport Ties,
Newport Button Shoes,

“

d&wtf

5, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 16

codGwsn

quire
iuy27d3w

“

a

CLEVELAND & MARSTON’S,

The choicest
We sell at
the Lowest Prices.

inytl

Ladies’ Sandal

manner, ant]

2 CENTS PER PIECE.

MML UVH11

PORTLAND, ME,

can

hand and for sale at LOW

now on

Celebrated

FANCY HOSIERY. Owen, Moore &
Co.,
styles.
You

We have

Orange

GUMS.

Orders from the country
and prices furnished

Oakes,

Curtis, Ruth Darling, Ligbtboat, and Brilliant.
BOSTON—Ar 31st, barque Estella, Pressey, 31azanza; schs Kate M Hilton, Adams, do, (lost foretopmast); Hattiet L Curtis, Bartlett, Port Johnson.
Cld 31st, brig Proteus, Whittier, 3Iatauzas.
Ar 1st, schs Nellie Eaton, 3iotz, Perth Amboy;

Lnfliu and Knud

Powder and Reudrock,

T. B.

Spring Goods.

new

; Guns, Rifles, Revolvers and Ammunition. unuiN, MuuiiTi iv tu
Agent for

eodtf

among

CARD.

To all who are suffering from the errors and indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay.
loss of manhood, &c., I will send a receipt that will
cure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
This great
raedy
was discovered by a missionary in South Ierica.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Rev.
seph
T. Inman, STATION D, NEW YORK CIT \
no2G
sneo<!
.vyl

Old 31st, ship Almeda, Otis, San Francisco; barl

Sign of the Gold Hat.

my24

prices.

chemical combination in existence which
changes the color of the hair without injuring the
living principle which feeds, moistens anu sustains the fibres.

the

!

ett, Kandlett, Providence.
Ar 2d. brigs Antelope, Kay, Matanzas; Stockton
Allen, Cardenas; Motley, Plummer, Caibarien: 311
Comery, Terry, do; Sarah & Emma, Munroe, Sagua

as

CRISTADORO'S HAIR DYE
is

HATTER,
237 MfbDLE STREET.
THE

MIDDLE AND FEDERAL STS.

from the

are admitted
a disease of the

Marion Drapei

MERRY,

210

French

our

New

A LEX AN DRIA—Ar

Up.

$1.00
Mew IMobby Light Hats,
Fine Mew Vork Line of Light
to
$3.50
$1.50
Hats,
Summer Lnn Robes,
to
cents
50
$2.50
Fly Covers for Horses,
75 cents to $1.25
Hammocks, from $1.00 to $2.50
S7 cts. ami up
Hood Trunks for
Gents’ Silk Umbrellas,
$2.75 up
$2.50 np
Buggy Umbrellas,
Gents’ Imported Kid Gloves,
Warranted.
$1.50

This lot contains all the new light Spring
shades, and wonld be very cheap at $2.00.

at the old

leading Parisian houses. Also, a
complete line of New Materials
and Trimmings. We have secured

York.
RICHMOND—Ar 30th, sch D H Ingraham, Grcc

35,40, so eta.

hats, and.

(.Derby

GEO. L. WARREN,

Ladies’Dressmaking

aplo

3<>

**.

for

mas.

Ar 27th, sch Mary. Gilchrist, Charleston.
SAVANNAH—Ar 1st, sch Mary W Hupper,
ner, St Thomas.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 24th, sch Hattie

the Fashionable llats.

Im-

1.371-2 PER PAIR.

L.P. Holander&Co.,

TO

Mackinaw Straws,

and Black Trimmed,

porters, at an immense sacrifice in price,
we
will offer then to our customers (in

sntf

PENSACOLA—Ar 28th, sch Ada F Whitnej
Marsters, Philadelphia.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 28th, sch Helen M Condor
Dickey, Porto Rico.
Cld 29th, schs T H Livingstone, Hodgdon, Eliza
bethport; J P Wyman, Urann, New York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 25th, sell Hattie Turner, Hup
per, Charleston, to load for Boston.

Light

Congress Street.

We have Received

Sch Chas S Rogers, of Rockport, from Elizabetl
port for Boston, with iron pipe, sunk off Cape Cot
at 3 AM 31st, after colliding with steamer Hercules ;
of Philadelphia. One man drowned. The rest c 1
the crew were saved and landed at New Bedford.
__

Haring purchased direct front

STORE OPEN NIGHT AND DAY.

Costumes for the

Manilla ami

WARREN,

ALEXANDER^

REAL

NEW DEPARTMENT.

I

andlUp.

PRICES,

as

BOSTON.

Baltimore.

o ni.

JORDAN &

Powder.

ap22

Marsh, Falker, do; Lorena, Blanchard, Messina
brigs Merriwa, Downes, Matanzas; Fannie B Tucke
Tucker, do; sells Louisa Bliss, Strong, do; Louisa J
Orr, Orr, Cardenas; Addie Jordan, Leavitt, Sagua.
Ar at Cardenas 24th, sch Maggie Dalling, Dallinj

GEO.L. WARREN

SPECIAL BARGAINS

EXCHANGE.

Ar at New York 1st, steamers Niagara, Havana
Crescent City. Aspinwall; Canima, from Bermuda
barques Fannie H Loring, Soule, Cardenas; John

V. S. “Called” Bonds CASHED or
exchanged on favorable terms.
sneodtf
ja2

Sell I otter beck’s

<

HATS,

(CANAL BANK BLOCK.)

offers for tlie next few days

pleasant in its application
The Medical and
as it is efficacious iu its action.
Dental Profession acknowledge that only those who
use a Dentiflce containing a Saponaceous ingredient
are free from animal and vegetable parasites upon
the teeth and gums, hence the above preparation is
recommended to all those who desire to be exempt
from this trouble. Prepared by

MILLBRLDGE, May 22—Ar, sch Ida L Howard
Fickett, Milton.
Sid, sch Lexington, Leighton, Barbadoes.

35, 40, 50 cts.

STRAW

sneodlm

Saponaceous _Tooth

Portland.

Men’s Straw

CHILDREN’S

This array of leading pianos cannot be found elsewhere, and they will be sold at extremely low prices,

This Tooth Powder is

GREAT STOCK 15,20,25,30,

Special Stock of |15’

REGISTERED,

makers.

my 3

CORRESPONDENT.

15 Cents.

THE STYLES.

—AND—

KNABE,

,

FOR

FORMERLY

And other Well-known

Sch Florence N Tower, Adams, Rockport, to loa<
Wilmington, NC—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Harriet, Weymouth, Bangor—S W Thaxter.

nu

Y.

4^ BONDS,
COUPON

CHICK E RING & SONS,

Barque R W Wood, (Br) Mahoney, St John, NBGeo S Hunt & Co.

ley, Rockland.
C'nliforuin

tf>in tn <tinnniInvestet* in Wall St. Stocks makes
$IU lu «J> IUUUI fortunes every month. Book sent

Dealers in Government, Municipal and Railroad Securities.

REMOVAL.

EINDENIAN & SONS,

Sch Mountain Laurel, Remick, Perth Amboy, (a
31st)—coal to Jos H Poor & Bro.
Sch Geo B Ferguson, Ferguson, New York.
Sch Favorite,-, Newport for Round Pond.
Sch Winnie Weston, —Cape Cod, with 175 bbl
mackerel.
Sch Wm Keen McDonald, Western Banks.
Sell Contest, Me Learn, Western Banks.
Cleared.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, Yew York—Emen

HEADS
KEPT
COOL

BANKERS and BROKERS,

Me.

sneodlm

WEBER,

June 2.

..

Chicago & Rock Island.138%
Milwaukee & St. Paul. 51%
St. Paul preferred. 90%
Chicago & Alton. 83
Chicago & Alton preferred.Ill

PAYS01Y&C0.,

186

E. R. ROBINSON lias removed his stock of
of
Pianos to the Warerooms
RAIIjEIT A:
NOTES, Exchange St., where he has the pleasure to announce for sale the largest assortment of
Saudard Pianos in New England.

Arrived.

x'/iTcnn

NOYES,

BAILEY &

PORT OF PORTLAND.

v wn

H.M.

■■

MARINE

c<

large assortment,which we sell

see our
VERY LOW PRICES.

■

MERCHANTS’

or

Government Bonds or for other
investment securities, on most
favorable terms.

WE ARE THE HEADQUARTERS
Pianos in the State of Maine, and cordially invite

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JUNE 3.
Sun rises.4.18 I High water.10.0(
Sun sets.7.38 | Moon sets. 2.5t

FROM.

We will cash the above bonds

exchange them for other issues of

for

Scythia.New York..Liverpool_June
Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool—June
City or Chester ....New York. .Liverpool....June
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool....June
Sardinian.Quebec.Liverpool... .June 2i

May 28—Ar, sch Chalcedony, Ingalls,

2 Boston & Maine Railroad.113Y2
270 Eastern Railroad. 15%
Second Board—Frst Call.
$9,000 Eastern Railroad 3y2S. 723/2
.do...
72%
$2,000
88 Eastern Railroad—
153/2

B. &

Knabe Pianos.

11
14
L
21

OUR

HAVE ALL BEES CALLED IV.

—FOR

dickering & Sons and

MACHIAS, May 26—Ar, brig David Owen, Chad
bourn, Boston.
Sid, sch J Baker, Chase, Portland.

First Call.

C.;

DATE.

Baltic.New York..Liverpool_June 1(
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool_June 1C
Canada.New York..Havre.June 11

FROM

Stock Market.
[Sales of the Broker’s Board, June 2.]

iicn

FOR

for

Boston

The

FROM

10-408,

V. S.

Also Agents for

Domingo.New York. .St Domingo. June 3
Algeria.New York.. Liverpool.... J une 4
Moro Castle.New York. .Liverpool....June 4
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool... .June f
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool.... J une 'J
Sue via.New York.. Liverpool_June 'J
City of Richmond..New York..Liverpool....June *3
California.New York.. London.June 'i
Circassia.New York.. Glasgow.J une 'i

Co.

1867 and 1868,

WEBER J>IANOS!

San

Kelsey.

—OF—

GOV’T

Sole Agents in Maine for the

DEPART!'RE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

Sch Eva I

NOYES,

PIANOS.

In Otisfield, May 30, Hestel Bowker, aged 18 yrs.
Gardner Stone, aged about 32 years,—son of Daniel
Stone.

_*.■

0. 8. 5.20s

eodtf

Celebrated Cycloid, Square and Upright

7 months.
Mrs. Sophia FreeIn this city, JnnA 2,
man, formerly of Great Falls, N. H., aged 71 years.
funeral
of
hereafter.]
[Notice
In Brownfield, May 29. Miss H. B. Hounds.
In Fryeburg, May 27, Mrs. Mehitable Hobbs, aged

■

__«

LINDEMAN & SONS’

cholera infantum, Harry
of S. H. and A. L. Gammon, aged

J. W. COLCORD,
Jan24dtf

32
Exchange Street
aplO

New England Agents for the

city, June 2, of

NAME

Rates.
ap25

Liverpool.

&

BAILEY

private pupils by the subscriber,

Given to

exchanged for above Securities
or Purchased at Highest Market

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Flora A. Copeland.

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

143 Pearl Street.

Gov’t Called Bonds

SPOKEN.
May 23, NE of Moro Castle 40 miles, ship Baden,

MARRIAGES.

son

Portland
Bath (.Municipal)

and New York.
Sid fm Sagua 23d, brig Shannon, Moore, for North
of Hatteras; sch \Valter L Plummor, Plummer, do.
Sid fm Sagua May 24, brigs David Bugbee, Stoweis, ami Shannon, Moore, North of Hatteras; Abbio
Clifford, Bunker, do.
Sid fm Baracoa May 19tli, sell Edith B Coombs,
Coombs, New York.

of this

valuable stable was Mr. Ross. By the use of Giles'
Liniment Iodide Ammonia, he removed ringbones
and bunches that had resisted all other treatment.
Send for circular, giving full instructions, to Dr.
Giles, 451 6tli avenue, New York.
Sold by all Druggists.
my31TliS&wlw

In this

Quebec (Gov’t)

Barbadoes; Castalia, Sparks, Havana; 25tb, brig
Hattie S Bishop, Bishop, Portland; Tally Ho, Cates,
Canaries; 2Gth, Oliver Dyer, Emerson, Portland.
Cld 23d, Ibrig H B Cleaves, Cummings, North of
Hatteras; 24tli, barque Samuel B Hale, Haven, do;
brig Hattie M Bain, Thestrup, do; sells E H Herriman. Herriman, do; John 11 Converse, Rumball, do.
Slu fm Havana May 25, sch Geo K Hatch, .Murphy, Portland; 2Gth, Ormus, Shackford, Caibarien;
brig Chas Dennis, Connaclier, Sagua; 27tli, barque
Sarah F Fraser, Sheppard, Sagua and New York.
Ar at Matanzas May 23, barque G M Stanwood,
Webber, New York; brigs Josefa, Davis, Portland;
25th, Katahdin, Dodge, do.
Sid 24th, brig Lije Houghton, Dolan, for North of
Hatteras; sch Jos Souther, Watts, do; 25th, brig
A J Pettengil, Hall, do; sch It F Hart, McCobb, do.
Cld 24th, barque Ironsides, Coggins, Guantanamo

& Fox.

WASHINGTON.
Funeral of Col. Ingersoll’s Brother.
Washington, June 2.—The funeral of Hon.
Eben C. Ingersoll, brother of Col. Robert Ingersoll of Illinois, was held at his residence in
this city this afternoon. The ceremonies were
Col. Ingersoll delivered an elovery simple.
A large
quent and touching funeral oration.
number of distinguished gentlemen were present. Among the pall bearers were Senators
Blaine, Voorhees, David Davis, Paddock and
Allison.
The Democratic Surrender.
The advisory eommittoe of the House and
Senate Democratic caucuses met for the purof recoivinp; the report OI the sub-coinuttee appointed to formulate conclusions
reached last Saturday.
The report was accompanied with several important changes.
Deliberations
continued until a late hour. If
the changes
are
adopted the altered programme will provide for the passage cf a joint
resolution extending for a year from the 30th
all appropriations granted
by act of June,
1878, for legislative, judicial and executive expenses of the government.

ley.
Toledo, June 2.—Wheat quiet; No 2 Red 1 08Vs
June; 1 05 asked for Julv. Corn is
@1 08% for
quiet; No 2 at 37%c bid for cash; 37%c bid June.
Oats steady; No 2 at 33c cash.
Detroit. June 2.—Wheat stronger; extra White
at 1 08%; No 1 White 1 07; June 1 06*%; July at
1 07@1 07 Vs.
New Orleans, June 2.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 12%c.
Memphis, June 2.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands 12%c.
Savannah, June 2.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands 12%c.
Mobile, June ,2.—Cotton quiet; Middling up
lands 12% c.

4s
5s
6s
6s

U. SU Gov’t

Chandler Scientific Department offers a thorough liberal education on a scientific basis.
Full course in Civil Engineering. Necessary expenses
E. R.
very low. Address the President or PROF.
apl7d2m
RUGGLES, Hanover, N. H.

THE

194 MIDDLE STREET.

Havre.
At Buenos Ayres April 14, barques Mary Jennes9,
Oakes, for New York; Mary E Russell, Nichols, for
Boston; Woodside, Montgomery: Neversink, Barstow; S A Staples, Bartlett, and Tillie Baker, Boynton, uue; brigs Clara Jenkins, Dodge, and Harry
Smith, Weeks, unc; sell Grace Andrews, do.
At Montevedio April 2Gth, barque T F Whitten,
Nickel*, unc: and others.
Ar at St Jago May 30tli, barque Jose D Bueno,
Jones, New York.
Ar at Trinidad May 24, sell Whitney Long, Biek
more, Mansanilla.
Sid fm Cienfuegos 21st, soli Thos W Holder, Gray,
North of Hatteras.
Ar at Cardenas 22d, brigs Rocky Glen, Higgins,

Receipts—3,000 bbls flour, 18,000 bush wheat,
OG.OOObush eorn, 7,000 hush oats,00,000 bush rye,
0 000 bush barley.
’shipments—5,000 bbls flour, 3,000 bush wheat,
24.000 bush corn, 4,000 bush oats, 0000 bush bar-

Dartmouth College.

Banker & Broker

Eyvor, Brown, do.
Sid fm Hamburg May 30, barque Jona Chase,Curtis, United States.
Sid fm Bona May 9, barque Eva J Ray, Leighton,
New York.
Sid fm Leith May 21, sch Clara Leavitt, Lombard,
Sydney, CB.
Ar at Cardiff May 30, ship John W att, feweetsir,

3.000 bush barley.
Wheat closed steady. Corn easier but not lower.
Pork dull and lower at
Oats firmer, not higher.
9 57%@9 60 for July; 9 70@9 72% for August.
Lard unchanged.
St. Louis, June 2.—Flour easier but not lower.
Wheat opened pretty firm and closed weak and lower; No 2 Red Fall at 113%(SI 14 cash; 1 04% @
11; No i
1 64>/2 for .July; No 3 Bod Full 1
Spring at 91c. Corn higher; No 2 Mixed at 34%
351/2e for cash: 34%@35c for June; 35% for July.
Oats active ana lower; No 2 at 30ct30% c for cash;
30%c for June. Rye unchanged.

73 years.

Sacked Bran..
best.5 50@5 75
Mids... 19^21 00
Grade
52
Corn, bag lots..
50
50
Michigan....4 50@5
Meal,
St. Louis Win42
Oats,

The Manhattan Bank Robbers.

_

rve,

EDUCATIONAL._

Samuel hanson,

Boston.
At Singapore Apl 1G, ship Norris, Barstow, unc.
At Batavia, (coast) April 25, ships Daniel Barnes,
Stover, unc; Farragut, Small, from New York; bark

suddenly,

Daily Wholesale Market.

..

lVKW

Receipts—12,000 bbls

M., youngest

ter
Low

YORK.

to Buffalo at 2.
flour, 97,000 bush wheat
bush
corn, 83,000 bush oats, 5,000 bush
464.000
rye, 7,500 bush barley.
Shipments-13,000 bbls flour,158,000 busli wheat,
130.000 buslilcorn. 75,000 bush oats, 38,000 hush

Freights—Corn

DEATHS.

Michigan Win-

vestigations.

Mr. Blaine said if any flaming proclamations had been published in the interest of Bepublicans they were at least founded on what
occurred before tho committee, but the dispatches from Charleston when the committee
was there were a notorious
perversion of facts
not sustained by testimony at all.
I
Mr. Thurman said what he complained of in
the action of the Ku Klux Committee, was
that portions of the testimony bearing against
tho Democrats found their way into print and
not the rest.
Mr. Thurman replied to tho question of Mr.
Dawes in regard to the origin of the Massachusetts documents.
Mr. Edmunds resumed and continued until
the expiration of the morning hour when the
resolution went over.
Tho bill authorizing the purchase of sites for
dams out of the appropriations for the
Big Kanawaha and Kentucky rivers, psased.
The Senate took up the post roads bill and
without action adjourned.

AFRICA.
Failure of

jUUIipiliet

contained records of the former committee.
Ho could not say whether they wore true or
not.
The committee had not investigated
them. Ill answer to Mr. Dawes he said he intended to speak of them as papers laid before
tho committee, not as testimony.
Mr. Thurman said he knew something of the
papers and spoke of the publication in advance
of the proceedings of the ICu Klux committee
at the South.
He denounced the system as
an attempt to make political
capital.
Mr. Blaine asked if he did not lond his influence against any privacy in tho committee’s
proceedings. Of course when sessions were
open reports of proceedings wuuld be telegraphed to newspapers.
Mr. Thurman said he always favored open in-

More Recent Naval Engagements.
New York, June 2.—Buenos Ayres letters
of the 24th ult. say Quijarro, the Bolivian enIt is reported lie
voy, is expected daily.
brings powers to issue letters of marque against
Chilian telegrams to the
Chilian commerce.
24th of April report a fight off Loa between the
Chilian gunboat Magallanes, carrying a 115pound l'ifie and some smaller pieces, and the
fast Peruvian corvette Union and gunboat
Pilcomayo, the two carrying tenlie 70-pound
1
Chilians
rifies, besides smaller cannon.
claim to have damaged tlio h mon and driven
the
Magaloff two Peruvians, but evidently
lanes suffered considerably.
An engagement occurred between the Chilian iron-clad Blanco en Callada and the gunboat fcChacabuco and the Peruvian forts of
The gunboat lost one killed and six
Pisagua.
to be almost
wounded, but the town is reported
demolished by the ship’s fire. The inhabitthe
Zigzag railants, however, skedaddled up
behind the town, and
way up the mountain
distance.
safe
a
from
saw the affair
London, June 2.—The facts concerning the
the Peruvian
recent naval engagement off
coast are that the Peruvian ironclad Huascar
sunk the Chilian wooden ship Esmeralda, and
the Peruvian armor plated ship Independent,
Covain pursuing the Chilian wooden ship
dorga, rail on a reef and was wrecked,
Valparaiso, May 8.—Equador is about to
offer her services as mediator between Peru
and Bolivia and Chili.

FINANCIAL.

At

Vo. 13 I

n

four cents per

100 yards and
TERMS
and returned.

over.

ion Street.
yard, with

a

reduction

ou

beaten
Carpets called for,
*freet.

Vo.

13 Fnion

eod2m

ap'J_
J. II. BATES,
(Late of S. M. Pcttengill & Co.)

Newspaper Advertising Agent,

31 PARK ROW, -.
VEW lOlilt
Send £or list o£ 100 clioic Xewspajpers.
■

Brief Jottings.
Cooler yesterday. Mercury 68° at sunrise,
70° at noon, 02° at 6 p. m.; wind east; foggy in
the morning and a heavy shower in the after-

PRESS.

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, JUNE 3.

THE GREENBACK CONVENTION.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

A Large Gathering of Delegates,

MAGGIE MITCHELL.

noon.

THE PRESS
G.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews, ArmWaterHayden,
Hodsdon,
strong, Cox, Wentworth,
house, corner Exchange and Fore St.; Welander.
Boston & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
trains that run out of the city.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.

Bath,

of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston and Auburn, of Richard Foss.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison and W. If. Marrett.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
New York, Brentano’s Literary Emporium,

There were 23 intentions of marriage registered with the City Clerk the past month.
The rain yesterday afternoon caused the
formation of a great lake at the corner of Commercial and Union streets.
Sunday night officers Harris and J ackson

dog exhibited signs

tion. All the discontented men in the state,
all the men with a grievance, all those who
think they have been misused in the distribution of official patronage or in the withholding
of popular approbation, have been invited to

monthly meeting last night. They occupied
the City Hall, as Reception Hall was used by

come, and many of them accept the invitation.
Besides the discontented are many well-meaning people who have got muddled over the

killed

39

Union Square.
Cumberland Mills, A. W. C. Cloudman.

Gorham,
Augry.
Saccarappa, at the Post Office.
Rockland, O. C. Andrews and E. R. Spear.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. J. Parker.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
G.

a

large Newfoundland dog,

Councilman Fisk’s house on State street. The
of hydrophobia.
The school teachers
held
their
regular

covered that they boated in on
They evidently came from Europe
lively as could be.

CITY AND VICINITY.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Steamer Chesapeake.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Free Tickets—Fisk & Co.

day.

girt
Gloucester, bound
to Portland via the Maine Central, Saturday,
was asleep when she reached the
city and it
was found impossible to awake her.
She was
taken to a hotel in the neighborhood of the
An Irish

In Bankruptcy.
Miss Morgan’s Boarding and Day School.
Wadsworth Homestead—Mrs. L. W. Hubbard.
Wanted—M. P. G.
M. C. M. A.—It. B. Swift.
Corns—Dr. Carlton.

was

probably

City

Colby.”,

at Auction.
Real Estate at Auction.
Rare Green House Plants.

Ladies at Portsmouth, N. H.
Steamer Chesapeake will
York this afternoon.

leave for New

Dr. C. W. Benson’s Celery and Chamomile Pills are prepared
expressly to cure Sick

Headache, Nervous Headache, Dyspeptic
Headache, Neuralgia and Nervousness, and
Price 50 cts, postage free.

Parsons, Banos & Co., Wholesale Druggists, 117 and 119 Middle street, Portland, Me.,
General Agents.
may23dtf
ofkiial notice:—±0 me citizens

oi

jrorc-

land and vicinity. Dr. Cummings’ Compound
Extract of Sarsaparilla and Dock, is made
now just as Dr. Cummings
made it, not one
particle of anything being added to or deducted from the original receipt.
S. Cummings, Sole
my31dtf

Proprietor.

Sawyer’s Salve, the original and
genuine, 25 cent size, beats all others.
eod&wGm
myl3
Miss

For local intelligence from Biddeford,
Saco, Bath, Augusta, Hallowell, Rockland
and Lewiston see fourth page.
United States Circuit Court.

Monday'.—Joseph E. Badger of Augusta, having
appointed a Commissioner of the Circuit Court
of the United States for the District of Maine (Mr.
Justice Clitford concurring), was duly qualified by
taking and subscribing the oaths by law required.
United States District Court.
JUDGE

FOX.

.-Frederick Horrocks et al., libl’ts, vs.
Sclir. Bessie E. Dickenson. Libellants shipped at
Brunswick, Ga., for Portland, and signed shipping
articles for $20 per mouth.
On arrival here they
claimed that an agreement was made with the captain that they should have $22 for the run,although
they admitted that the monthly wages were put in
the shipping articles with their knowledge and consent. Amount claimed in each case was $18. The
master paid into court $2.23 for each, the amount
due according to the shipping articles. Court found
that the shipping articles correctly stated the agreement, and decreed that libellants should take the
money paid into court only, without costs.
Charles E. Clifford for libellants.
Strout & Holmes for claimants.
The following bankrupts were discharged:
Chas. E. Lennau, Bangor.
Henry O. Perry, Blaine.
Edward It. Pierce, Auburn.
Walter Clark, Poland.
John L. True, Benton.
Monday

David Cargill, East Livermore.
Abner Lowell, Portland.
John H. McGraw and Timothy McGraw, individually and as members of firm of McGraw Brothers of
Danforth.
Wm. K. Lancey of Pittsfield, and as member of
firm of D. W. Mosliier & Co.
John H. Larkin of Bangor, and as member of firm
of K. Larkin & Brothers—McCann & Larkin.
Ezekiel L. Chase of Atkinson, and as member of
firm of Chase & Philpot.
John H. Douglass of Eden,and as member of firms
of Douglass & Desisle.
Jeremiah Grant and Alanson H. Locke of Brighton, and as members of firm of Grant, Locke & Co.
John H. Leavitt and Thomas J. Dailey of Portland, and as member of firm of Leavitt & Dailey.
Peter O’Connor of Portland, and as member of
firm of W. H. Dyer & Co.

Court adjourned to Tuesday.
Supreme Judicial Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE VIRGIN.

Monday.—The adjourned April term

came

in this

morning.
Dora Vine Richardson was divorced from the
bonds of matrimony with Freeman A. Richardson
and the custody of the minor children were decreed
to the mother.
Mattocks for the mother.
In the matter of Win. L. Putnam et als., a committee for the members of Cumberland Bar, petitioners for the

expulsion of

John 0.

Winship

from

the Cumberland Bar, the exceptions previously filed
in the case were withdrawn by consent. Thereupon
Judge Virgin entered a decree in accordance w ith
the prayer of the petition as follows:
Ordered: That the respondent, John O. Winship,
be removed from the office of attorney and counsellor at law, and that his name be stricken from the
roll of attorneys.

Superior Court.
following sentences

were

imposed:

Thomas Sullivan, for breaking and entering the
Morgan, Butler & Co., and the larceny of
goods therefrom, was sentenced to four years in the
State’s prison. The criminal record of this young
man heretofore is very bad.
Timothy Kennedy, for receiving the goods above
mentioned, knowing them to have been stolen by
store of

Sullivan,

was

sentenced

to

three

years

in State’s

prison.
Geo. W. Dwinal, for the larceny of goods from
Daniel Friel, was sentenced to three years in jail.

George Wilcox,

for

breaking

and

entering

the

Albert Robertson in the night time and

store of

stealing theref

nine boxes of cigars, was sentenced to two years in jail.
Walter H. Andrews, convicted at this term for
breaking and entering the store of Jordan & Warren
therefrom, was sentenced to four
years in State’s prison.
oai

andlarceny

C. E. Brown alias Field alias Charles Coombs, convicted at this term of cheating Parker & Donahue
by false pretences, was sentenced to three years in
State’s prison. He has already served a term in
State’s prison for horse stealing.

Alexander McGregor, for

breaking and entering
dwelling house of Frank Longobardi and stealing goods therefrom, was sentenced to four years in
the

State’s
Win.

prison.

Harkins,on

an indictment for common
pay a fine of $100 and costs.

seller,

sentenced to
the case of Dr. Charles II. Withan, on the indictment against him for adultery, his counsel, Mr.
Blethen, moved for a continuance until the Septem.
ber term. The County Attorney opposed the motion and the case is assigned for Thursday, June
19th. *
Court adjourned until June lCtli, when the remainder of the sentences will be imposed, and one
civil case and the Witham case tried.
was

In

—

Court of Insolvency.
BEFORE JUDGE CLEAVES.

Monday.-Assignees were appointed in the case of
Gilman L. Reed of Portland.
Upon hearing an allowance of $150 was made in
favor of Alexander D. Whidden, insovent, in full for
all claims under his petition.
Webb.
Libby.
License was granted to the assignees of Royal Williams to sell his

Portland.

real

estate

upon

Stato

street

in

_

Meteorological Report for April.
Sergeant Boyd, of the signal service, furnishes the following summary of meteorological observations at the Portland station in

May:

1.

Real Estate.
transfers of real

estate were

reported yesterday:
Cape Elizabeth—B. F. Carey to Abigail L.
Johnson, land and buildings.

Westbrook—Wm. W. Lamb to I. I). Leighton, laud and buildings.
AVindhain—AVm. A. Stevens to AVm. Bickford, part of lot No. 122, 2d division.
Sebago—Eliza A. Butler to Edwin L. Poor,
land and buildings.
Naples—Richard L. Green to J. W. Knight,
200 acres of land.
___

Accident.
A young

named Donahue was badly
the Larch street fire.
In atSunday
tempting to “go through” a window the cords
of all bis fingers on one baud were severed.

»

man

at

of

the

City

IN BOARD OP ALDERMEN.

In the cases of Thomas Spears,
Hannah
Clancy, David Miranda and John Willey,
committee on claims reported petititions had
leave to withdraw.
The Mayor read the following veto of the
order paving Fore and Cross streets:
By an order originating in the Board of
Aldermen on the 26th day of May, the City
Council voted to pave Cross street with granite
blocks from
Middle street to Commercial
street, “exeent, siieh nart tlip.rAnf as
nnw
I
cannot
paved.”
give this order my approval. In the present financial condition of
the city it is necessary that we should exercise
great care and make our expenditures not
absolutely necessary either to maintain some
right or preserve property already in existence.
Future wants we must not anticipate, or provide extravagantly for present wants.
To
pave this street with granite blocks is a heavy
job as must appear to every observer.
There
has, for a few years past, been a general
decline in business. The volume of business
that daily drifts through this street is less than
in former years.
The condition ot this street
is as good as it has been in any former year,
and so good that it invites the travel in light
carriages to pass and repass over it. In this
state of our city finances we must devote our
money to some pressing wants, show *to the
world we are determined to practice economy,
and thus secure the public confidence and inspire our citizens with courage and hope that
at no distant day we may emerge
from our
I therefore return this order to the
Board
from which it originated for their further consideration.
Geo. Walker, Mayor.
Alderman Small presented a petition signed
of influential citizens
Cross and Fore streets,
Alderman Andrews presented on the other
hand a petition signed by many prominent

by a large number
against the paving of

citizens in favor of said project. A long discussion followed and finally on motion of Mr.
Andrews the consideration of the Mayor’s
veto was postponed to the next regular meet-

delegates were loud in the expression of their
determination to nominate Solon Chase, and
This plan,
carry the nomination with a rush.
however, is revolutionary; the leaders liavo
promptly condemned it, and will probably
succeed in suppressing the movement before
the convention meets. Solon himself is, it
is said, opposed to it.
The Smith men have
promised him that if he will keep out of the
contest today he shall be sent to the United
States Senate, and he believes they can fulfill
their promises.
So he drops the bird in the
hand for those which he thinks he sees flutterThere is considerable talk over the platform
but the opinion is that the resolutions of last
Some
year will be substantially readopted.
think it would be wise to accept resumption of
specie payments as an irresistable fact, and to
make the fight for the legal-tender greenback
and against the national-bank currency, but a
majority insist that the convention shall sup-

port the fiat money doctrine in all its wide
foolishness. The Waldo men, under the lead
of William M. Rust, advocate a platform com-

mitting

the party against the national banks,
but not against a coin basis for currency.
These men seek to draw near the Democracy,
cratic leaders during the past twenty-four
hours. But the majority of the delegates are
evidently not with them, and are so sure of

victory

that they scout the idea of an alliance
with the Democrats.
They are willing to rec-

ognize the compromisers to the extent of giving
Rust the chairmanship of the convention, and
have consented to that; hut beyond that they
will not go.
The Democrats were ready enough for a
trade.
They called a meeting of their state

preferred somebody tney had

vention. Then they endorsed the declaration of
Governor Garcelon that Maino would give 10,000 Democratic majority in September, and

adjourned with great enthusiasm.
Late in the

The original order passed by the Council,
and amended in the Aldermen by the insertion
of 8500 for 83,500, came down to the lower
board with a proposition for a committe of conference. The Council appointed Messrs. Fisk,

Dresser,

Fickett, Carney and Barbour,
Messrs. Waite, Taylor

the Aldermen

and

voted down, and a motion to adjourn was carried, so that the matter stands
just about where it was. with no appropriation.

sums

were

PETITIONS REFERRED.

That the appropriation
for laying cable
stones on Fore street be expended for granite
blocks.
For paving Fore street from India street to

Eagle Sugar ltefinery.

For removal of the old school house from it s
present position on Peakes’ Island and to
put guide boards on Central Avenue.
uujm
lur
mintages causeu l)y a
fall.
Of many citizens for a proper celebration of
Fourth of July.
Of Jonathan Clay for a brick sidewalk on
Thomas street.
ORDERS

PASSED.

To pave Commercial street from
Union
Wharf to Thomas Block.
To repair Vaughan’s bridge at a cost of
£1100; Tukey’s at a cost of 8900; and Clark
street trestle at a cost of 81000.
To lay out northerly side of Newbury street
from India to Hancock streets.
To report grade for Melbourne street.
That committee on cemeteries and public
grounds inquire into expediency of purchasing
from the Portland Company a piece of land
on the sputh
side of
Fore street opposite
Atlantic street for a public lookout.
To pay Twitcliell & Champlin 825, Thomas
Shannalian 810 and Thomas Donahue 8100 for
To sell a lot of land to E. P. Chase on Grant
street and exchange a lot of land on Congress
street, and authorizing the City Treasurer to
receive and give deeds for the same.
To build sewers in Elm street from Cumberland towards
Congress; Congress east of

Lafayette; Cumberland from Washington to
North street; West Commercial from Clark
east 14# rotls; North
street
southerly to
Quebec; and in North street to old sewers.
IN COMMON COUNCIL.

Mr. Fisk presented five petitions for a celebration of Fourth of July.
Referred to committee
Mr.

Fourth of

July

and sent up.
Melaugli offered an order for an oil
lamp to be placed on Freeman’s Lane. Referred with power and sent up.
Papers from the upper board passed in conon

currence.

Barnum.
The firm belief of the public that the name
of Barnum cannot bo connected with
anything
in the show business that is not first-class, is
the result of long experience, and is well
founded.

He has never given a poor show in
Portland people, feeling sure

Portland, and

that he never will,-patronize year after
year
to an extent as great as the size of his canvas
will
admit. His visit this season
city
proves
no exception to the rule.
His present list of
attractions has rarely been equalled, and never
excelled by a travelling company, and his
mammoth tents will be crowded on his
opening
day. The entertainment given in the ring is
of great length and variety, and embraces a
number of genuine novelties, in addition to
».v

..mi

"‘“CU

previous

visits

naa

made his patrons here acquainted.
The number of the lady riders is unusual, no less than
five appearing in different acts.
Sebastian,
the only male rider, is unsurpassed. There aro
two great jugglers, three skilled acrobats, and
lots of other good features, hut the attraciion
par excellence, arc Carl
lions.

Antony’s educated stal.

A Fixe Carriage.—Zenas Thompson & Co.
have just completed a superb six seat rockaway for one of the editors of a prominent Bos-

finishing,

The whole

glass
at pleasure,
turning the
open carriage.

that this candidate would not stand.
All knew that General Plaisted would like to
bo Governor, but few believed he would buy
the nomination at

front can bo removed
establishment into an

Personal.
Ex-Governor Conner is at the Falmouth
Hotel.
Col. Z. A. Smith of the Boston
Journal, C.
C. Couillard, Boston
Herald, Ben. Palmer.
Boston Globe, and Edward
M.
Blanding’
Bangor Commercial, are in attendance on tho

Greenback Convention.

Among the arrivals at the Falmouth Hotel
yesterday, were Daniel White, J. P. Bass and
C. N. Hersey, Bangor; C. J.
Gallagher, E. F.
Pillsbury, Geo. W. Martin, C. P. Morton
Augusta; A. McNichol, Calais; B. Baker, Bel!

fast; J. L. Smith and Maj. N. M. Folsom,
Oldtown; E. H. Gove,Biddeford; C. A. White

Gardiner; L. H. Ludden, Dixfield; W. Philbrick, Skowhegan; G. W. Lawrence, Damariscotta; J. A. Crioglitoa, Xhomaston.

so

disgraceful

a

price.

THE EASTERN RAILROAD.

The

Boston and Maine Do Not Believe

and

Clay. The committee reported an order recommending the appropriation of 82500. This
order the Council passed, but the Aldermen
stood 3 yeas 3 nays and the Mayor voted
against it. Amendments appropriating less

evening

Consolidation Possible.

The Boston Sunday Herald says with the advent of President Phillips of the Eastern Railroad—which occurred yesterday—a new Superintendent, in all probability to replace Mr.
Hornby, will be appointed, since with a new

president along

come new immediate subordiThe master machinist, Mr. Lewis, and
purchasing agent, Mr. Elliott, will also probably be superseded. Indeed, Mr. Lewis left his
position Saturday. At present the pooling
scheme with the Boston & Maine for freight
and passengers exists and therefore it will be
seen that consolidation of the two roads (owing
to the immense disproportion of their debts and
the difficulty of proportioning the stock) will be
almost impossible.

nates.

uumi summings sam:
air. rilllilps
tendered the position of President and was
invited to come on and examine the place. He
replied he could not accept off-hand, but, after
air.

was

examining everything, going into the machine
shops, over the main line, examining the accounts in the office and thoroughly inspecting
everything, he accepted saying ho found things
much better than he had been led to believe.
I do not believe that he said it ‘would cost
$200,000 to put tlio road in shape.’ I don’t
know just what ho will do. He will very prob-

ably make

a

report to the trustes of tlio condi-

tion of the road

on

assuming charge,

so

as

to

show just how everything stands at the beginning of his management, and to justify the career of President Rockwell, who has been mis-

represented. His administration has been able
and judicious. He has paid off $260,000 of the
floating debt, leaving less than $200,(X)0 to be

paid.

The road is in

admirable condition
in every department; and rails have been laid,
and by next year the entire road will be steeled
and it earned 5 per cent, last year. And there
are yet three years before 0 per cent, will bo
required. Before the end of next year the balance of
the floating debt can easily be exan

tinguished.

The regular arrangements are
for
the
Summer
progress
travel,
which will be, I
suppose, very
heavy,
In regard to the talked-of consolidation bein

road and the Maine, I will say that
the plan has been talked of by members of both
boards and favorably received. I believe such
tween

our

a plan could be made to work well.
It would
kill competition forever, and render it much
easier to conduct the business of both roads.
Then as to the number of shares of our road to
go to be considered equivalent to one of theirs,
why, as it now is, the Eastern pays the Maine

every month than the Maine pays the
Eastern. And I should suppose the Eastern
had more business than its rival from all nonmore

competing points.”
President White of the Boston & Maine did
not believe any such condition of the two
roads feasible, at least, at present. Neither
the Maine or New Hampshire Legislature
would

forego

the

advantages

of

competition

betweon the roads. Neither could all the 4000
stockholders of the Boston & Maine no induced
to consent.
Fine Paintings.

paintings on exhibition
Mr. Ilarry 13. Brown’s:

in that

city,

says of

Somo
and all
of coast
cloud.

of these aro in this artist's best vein,
in liis familiar mannerism, consisting
scenes, with backgrounds of fog and
There is a slight variation in the large
picture (1) entitled “On the Coast of Maine,”
for the afternoon sun is there allowed to break
forth oi^r the land in a very bright blue sky,
intensifying the dark masses of cloud over the
sea, into which white gulls are flying from the
rock ledges. These clouds and the tumult of
the ebbing waves are well painted. Another
large canvas (2) is a piece of Grand Menan
scenery; with lofty, abrupt cliffs, crowned
with pines, and whose tree-clad sides look like
magnified fern banks. In this picture, besides
the able painting of the cliffs, one particularly
notices the iris colors of the receding tide
waters on the white sands, under the morning
light. A pair of small ovals are good companions, one being a view of Dunluce castle on
th- Irish coast and the other “The Crown of
Menan.” These are the most noteworthy of
the Browns; and there are besides some pictures by AV. E. Norton, C. J. Schumacher and
others. Several of Mr. Schumacher’s little
pictures, as of Neidpath castle, Ireland, and
the city gate of Ostria, are interesting.

Walking Match in Bridgton.
A six hours go-as-you-please race took place
at the new pedestrian park, Bridgton, on
Friday, May 30th. The contestants were R.
E. Libby, Frank Scribner, II. Seavey, G.
Robinson and AV. AAr. AYnod. Seavey made 30
miles and 7A laps and won the first prize;
Scribner got second money, lie making 29
miles and 171 laps; Robinson was third, covering 27 miles; AArard and Libby retired after
completing 20 miles each. Mr. Geo. Dockum

referee, and the music by the Cadet Band
was excellent.
was

FREE TICKETS

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

plars,

Detroit, Mich., returned home yesterday. The session was largely attended, representatives boing present from nearly
every
state in tho Union, and from Canada and the
No

delegates
present from
the water, though encouraging reports
were received from the
foreign jurisdictions.
The present membership of the osder is estiwere

To be Given

stands fifth

on

The session continued
Saturday. Much business of importance to the order was transacted.
The principal officers for the ensuing
year are

days, closing

as

R. W. G.

Templar—Col.

Kentucky.

Next session will be held in New
May, 1880.
iykbskuunk

REAL ESTATE
WEDNESDAY, June 4, at 3 P. M., we shal
sell the valuable property, No 33 Green Street,
consisting of a large two and a half story Wooden
House, containing 14 rooms very
conveniently ar-

ON

ranged for two families. Rents for $400 per year.
This house is in prime order, has good cellar,
sebago
water &c. Property in this locality is always sure of
good rentals making safe and desirable investments.
E. O. BAILEY A

je4

_

BY

«

NOTE
3

That tlie public may understand that we propose to offer
SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS In addition to our generous offer
of FREE TICKETS, we hereby append a list of the

_

h.lopement.—Mrs.

asking
spring planting.

should come home and do tho
Her reply was short, sharp and

STATE NEWS.

a fine open view.
House can be examined on the two afternoons before sale. Terms
Bale.
F. O. BAII.EY A t'O., Auctioneer..

sunny and has
at

my30

ROSES!
HOSES

Greatest
and

Bargains

hereby publicly

we

Earth I

on

the day. In the forenoon A. A. Dwinal Post
3 held memorial service at Oxford, as ha* been
their custom for several years past.
Services
of a very impressive nature were held.
The
oration was delivered by the Rev. Mr. Emericli of the Congregational church, Mechanic
Falls. A bountiful collation was served in the
vestry adjoining the church at the close of the
service.
The Post arrived home about one o’clock.
The graves were decorated in the afternoon, Rev. Mr. Chase offering prayer and
Hon. T. B. Swan making a few remarks. The
memorial address was delivered by Rev. Mr.
Whitman.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Decoration Day was
observed at Upper
Gloucester with appropriate memorial services
under the auspices of the Good Templars of
that jdace.
At 1.30 p. m. a large concourse of
people gathered at Centennial Hall, where
they formed into a procession, consisting of
Good Temjilars, who came out in their
regalia,
several schools, and other citizens of the place.
The procession was escorted to the
cemetery
by the New Gloucester Cornet Band, Capt.
Win. P. Eveleth acting as chief marshal.
At
the cemetery appropriate services were held.
After services the procession marched back
to the centre of the village, and was seated under the beautiful shade trees in front of the
home of 8. Gross, Esq.
The meeting was
then called to order by H. W. Spring, Esq.,
and
president,
very interesting and appropriate speeches were made by Dr. D. S.
Granding,
Rev. Mr. Studley and Rev. J. G. Lcavett. interspersed with music by the choir, D. C. McIntire chorister, and by the N. G. C. B.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.
co.

respondent writes: Memorial Day at
in a very quiet manner and

citi

ons

showed

a

lack of interest that

announce that we

ficient lor a proper observance of the day, but
at our last town meeting a
Greenbacker, of
cours -, in order to reform some of the “abuses
insti ited by the Republicans”, and to attach
to hi iself a glorious name as a reformer, made
a in- ,ion mai me

article

appropriating

money

for t!iat purpose be passed, and it was carried.
The soldiers, however, were not content to
let the day pass without doing something to
show that they remembered their brave comrades who fell fighting for their nation’s life, so
after waiting until the last moment,
expecting
the more public spirited of the citizens would
make some move, they had a meeting and decided to have a quiet observance of the rites of
decoration in their own way.
Drummond
Hall was secured and the necessary arrangements were made.
At an early hour Friday
morning the soldiers assembled at the hall and
at 8 o’clock the procession started and marched
to the cemetery, each
bearing bouquets of
beautiful flowers.
On arriving at the cemetery prayer was offered by Prof .'Woodbury of
the Normal school, after which the graves
were decorated and the old flag for which'
they
fought was left to move above them. A
large portion of the soldiers left for Wilton to
take part in the exercises at that place.
Thus
was Farmington saved the disgrace of
ignoring
a day instituted to kefep the memory of those
brave men green in the minds of the people.

and

see

if you

can

recall to mind anytliiug like what

WORKING
Did you

ever see

an

we

ROOM PAPERS!

now offer.

Special

One of the largest and best selected
stocks in the city, of New and Stylish
Designs. Call and examine.

entire suit, coat, pants and vest

at that

owned by Wm. D.
Friday
Reynolds of Marion, while feeding in the
pasture near the woods, in the vicinity of his
house, was attacked by a large bear, much injured by the furious scratches of the hungry
beast. After quite a struggle the ox got clear
and reached the barn, considerably lacerated,
his sides, back and throat being well marked
by the paws of bruin.
last

The Professional Indorsement which
lias been accorded by leading medical men in
various parts of the country to Dr. Wm.
Hall’s Balsam for the Lungs, is a sufficient
guaranty of its efficacy in eradicating diseases
of the breathing organs.
These gentlemen
have thoroughly tested the remedy, and their

testimony is to the effect that it is
positive specific for lung, bronchial and
throat affections of every description, and almost reliable preventive of that
dreaded
scourge, consumption. Druggists sell it.
Oxygenated Bitters cure Dyspepsia.
concurrent
a

my2G____dlw

IX

XEXT

COMES

ORDER
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IVI ■ ITIedicine cures Pains
in the Back, Side or

Loins,

aud all Diseases

of the Kidneys, Bladder
aud Urinary Organs,
Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Bright’s Disease of
the Kidneys, Retention
or Incontinence of Urine, Nervous Diseases, Female
Weakness, and Excesses; HUNT’S RE.TIEDY
is prepared EXPRESSLY for these diseases.
From Rev. E. G. Taylor, D. D., pastor First Baptist Church.
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Providence. R. I., Jan. 8,1879.
testify to the virtue of HUNT'S REMEDY
in Kidney Diseases from actual trial, having been
much benefited by its use.
E. G. Taylor.
Providence, R. I., Aug. 19,1878.
Wm. E. Clarke,—Dear Sir:
Having witnessed
the wonderful etfects of HUNT'S RE MED Yt in my
own case, and in a great number of
others, I recommend it to all afflicted with Kidney Diseases or Dropsy. Those afflicted by disease should secure the medI

can

icine which will

HUNT'S

in the shortest possible time.
REMEDY will do this.
E. R. Dawley! 85 Dyer St.
cure

HUNT’S REME-

~

M ^ „

purely Vegetais used by the irai
§1
advicoofphvsicians.lt ffll Fiji
®

DY is
ble, and

has stood the test of
time for ,*J©
years, and
the utmost reiianeemay
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Send for Pamphlet to
WM. E.
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CLARKE, Providence,

If

AT
These Suits

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

j»7

eodinvly3

jne3

dtf

fT0.

Plum

St.
dim

are

sold elsewhere at $10.00.
Advertisements.

To

LINEN FRINGES

!

HEADINGS,
New

THE BELMONT AND PRINCE ALBERT.

Styles,

25

cents per

Yard.

NO. 84 FIFTH

to 16

AT
FINE

QUALITY, CHOICE STYLES !

H. I. NELSON &

YEARS

$1.88
Flannel Suit, Age

Children’s Blue

AVENUE,

of Fourteenth Street, New York,

on

WENESDAY, JUNE II,

CO.,

443 Congress Street, Farringtontl&wlw
Block
my2‘J

Linen.

}

$2.00
SUIT, 12

AUCTION

By VAN TASSEL & KEARNEY, at

Corner

only 75 Cents!

CONDENSED LIST OF BARCAINS.

FOR A BOY’S

BROTHERS,

The entire stock of Carriages of that well-known
firm will be

ZSTIETW

or

close the Estate of

SOLD AT

AND

Striped

Me.

At Auction.

WOOD

Notice other dealers’

Overalls and Jumpers 25 cents,
Cotton Pants GO cents,
Good Working Pants $1.00 to $1.25,
Thin Summer Coats 50 cents,

Street, Portland,

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.

ELEGANT CARRIAGES

OCR

BLACK DIAGONAL FROCK COATS AND VEfcTS

Men’s White Vests

BAILEY & (().,

Agent* for the Celebrated Concord IIarne«u»

$7.00 !

$0.00

OF AGE.

4 to 10 Years.

STRAWS!
STRAWS!

10 O’CLOCK A. M.

The stock contains almost every variety of pleasure carriage, unsurpassed in design or quality.
Al-

so,

some

second-hand carriages, in good condition.
ABSOLUTE, WITHOUT LIMIT

The sale will BE

Catalogues may be obtained from
auctioneers, No. 84 Fifth Avenue, where the
carriages wili be on view until the sale, or from
BROWN & PRAY, successors to Wood Brothers,
CARRIAGE BUILDERS. Factory and Warerooms,
BROADWAY AND 39TH STREET, NEW YORK.
d.3t
jne3
OR RESERVE.
the

LATEST STYLES IN

$1.00 !
Children’s Cottonade Garibaldi Suits, Age 4 to 10.
BEAR IN MIND that the above prices merely show our CHEAP
AND MEDIUM grade of Goods, and that our stock embraces Garments l'rom the cheapest to the tiuest of texture.

REMEMBER

1THESE

For

Young Gents.

The

Nobby Thing for Young tientii,

E. N. PERRY

TICKET

TO

245 MIDDLE
my 31

at

S,

STREET.
eodtf

NEW STORE! NEW MOHS!

-TO-

FURNITURE!
We have now in stock one of
the largest and most complete
stocks of Furniture ever offered in
Portland, which we arc

Selling at Great Bargains.

NEW PRICES I

P. T. BARNUI’S “GREATEST AND ONLY SHOW ON EARTH,”
HOLDEN & DAVIS,
RIVALED ONLY BY

C.

D.
The

B.

FISK

Great

Live

Under Preble House,

&

CO.,

Clothiers,

PORTLAKHD, ME.

ju3

BANKRUPTCY. District Court of the
United States, District of Maine. In the matter of William H.
Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this second day of June, by
William H. Motley of Portland a Bankrupt, praying
that he may be decreed to have a full discharge
from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt
Act, and upon reading said Petition.
It is ordered by the Court that a nearing bo had
upon the same, on the first day of September A. D.
1879, before the Court in Portland, in said District
at 10 o’clock A. M. and that notice thereof be published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Advertiser and Tress, the last publication to
be thirty days at least before the day of hearing,
and that all creditors who have proved their debts
and other persons in interest, may appear at said
time and place, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said Petition should not be
WM. P. PREBLE,
I
granted.
Clerk of District Court, for said District.

IN

Motley,

|

dlaw3wT&wlw‘23

jne8

MISS MORGAN’S

NUMBER
OF STATES AND
TERRITORIES IN THE UNION?

Man Colby” is a funny old fellow. He has
Centennial Hintory of the United
States, giving the soil and climate and production of
every State and Territory, which is published for
three dollars, hut is setting for only Ninety Cents
at his Son’s store, No. 119 EXCHANGE STREET.
One day he told a company of young men if any one
of them would tell the exact number of States and
Territories, be would give them a copy of this book;
a

but not one of them could tell. Since then the same
offer has been made to more than one hundred persons and not one has been able to tell or guess the
right number. Such persons usually buy a book and
post themselves. The Colbys have a big bankrupt
stock of books selling without regard to cost. Their
sale of books in this city closes forever in a few
weeks. Call for a new catalogue; free to all.
w»

jne3__<11
Wadsworth Homestead.

are

AT PORTSMOUTH, N. H., reopen Sept.
ough instruction in all English studies; and special
opportunities .for French and German by native

CITY Or PORTLAND.

Sewers

and

to

Proposals will bo received by the Committcc on Drains and Sewers till MONDAY,
the 9th inst., at 12 o’clock noon, for biuldmg bowors in Elm, Congress, Cumberland, West Commercial and North Streets, according to plaus aud specifications at City Civil Engineer's ofliee. The committee reserve tne right to reject any or all bids that
may not be deemed for
\M

SEALED

"Chairman.

je3dlw

i

1

I

serviMills,
prompt
ces, in saving their projierty from tire, on the mornREV. I. LUCE.
ing of June 1st.

Saccarappa,

June

A

jc3_

_dJt

MAMREFOB SAEE.
Htnblc 132 Center Street.

For Salo.

interest in a good paying business.
n ARREN,
particulars inquire of D. S.
102 Commercial St.
myU'Jtf

ONE-IIALF
For

Have

SITUATION

For
4

Also

jue2

be

145 (O.UIIERCM

purchased

at

STREET.
d!w

J4w
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THE
PRICES
TELL.

a

After

Full Line of

Lot

New Style Straw Hat* 13f.
Hen’* Straw llat* 'iOe.
Ladle* Bathing Hat* iOc.
Boy*’ Wool Hat* 1 for SI.
Hen’* Good Working Hal* IOc.
A «-oort Trunk for SI.
All.
Our SI Hat*
Hen’* Black Lantiug Capa 13c.
Traveling Bag* 73c up.

of

Surpri*e

SHIRTS!
Tlie best bargains ever offered.
Sizes 13 1-2, 14, 14 1-2, .13,
13 1-2. Conte and see.

reading the following, everybody will* know
where to buy.

Boy*’

ap8

We exchange the BROADWAY SILK HAT
for $3.00—others charge $3.50. We can show
some specialties in tine SOFT HATS,

kept by us only. Also the largest
retail stock in Maine.

CO.,

493 CONGRESS STREET.

my 9

An

immense stock of Straw Hats and Hammocks.

dtf

WATERPROOF HATS!
103

SALE

Fore

Street,

style Waterproof

my2d3t*

COE,

AT

Hat. Teamsters, Hackmen*
llorso Car Drivers and all others exposed in rainy
weather are invited to examine.

a new

ALFRED 1I1SKELL.

the
197

hatter,

middle

FOR SALE.

CEDAR POSTS FOR
very low.

a

SHOE STORE, in a good location, one of the
best thoroughfare* in Portland, and doing a
good business.
Apply at 505 Congress street,

A

je2tf

Portland, Me.

Street,
eodtf

my 17

NEARLY NEW Pleasure Wagon, handsomely
can

NO. 46 EXCHANGE ST.

and offer

SHIRTS
HATHAWAY’S__dtf

Sale !

painted, seating 20,
bargain by applying at

manufacturers of and Dealers
in all kinds of Furniture,

AT EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.

as

PLEASURE WAGON

MONEY

Geo.A.Whitiiey&Co.

GLOBE DRESS SHIS

FOR

Book-keeper by a man of exJr\. perience; or any position requiring good penmanship and knowledge of figures. Address
Jc3dlw«_M. P. G., 170 Clark St„ City.

any

by calliug on us before purchasing

DOZEN

100

Wanted.
4

just received

CHAKLES CUSTIS &

4 LL persona are Hereby cautioned against trust*
:
ing or harboring any of the crew of the Swed; ish Bark “Robert,” Piomgreu master, now lying at
this port, as no bills of their contracting will be
} paid by master or consignees,
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.
j jne3d3t

C. L. JEWELL,
mj22dtf

2,

MRS. B. M. EDWARDS.
ALONZO LIBBY.
It*
1879.

SAVE

Cba<lbonrn&keudall

job

undersigned, hereby tender their sincere
to the citizens of Saccarappa and CiunTHEthanks
berland
for their
and efficient

IT

STATED Meeting o£ the Maine Charitable Mechanics Association will be held in the Library
Room, Mecbanies Building, THURSDA Y Eve., June
R- »■ SWIi 1, sec
5, at 7.30 o’clock.

few
obtain
a

A Card.

Build.

Second Door from Exchange Street.
GEO. W. DAVIS.
CHAS. F. HOLDEN,
<Itf
my31

MRS. L.W. HUBBARD,
Hiram, Me.

jd3d2w

_eod2m

Drains

satisfy

once

teachers who reside in the family. Send for Circular.

je3

STORE 173 FORE STREET,

ME.

Situation cannot fail to please and
Day and Boarding School THIS
those who desire
boarding place for
Persons wishing to
| months in the country.
for Young Ladies,
to apply at
to
board
requested
24. Thor■

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
are now opening with an entire new stock
for CASH at BOTTOM PRICKS,
and we shall SELL TO SUIT THK TIMES.
Remember we have NO OLD SHOP-WORN
GOODS.
Every garment NKW, FRESH
AND STRONG, thoroughly made up in the latest styles. Call and see us.

WHO CAN TELL

Parties about purchasing
kind of Furniture will

—

bought

dtf

HIRAM,

AND

—

We

THE

v/

CLOTHING

No. 173 Fore Street.

Congress Street,

BUY

THE PAROLE MIXED STRAW,

FOR A

THEN ASK

FREE

RARE OPPORTUNITY

PRICES !

INFORM YOUR FRIENDS AND RELATIONS !
COME IN AND PURCHASE YOUR CLOTHING !

m

R. I.

Green House and Bedding Plants.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctisneer*.

MEN’S PURE BLUE FLANNEL SUIT

m

ff83 |f| ll

Exchange

my22

a neat Striped (nssintcrc Suit, Dark and genteel
to any $10.00 suit to be obtained outside of our store.

looking, equal

a

«nuf
uvs^"ss
Ml
Kidney
| I] H

A

HALL L. DAVIS,

We will give you

ox

an

FINE collection of choice Plants from HOYKIT & CO,, Botttou, Tin—. The new ami
beautiful Colens, New Geraniums, New Lastan as, Lidium, Auratum. and a great
variety of

AUCTIONEERS,

price, made of fancy Striped Cottonade.
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WASHINGTON COUNTY.

On

inducements for the next thir-

ty days.

MEN

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Colby Seniors have secured the following talent for commencement concert: Miss
Fannie Kellogg,
Miss Abby R.
soprano;
Clark, contralto; Mr. W. H. Fessenden, tenor;
Mr. Myron
W. Whitney, basso; and the
Germania Orchestra consisting of ten men. It
is probable that a cornet soloist will be engaged. Arrangements will be made by which
those in Augusta, Hallowell and Gardiner and
other nearer stations may secure half fare
tickets on the railroad.

Green House Plants.

Sold for $3.00.
one

d4t

n iin n

LOOK THESE PRICES OYER.
PET YOUR THINKING CAP ON.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

It is now said that it is very doubtful if Mrs.
Foss of Wilton has hydrophobia at all.
She
had an attack of hemorrhage of the lungs a
week or two ago and extreme nervousness
followed, which it i s probable suggested the
There is
disease.
little
chance of her
recovery.

PLANTS

CO., Auctioneer*.

F. O. BAILEY A

jne2

TO ANY CHARITABLE INSTITUTION IN THIS STATE that the
Governor may designate, if the same quality, make and style of goods
can be bought of ANY OTHER FIRM IN MAINE at the SAME
FIGURES AS WE NAME.

was

It has been the custom formsurpris" lg.
erly for the town to raise a sum of money suf-

ROSES11
CHOICE

ON

Will Give One Thousand Dollars

Farmington passed
our

AND

THURSDAY, June 5th, at 10 o’clock, we
shall sell at our rooms an extensive stock of
Plants from the nursery of Gabriel Marc, Woodside, L. I., consisting in part of Splendid Hardy
Roses, Elegant Hardy Tree Roses, Beautiful Hardy
Climbing Roses. Pot given and trained up fan-shape.
Also a general assortment of Tea Roses, Monthly
Carnations, Scotch Pinks; Geraniums, new and
double, in full bloom; splendid Spirea, Japonica

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

A

dot

BY AUCTION.

We will sell you

Memorial Day was very generally observed
by the citizens of Mechanic Falls, business of
all kinds being suspended in the latter
part of

AUCTION.

ON

Iof

That our customers may know that this is a FREE GIFT
from us, they will bear in mind that our goods are all
marked in PLAIN FIGURES, and that we have but ONE
PRICE to all, and at all times.

Auctioneer*.
d7t

THURSDAY, .June 5th, at 3 P. M., we shall
sell the property No. 2(18 Danfortli St., occupied by Itev. C. W. Buck. Said estate consisting
of a 2V4 story wooden house
containing U Rooms
and Bath Rooms conveniently arranged and in
good
order. The lot contains about 4500 square Feet,
giving a line garden. This property is located on
the pleasantest parts of Danforth street, is very

to each
amount

‘‘BARNUM’S GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH.” These tickets
will
be
for
afternoon
or
I
good
evening entertainment.

NOTE

C'O.,

Desirable Real Estate

WESTERN PROMENADE, PORTLAND, ME.
Tuesday, June 3d, we shall give
customer who shall purchase of us clothing to the
FIVE OR MORE DOLLARS, ONE TICKET TO

AUCTION.

AT

York citv

Martha A. Noblo, who eloped with Rufus Du ran
on January 11th, returned to her father’s
house at Kennebunk Depot recently.
Duran,
who is in this city .wrote to his wife
if he
j-mk

Co.,

on

Wooden

containing 14 rooms, very conveniently arranged for two families; and rents for $400 per
year. This house is in prime order, has good cellar,
Sebjigo water &c. Property in this location Is always sure of good rentals, making safe anti desirable investments.
BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.
n»y30
d5t

FRIDAY, JUNE 6th,

Commencing

large 2Vi story

a

House

J. J. Hickman of

R. W. G. Counsellor—H. S. Draper of New
York.
R. W. G. Vice Templar—Miss Amanda
Way
of Kansas.
R. W. G. Secretary—W. S. Williams of
Canada.
R. W. G. Treasurer—R. H. Scott of St.
Louis, Mo.
m

we

ON

on

follows:

WEDNESDAY, June 4th, at 3 P. M.,
ON shall
sell the valuable property No. 33 Green

TICKETS GOOD FOR ENTRANCE TO ALL PARTS OF THE SHOW

NOTE

ESTATE

street, consisting of

The Clothiers.

ON

ALLEN.

w>

AUCTION.

AT

BY

numerical strength.
five

REAL

Customer,

C. D. B. Fisk &

c.

sale of

Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday,
commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dtf

FREE OF CHARGE

mated at about 370,000.

There has been some
in the South. Maine
the list of Grand Lodges as to

to Each

Away

BAILEY.

Regular

GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH !

across

falling off, especially

Mi,trHroom 33 nd 3T i:xrhnngc Ml.
F. O.

P. T. BARKTTJM’S

at

Provinces.

Auctioneers nnd Commission Merchants,

TO

Good Templars.
The Maine delegation to the annual session
of the It. W. Grand Lodge, I. O. of Good Tem-

been introduced
to. So the committee called a meeting at Reception Hall, and, after learning that the
Greenback part}' wouldn’t enter into a com-

bination, resolved they wouldn’t combine with
anyone, and immediately fixed upon Bangor,
July 1st, as the time for the Democratic con-

AUCTION SALES.

_

Drowned.—A son of H. N. Bolster of South
Paris went in bathing at that place
Sunday
and was drowned.

thought

FOURTH OF JULY.

support.

the Democrats were anxious to drop Garcelon
and nominate a new man; but the other fellows didn’t want to support a new man; they

policeman without

pay.

had not been raised, and it had not
been the eve of a
political convention. Nevertheless those who were present
enjoyed the entertainment immensely and the applause was
loud and frequent. Miss Mitchell
appears just
as blithe and
pleasing as ever, and we caiinot
see that she
a
bit.
ages
Tonight she will appear as Fane lion, her
great creation. The Herald says:
Fanchon is the creation of a woman and tho
result of a woman’s work, and when Maggie
Mitchell throws into the character the naivete
and foolishness of an ill-grown girl, and develops tho love and intensity of a full grown
woman, whether she be in rags or silks, she is
equally entitled to credit for the superb art
exhibited in an impersonation equal to that
of many male actors.
While it may be true
that she has occasionally assumed parts in her
profession which have called for severe criticism becauso of physical rather than intellectual defects, her rendition of Fanclion is usually one so full of nature that it rarely fails to
achieve the highest object of an artist’s exertion. Her voice is sympathetic and forceful,
capable of fine emphasis and is heard with satisfaction everywhere in the house, because it is
sweet and full of vocal if not ventriloquial
She speaks so clearly that an elocupower.
tionist may well afford to study the effect.
She likewise had the advantage of excellent

committee, but when the members of the committee got together it was found that the
Greenbackers didn’t care to dicker.
Some of

Licenses wero granted to M. W. Clark and
Patrick Connors as victuallers.
Peter B. Hughes was appointed
special

ing.

Last night
Maggie Mitchell, supported by a
good company, appeared at Portland Theatre
in Lorle.
There was not so large a
“buse as would have been the case if the
price
of tickets

“If
saucy:
you appear here, the jail shall pick you up.”
Mrs. Duran and Mr. Clement Noble have the
sympathy of the people of Kennebunk Depot.
Both have applied for divorce.

the anti-Smitli men, disappointed at the refusal of Solon Chase to run,
fixed upon General Plaisted as their candidate'
and attempted to rally their forces round him.
But the proposal was not well-received. Many

$900.

Stormy days, ll.

cut

regular monthly meeting
Council was held last evening.

currency question.
The Greenback leaders last night were very
hopeful and even boastful.
They expressed
full confidence of carrying the state and electing their candidate for Governor by the popular vote. They hope to repeat the memorablo
and absurd campaign of 1840, and intend that
Solon Chase’s steers shall take the place of the
log cabin and hard cider of that year.
Much talk was made in the groups of delegates concerning the gubernatorial nomination
Considerable opposition was manifested to
Smith on account of his equivocal position last
fall and some of the Knox and Androscoggin

ing in the bushes.

all manufactured in the highest
style of the art. The carriage will weigh
about 850 pounds, and cost between $850 and

Total rain and melted snow. 0.88.
Prevailing wind, south.
Maximum velocity, 26 miles per hour, 15.

following

The

and

Highest, 31st, 89.
Lowest, 2d and 4th, 41.
Mean daily range, 18.3.
Greatest range, 31st, 33.
Mean humidity, 66.4.

The

City

ton daily, and it will be shipped from this port
to-morrow night. The carriage is built of the
best materials, springs, woodwork, upholstery,

barometer, 30.017.
Highest, 9th, 30.519.
Lowest, 1st, 29.571.
Mean thermometer, 57.7.

Mean

Cloudy days,

of the

damages.

BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.
Monday.—The

It

present embarrassment.

FOX.

been

BEFORE

for.

Council.

Attention is called to the advertisement of
Miss Morgan’s Boarding School for Young

JUDGE

sent

Regular Monthly Meeting

Elegant Carriages

BEFORE

a

physician
cataleptic fit.

CITY GOVERNMENT.

AUCTION COLUMN.

any case.

from New

railroad station and a

Tremendous Reduction—F. Latuer.
Notice—Chase, Leavitt & Co.

cure

the water.
and were

The hotels were well filled with delegates to
the convention, and other guests, last night.
bulk of the delegates will come via special train over the Maine Central railroad to-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

will

front of

City Hall, where they will pull apart the binders of the Democratic party.
Immense swarms of potato bugs covered the
beach at Old Orchard Sunday, and it was dis-

Waterville, J. S. Carter.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins,
lfallowell, D. K. Jewell.
Augusta, E. H. Pike.

of Portland.
Who Can lell—“Old Man
A Card—Rev. I. Luce.

in

the DAnocratic state committee.
Solon Chase will have them steers at the
Maine Central station at half-past eight this
morning, to dn&w him through the streets to

Vinalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro. G. Bliss.
Wise asset, Gibbs & Bundle t.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.
Auburn, V. B. Foss.

The corridors of the Falmouth Hotel were
thronged last evening with delegates to the
Greenback convention to be held in this city
today. The promise is good of a large conven-

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

SALE

Inquire of
NATHANIEL BLAKE,
Widgcrj’s Wharf, foot of IMuin *'•
lw’
je3

MAINE CITIES.

LEWISTON AND AUBURN.

CARDS:

BUSINESS

MEDICAL.

WANTS.

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.__

Monday, June 2.
The drouth lias broken.
Now for window screens.
The fly skirmishetli.
Farmers have completed their planting.
Buff sun hats for gentlemen are being

Press Correspondents.

Jottings by

BATH.

Monday, June
Mercury 2 p.
Jack says

80c in shade.

m.

Yesterday was

2.

worn

Whit

Sunday.
Hot Sunday—00°

it was

shade.

in the

The carcass of a defunct equine floated j>ast
the city this afternoon at ebb tide.
A fish cart ran down Commercial street from
repair shop at about 9 a. m., scatter-

K. & L.

ing lobsters

in the dirty road.

Potato bugs are not waiting the appearance
of potatoes above ground, but burrowing eat the
seeds and are spoiling this season’s prospects
for a crop, of farmers hereabouts.
A citizen whose house was infested
by rats,

purchased

poison with which he
waged war upon the vermin.
His well water
becoming unfit for use, on Saturday he search
ed for the reason and found in the well the
dead bodies of ten of the animals.
At the North Street Baptist church yesterday

somo

rat

ten recent converts were

received into full

connection.
The Batli boat club will have a regatta for
single and double shells about June 15th. This
will not interfere with
boat race of July 4.

the shell and

whale-

A well known fowl fancier of this city re.
a duck’s egg and hen’s
egg under

cently placed

Last Fridove, desirous of domestic cares.
day from the hen's egg came forth a little light
Brahma, and the dove jealously protects
chickcy as though it were of her own specie.
The Times is losing its religion.
Gen. Tillson’s new barge Jund, now on the
stocks at Rogers’ yard, will be launched Tuesday morning at high tide.
Mr. Wall is moving the Sewall saw mill
from Sewall’s yard, to that of Goss & Sawyer’s.
Hotel arrivals—Shannons 23, Sagadahoc 10.
Freight—K. & L. R. R.—east 8, west 0 cars.
M. O. R. R.—East 10, west 20 cars.
a

The schooner S. T. Fooks is unloading 004
tons of coal for the M. C. R. R. at the corporation’s wharf.
The lighter Ida May from Pittston with 24
cords of Dark for Portland, passed down river
this noon.
Mr. C. F. Donnell, the pedestrian, deserves
congratulation upon the successful termination of his 100 mile walk finished Saturday
night in 23h. 41m. During the walk he showed
ease of movement and great endurance.
Yesterday and today, though a little stiff and
otherwise
he
shows
no
ill
from
effects
lame,
his long tramp.
The Belledora is at the gas wharf loading
coal for H. G. Thompson of Richmond.
At the Municipal Court this morning Bryant
Scanton, arrested for drunkenness Saturday
night, was let off with a fine of S10 for resisting the officers.
He was not arraigned.
The
others were not up before the court,' having
been released.
The Eureka House at Hunnewell Point has
been enlarged and unproved. A commodious
piazza extends the whole length of the house
with a new walk to the steamboat landing. A
croquet lawn greatly improves the appearance
of the front. Perkins & Stacey are the genial
landlords and the resort opens June 10.
Some one smashed
up a carriage on "Washington street last evening.
The wreck was
taken home on a jigger.
At Rogers’yard the keel of a bark is laid.
At Packard’s the steam propeller whaler is
being planked. At Goss & Sawyer’s two
schooners are well along, one in frame the
smaller about one-fourth framed.
The Stony Brook sailed today for New York
en route for Galveston, Texas,
where she is
now owned.
Editor Barker left for the Greenback convention this afternoon, at Portland.
The remaining 15 delegates go tomorrow morning.
A West Bath woman stabbed herself with a
pair of scissors in the neck last night, narrowly
missing the jugular. From the nature of the
wound death
may result. A case of mental
derangement and attempted suicide. She was
attendod by Dr. Packard of this city.

WATERVILLE.

Monday, June 2.
Refreshing shower last evening.
Fire-bugs have been seen—not the kind the
selectmen are looking for though.
The College Glee Club give a concert in the
Town Hall Wednesday evening.
The mercury reached 95°
yesterday.
The daily Press or Argus w'ifl be delivered
in Waterville at 1 p. m. for 18 cents a
week, 70
cents a month or $7 a year in advance.
Rev. Mr. Bellows, Unitarian, repeated,

special request, his
the future,” before
day evening.

a

on

resem-

ble the old fashioned “ambrills.”
The mast enthusiastic man we have seen

to-day

was an

organ

grinder.

Small attendcnce at the churches yester-

day.

People

the

were on

to

move

keep

a

Sunday was a very warm day, hut towards
•night we had frequent showers, which cooled
the air to some extent.
Mrs. Carolina Foss, daughter of Thomas
Hovey of this city, who has been reported as
ill with hydrophobia, is
much
not

better,

having hydrophobia at all, we are told.
Schooners Henry May and John Slausman
are at the wharf of
Leigh & Wingate with

cargoes of coal for that firm.
When a man with his hat off, chases a
piece
of waste, which is trailing behind a cart tliinkmgttisa white mouse, what is to be done
with him?
Schooner Henry Metcalf
is loading with
granite at the Hallowell Granite Company’s
wharf.
One hundred and
fifty tickets were sold
from this city to Augusta on Decoration
Day.
Lost Seven Pounds in Three Weeks.
Allan’s Anti-F is
the genuine medicine,
and will reduce corpulency from two to five
pounds per week. Purely vegetable and perfectly harmless, acting entirely oil the food in
the stomach, preventing the formation of fat
It is also a positive remedy for
dyspepsia and

rheumatism.

BOSTON, Mass., Feb. Uth, 1878.
Botanic Medicine Co., Buffalo, N. Y.:
OerUlemen The lady alluded to lost seven
pounds in three weeks, by the use of Allan’s
Anti-Fat.
Yours truly,
Smith, Doolittle & Smith,

jr.

C.

Twenty-nine

case were

Give

call.

us a

STEPHEN

That man, who always steals his news,
picked up a paper in a subscriber's office
the other day and after glaucing over the
sheet up side down for awhile said:
That’s
a good piece and I would like to read it, but
haven’t time; good day.”
The studio of Gilman, the portrait painter, is graced by some noteworthy productions of his hand. We noticed a fine, oil
portrait of Mr. J. S. Nason of Lebanon, N.

II., and others of especial merit.

derstand Mr. G. intends to open

a

We unstudio at

Harpswell during vacation.
The reception given at city small hall
Thursday evening to their many friends by
the graduates of the Normal practice school
of which Miss L. E. Sprague is preceptress,
deserves more than a passing notice. It
was one of the most enjoyable events of

the season. Johnson’s orchestra furnished
excellent music. Songs by the college glee
club were repeatedly encored. Refreshments, consisting of some of the delicacies
of the season, were graeefullly served by a
corps of young ladies. The affair was quite
dressy, party kids and ties prevailing
throughout the evening.
We understand that Mr. W. G. Smith,
whose spicy writings for the Gazette has
met with such favor in this city,has severed
his connection with the above. We predict
the Gazette will experience no little difficulty in filling the position held by Mr.
Smith, who is well known as one of the best
local writers of the state.
Following real estate conveyances were

recorded to-day:

Stauchfield to E.

Auburn—May
Pickering, 1-i acres

E.

S.

of land.
Lewiston—John W. Hilton to T. II. and
J. H. Wheeler, 80 acres of land.

er

Cape Elizabeth, May 31st,

Monday,

June 2,

very sad accident occurred here this
afternoon, which will result in the death of

young daughter of Mr. James F. JohnOne of Mr. J.’s sons had been gunning, and on returning home laid his gun
a

son.

Mr. Johnson’s
loaded, in the house.
daughter picked it up and pointed it playfully at her young sister, when the gun
went off, aud the contents lodged in the
girl's body. The intestines were injured
and she cannot live.

She

was

about twelve

11

M

MJ

*

to
FURNISHED

my28dlw*

ap2

eodtf
_

J. P.

MASON

WESCOTT,
AND

BUILDER.

All Masonry, Jobbing and Boiler Setting promptly attended to. Perfect ventilation in Sewers guaranteed.

Office and Residence No. 6 Hill Street.
Order Box 128 Exchange 8*., Portland.
d3m
my!3

Nobby Suits.
d3w

his New Store in

full

Block, Bath,

WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY;
SILVER
A

—

GOODS,

SPECTACLES AND

EYEGLASSES,

large assortment

in

Repairing of

Plated

of

Ware !

ALBEKT G, PAGE, JK.

1879.jne2dlw

a.

High St.

»ny2f‘>_dtf
A GOOD TENEMENT TO BE LET.

'nnar

nitii

nlnm

a

mno

C. W.

SACCARAPPA, MAINE.
References:—S. C. Gordon, M. D., C. W. Bray, M.
dec23tf
J. Swan, M. D., J. H. Kimball, JNI. D.

D.,

J. E. TAYLOR,
Mineralogist & Prospecter
Mines and

my21d3w*

Ores examined. Address,
No. Waterboro, me.

pleasant and sunny rent of 7 roons, up one
flight. A good place for an invalid that wants
sunlight. CG DANFOETH STREET, old number.
my22dtf

XV. II. OHLER, Sewing machine Repairer, 4 marie’* Terrace, iu the Rear of
Congress Street.
my24dly

Accountant and Notary Public.
CODJ1AN, OIHrc No. tS4 Middle
Ntreet, Portland.

GEO. C.

Horse Shoeing
By 8. YOUNG & t'O., Practical
Nhoers, 70 Pearl Ntreet.

Furnished House to L.-1.
house No. G Gray street is for lease
for
FURNISHED
term of years. Enquire of PERCIVAL

BONNEY, City Building.
Cousin’s Island.
ON my27eod2w*

Ntreet.

Book Binders.
Will. A. QUINCY. Room 11, Printers’
No.
Ill Exchange Ntreet.
Exchange
SHALL & SIIAUKFORD, No. 35 Plum
Ntreet.

TO

To be Let.
mHE coal slied and office lately occupied by
JL
Mooney & Means. One of the best locations in
the city for the coal and wood business.
For particulars inquire at the office of

myl7d3w*

A Aj AF in most cases, be secured
by
us.
Being opposite the Patent Office, we can make
closer searches, and secure Patents more promptly
and with broader claims than those who arc remote
from Washington.

send

us a model or sketch
of your device; we make
examinations
and advise as to patentability. All correspondence strictly confidential.
Prices low, AND NO C'UARCiE UNLESS
PATENT IN SECURED.
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and to inventors in every state in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.
free of charge

uo24

dtf

PRINTERS!
Pour Attention is Called to

Improved

11 having

been

Congress llallss&ws
secured

for

Dances. Parties, Lectures, &c., by applying to E. A.
SAWYER, 161 Commercial St., or JAS. A. WHIToc7dtf
NEY, 178 Middle St.

To Let.
SMALL tenements from
Sebago. Apply to

5 to 0 dollars each,with
W. W. CARR.

ap4tf137 Newbury St.

To Let.

A

1'Cr

Lll;uy & CO., Portland P. O.

on

the

of

rooms on

second

of

sun-

exchanged.

one room on

Stable To Let.
Situated in the western central part of city.
dress L. E. T., Daily Press Office.

Ad-

or two very desirable rooms will be vacated
in a feAV days at the well-known boarding house
20 PARK STREET, corner of Gray (new No. 88.)
dtf
ap23

TO LET ON LONG ISLAND.
with G acres of good cultivating land.
The above
will be let together or separate to a responsible party.
Also a brick house on Fremont Place containing 13
rooms, divided for two families. Terms moderate.
to E. Ponce, at his new cigar store, No. 127
Federal St., under U. S. Hotel.
ap2Gtf

Apply

on

first

class Real Estate

For Sale.
of tlio best farms in Falmouth. Within two

ONEminutes walk of M. C. R.ofR. station, school and
church. Contains
sixty acres

excellent land, well
watered, buildings new. For further particulars in
quire of W. R. Anthoine, 48 Exchange st., Geo. F.
Merrill, Station Agent, West Falmouth, or 15. U.
Swett, on the premises.
my30dlwteod2m

finest residences
Cedar St. will be
sold at
ONE
bargain if applied for at once, is nicefurnished and will include
on

a

furniture and carpets
if wanted. This is one of the most cosy and desirable houses in the city at a moderate price.
L. TAYLOR,
Apply to
Real Estate Dealer, 385 Congress st.
my20
tf

ly

Reliable and
following

Cheap,

Testimonials will prove
Portland. March 29,1879.

U*t« free
or

on application.
JExprc** promptly lillt'd.
P. O. BOX 983.

Order*

LOTS

To Let on Peaks’ Island. Enquire of
W. BRACKETT, at Greenwood,
_ap29eodtf_Peaks’ Island.

FOR

Sale
J.

or

Residence in Reeling

on Spring St., Near
Woodford’s, Three
Minutes Walk from Horse Cars and M.
C. R. R. Station, One IXile from Portland.

desirable residence known as the “Cobb”
House, has recently been put in thorough repair and will be leased as either single or double
tenement on very reasonable terms. Stable attached
to the house. Address or apply to EVERETT
SMITH, 100 State Street, Portland, Me.

THE

ap22_eodtf
A Nice Brick House to be Let
MORRILL’S CORNER.—Double Parlors, Dining Room and Kitchen on first floor and five
sleeping rooms. Good stable, large lot. Rent $300.
Apply to C. E. Morrill, next nouse, or Wm. H. Jer
Real Estate

Agent.

obtained for Inventors, in the United States, Canada,
and Europe, at reduced rates. With our principal
Office located in Washington, directly opposite the
lulled States Patent Ofjice, wcarc able to attend io all
Patent Busincsswith greater promptness and despatch
less cost, than other patent attorneys, who arc. at a
aince from Washington, and who have therefore,
( s ocial? attorneys."
We make pr.lim;< employ
'Vary examinations and furnish opi lions as to patentability, fise of charge, and all who are interested
m new inventions and Patents are invi cd to send
for
u copy of our
Guido for obtaining Patents,” which
«<s sail free to
any address, and contains complete instructions how to obtain Patents, and other valuable
matter. We refer to the German-American National
Bank, Washington. J>. C.; the Royal Swedish, Nor-

inpninn

SEASIDEJRESOKT.

*^^OTTAWA HOUSE,
Me.

This Popular Kcsort will re-open July 1st, 1879.
Cottages for sale or to let. Apply to J 1
LIBBY, Central Wharf.

mif±T>nil]\h I pnnti/vna

my22_tjylO

KIRKWOOD HOUSE
This favorite sea-side resort will be open
for the reception of guests May
30, for
season of 1870.
OTIS KALER,

my27dlm

Prop’r.

mHE holders of the Bonds of the town of AViscasX set are hereby invited to meet at the Select-

men’s Office in AViscasset, on Thursday, the 5th
day
of June, 1873, at ten o’clock a. m. to consider and
act upon the proposition of the town for a
comprom
ise of its liabilities. By order of the town.
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT,)
CEO. B. SAWYER,
Selectmen.
WM. G. CUNNINGHAM.

}
(

my23«oil&ryia

llVtu/. jV.s.tnr,,

It—

mil Members of Congressfrom evmj State.
address: I.OFIS /.JACiCJFIfc A CoSolicitor!
uf Patents and Attorneys at Law, Lc Droit Building
Washing ton, 2>. C.

OAK SHIP TIMBER AND PILES
B.

C.

JOB D AN
Alfred where he has improved facili-

has removed to
ties for the

manufacture and sale of

Ship Timber, Tiles,

Car and Carriage
Slock.

1
continue to run the Biddeford mill and thu s
be able to lill all orders at shortest
possible notice.
Large stock always on band.
I*. O.
Ale.

sbai;

A<l(lre*s—Alfred,

ocldly

1IIEALT1I LIFT ROOMS,
middle

Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
J. H. GAI BERT,
Proprietor.
_

.nr

For Sale.
Yacht Minnie, 11
lars enquire of
SCHOONER

my27d2w

no2dtf

Residence for Sale.
large two-story House with ell and stable attached, about twenty acres of tillage land with
young orchard, situated at Oak Hill, Scarborough,
near the Thornton
the
Mansion, and belonging to rm.
Astaffi nf til A IntA Ettiapw
above is one of the most attractive and desirable locations in this vicinity for a Summer
Residence,
commanding a flue view, and being within a few
minutes walk of the P. S. & P. R. R. depot, as also a
short drive of either Portland. Saco, Old Orchard or
Libby’s Beach. For terms and particulars enquire of
I*, if. LARRAlSbE, Administrator,
199 1-2 middle Wt.
mh24tf

The

FOR SALE.

tons. For particuIt. H. WAITE

Cor Temple and Federal Sts.

One or both of the elegant Brick
Houses on the corner of Pine and
Streets, in this city.
The Houses arc now being finished
open for inspection.
For particulars apply to

a

FOR

Staple,

Harmless and Reliable Remedy on both
continents. The Highest Medical Academy of Paris
reports 95 cures out of 100 cases within three days.
Secret—the only dissolver of the poisonous Uric Acid
which exists in the Blood of Rheumatic and Gouty
Patients. $1.00 a box; G boxes for $5.00. Sent to
Endorsed by
any address on receipt of price.
a

AHEAD

F. II.

Me.

II. II. Hay’s.

over

All operations in dentistry performed at prices to
suit the times and warranted tirst-class.
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of Nitrous
Oxide Gas, which we manufacture ourselves and always have on hand fresh.

Residence, 28 High,

Sew Two Story House for Sale.
No. 8 Ellsworth street. 10 rooms, good
cellar and drainage. Lot 38x75. The most
liberal terms ottered, viz: one-third cash, balance on
a term of
years at ('» per cent, interest. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Reale Estate, or Canal
National Bank.
mhldtf

HOUSE

First Clans mortgage*

1,0 AA
or

tioo:l

Notes.

Houses and Stores For Sale and To Let. Apply to
W. Jl. WALDRON, Real Estate Broker, 180 Middle
sep24-eodtf
Street, Up Stairs.

SATISFACTORY
Atpromptly
attended to,
oc2dtf

R.

PRICES.

by calling

All
on or

OF

Gen.

Passenger Ag’t, New

York.

President.
dtf

STEAMER TOURIST

BOSTON

ONE DOLLAR.
Sold only at 205 Washington st.. at depot foot of
Summer st., Boston, and at Pier 40, North River,
New York. Train leaves Summer st. depot, Boston,
at (» p. m., week days, connecting at ADyn’s Point
of New York or City
9.15 p. in. with steamers
of Boston, arriving in New York at 6 a. m.
Returning, steamer leaves Pier 50, North River,
at 5.30 p. m., arriving in Boston 0 a. m.
Stateroom* at u*iinl price*. Berth* Free.
Supper 50 cent*. Drawing Room Chair*
50 cent*. 81 mile* w ithout a *top, the longest ruu mnile by any traiu iu IVew Fuglnnil.
Connecting train makes no stop at any station between Boston and the boat. No stop-over allowed.
Tickets good only on
of sale for continuous pas-

City

sage

dayboat.

by connecting

ana

CHARLES P. CLARK,
General Manager.
my 17

UNITED STATES MAIL STEAMERS,

Sail from New York for
every
SATURDAY,

GLASGOW,

And
Passage to

REGULARLY to LONDON direct.

Glasgow', Londonderry, Belfast, Liverpool.

CABINS, $68 to $80, CURRENCY.
CABIN, including all requisites, $40.
STEERAGE, $28.
TO LONDON BY DIRECT STEAMER,
No Steerage.
SALOON CABINS, $55 and $65.
SALOON
SECOND

beg

gance

ana comiort.

For Books of information, Plans, &c.,

RAILROADS.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

Schnapps
COUNTERFEITED,
use

«V. B.
mh.31

leave to eall the attention of the readui

til

COYLE, Jr.,

General

tendency to the mucous surfaces,
slight degree of stimulation. 1 regard it as
natural

with

a

one

of

York,

important remedies in chronic catarrhal

affections, particularly those of the genito-urinary
With much respect, your obedient serCHAS. A. LEAS, M. D., New York.

apparatus.
vant,

Chemical and Technical Laboratory, 18 Exchange

Place, New York, Nov. 25tli.
Udolpho Wolfe, Esq:
Dear Sir—The undersigned have carefully and
thoroughly analyzed a sample of your “AROMATIC
SCHIEDAM SCHNAPPS” selected by ourselves, and

Portland, Bangor & Maciiias

have found the same free from all organic or inorsubstances more or less injurious to health.
'rom the result of our examination we consider the
article one of superior quality, healthful as a beverage and effectual in its medicinal qualities.
Respectfully yours,

STEAMBOAT CO.

fanic

NIT.

DESERT

Special limited single tickets, good for
date of sale, only

Unimproved Real Estate of
THEtheCommittee
ConCity of Portland offer for sale lots
on

on

GEORGE WALKER, Chairman, I

ALBERT II. WAITE,
WM. T. SMALL.
ASHBEL CHAPLIN,
GEO. H. COYLE,
M. S. GIBSON,
NATH’L HASKELL.

I

Committee.

my22eoil3w

City of Portland.
proposals will be received by the Committee on Public Buildings for furnishing and
building an iron fence around the new School
House, corner Pine and West streets, according to
plans to be seen at the office of F. II. Fassett, Architect, 93 Exchange street. Address proposals to

SEALED

Committee

on

Public

Buildings.

GEO. WALKER, Chairman,
my 28.dlw

The Favorite Steamer LEWISCapt. Chas. Deering,
leaves Railroad Wharf,
Master,
fevery Tuesday and
Friday Evening at 10 o’clock, or on arrival
of express trains from Boston, for Rock land, C'astine, Deer Isle, Nedgwick, Hit. DESERT,
(No. West and Bar Harbor,) Hlillbridge,
Jouesport aud Hlachiasport.
Returning, will leave Hlachiasport every Hlonday aud Thursday Hlorning at 4.30' o’cl’k.
Hit. Bcscvt at 10.00 a. m., arriving in Portland
same evening,
connecting with Pullman Night
train for Boston.
Commencing July 1st the Lewiston will leave Portland at 11.15 p. m.
Commencing May 2. CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt.
Mw. E. Dennison, will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Hlouday, Wednesday and Friday
at lO o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat Train from Boston, for Bangor, touching at

i^r^Vain.iiikhaettH^iBl’ortland,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

mittee.

MACHIAS.

pTON,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

gress, Portland, Grant and St John street.
Mechanics and laboring men desiring lots of moderate cost, for building purposes, can obtain any and
all necessary information by inquiring of the Com-

AND

Commencing May 20.

S,T&ThOm

CITY

|

SPECIAL

Round

Rockland, Camden, Eincoluville, Relast,
Ncarsport, Nnndy Point, Rueksport, Winter port, aud Hampden, arriving in Bangor

o’clock the next morning.
Returning will leave Rangor every Hlouday,
Wednesday and Friday Hornings, at 0
o’clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland
about 5 p. in., connecting with Portland and Boston
Steamers, and Pullman Night Train and Early
about 10

Morning

Trains for Boston and the West.
For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket A;--it,
Railroad Vharf.
E. CUSHING, General Manager
r I7tf
1879.
Portland, May 17th„

PROPOSALS

VI

rUIVILiALlII.

my21___tf
City of Portland.
order

May
the

17, 1879.

passed
City Council May
BYCommittee
10,1879, for such purpose, the Joint StandFinance of the
Portland will

ing

receive

—AND—

I'lULADLLPlI ft A
Steamship Line.
Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

au

on

proposals

City

No

Portland and Rochester Railroad

Company,

exclusive of the Accumulated Sinking Fund, said
road being 52 Vs miles long, extending from Portland, Maine, to Rochester, N. II.
The City Councel reserve the right to reject any or
all bids not believed to bo for the interest and advantage of the Cty.
Information in regard to the condition of the interest of the City in said stocks, bonds and mortgages may be obtained of the Mayor, Chairman of

the Committee.

mayl7dtd

GEO. WALKER, Mayor,
WILLTAM T. SMALL,
JAMES CUNNINGHAM,
WILLIAM M. MARKS,
GEORGE II. ABBOTT,
JAMES E. FICKETT,
Joint Standing Committee on Finance.

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.
From Pine Street Wharf,
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of

m.

sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pamsagc Eight Dollar".
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
de31tf
ftO Long Wharf, Boston.

PACIFIC-3IAIL

S. S. CO.
FOR CALIFORNIA
JAPAN, CIA,

Mauilwich

,__

ft«lnudN,

Leave

ir‘V*?f?3!i!!SI

Ne^v

Urand

Vo*' Portland,
1.00 p.

1878.

follows:
Trunk Depot,
7.210 a. m. and

run as

at

m.

Leave Preble St. Station at 7.40

a.

m., 1.12 and

5.30

p. m.
7.TO A. HI.

Accommodation for Worcester, with
through car for Boston, via Nashua and Lowell.
Arrives at Roche*ter at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with Eastern and Boston & Maine Rail-

roads^.

At Na*hua 11.47 a. in., Lowell
12.15p.m., Bo*ton 1.15 p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg 1.25 p. m., and
Worce*ter at 2.10 p. m.,
connecting with
trains South and West.
1.00 P. HI.
Mtcnmbout Expre** for New
Loudon.
Through Car Ur Lowell nud
Bo*tou. Connects at Koche*ter for Dover and Great Fall*, at Fppiug lor HluneheMter and Concord, ut
iNa*hiin for
Lowell and Bo*ton, at Ayer J unction
for Fitchburg and the West, via Uoonac
Tuuuel Line, at Woree*ter with Boston
&
Railroad for Hew York, at Putunm with “Boston &
Philadelphia Express
Line” for Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Wn*hiugtoil, at New London with Norwich Line Steamers, due at Pier No. 40.
morfn mver, mew m ork. at (J.OO a. m.
From Preble Street.
3*30 p. m.
Mixed for
Roehenter and Way Stations.
Trains leave Rochester at 0.45, 11.00 a. in., and
8.50 p. m., arriving in Portland at 0.35 a. m.,
1.15 and 11.00 p. m.
Close connections made at Wentbrook J uunion
with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at Grand Trunk Depot, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk K. It.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Rollins & Adams', No. 22 Ex-

Albany

change Street.

ocfdtf

LUNT. Supt.

J. M.

as

follows:

(Mixed).

LIIUITED

m.

for Island Pond, Quebec, Montreal and

for Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.
ARRIVALS.
8.30 a. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
from
Gorham
connect with thi9 train at
Passengers
Lewiston Junction.
12.50 p. m. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
12.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
3.15 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
5.30 p. m. from So. Paris (Mixed).
6 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
m.

PAMMENGER OFFICE*:

74

EXCHANGE

ST.,

Tickets

Trip

$4.50.

$4.50.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
To

$4.50.

NO CHANGE of CARS

Northwest, West

Grand

Depot, Portland,

Trunk

and

Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKSuN, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

felS<ltf_
FARE REDUCER.

Retween Portland & Roston
a. m. and 1.00 p. m., Preble
a. m. and 1.10 p. m.,
p. m. and 6.35 p. m.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Jlilnaukcc,
Ciarinuati, Ml. I,oui», Omaha. Maginaw, Ml. Paul, Mall Take City,
Denver, Man Francisco,
and all points In the

at

Street Station at
in Boston at

arriving

$4.50

°*r

$4.50

New Yorli.

RETURNING,

—VIA—

Leave Boston & Lowell R. R. Depot, Boston, at
8.00 a. m. and 5.35 p. m., arriving in Portland at

Portland & Worcester and Norwich Lines

1.10 p. m. and 10.55 p.m.
Tickets for sale in Portland at Depot Offices and at
Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange Street; in Boston at
Boston & Lowell R. R. Depot.

TRY

THE

NEW

ROUTE!

J. M. LUNT, Supt.
PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
myldtf

J.

Tickets good only on day of sale for continuous
passage on train leaving Grand Trunk Depot, Portland, at 1 P. M. daily (Sundays excepted) and steam-

from New London connecting therewith.
Tickets and Staterooms secured at Grand Trunk

er

Depot and Preble Street Station.
.No Carriage Transfer*. Mure (ounce*
tiouM
B3F" Baggage checked through.
J* W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.
mhldtf

Rumford Falls & Ruckfleld
mill Jlffpr Ilnnilnr Uol. 1 +
as follows:
Leave Canton at 4.30 and 0.20 a. m.
Returning leave Mechanic Falls 7.05
p. m., Lewiston at 1.50 p. m., Port-

and 3.15
land at 1.30 p.
febl7tf

EXCURSIONS.

TICKETS
—TO—

m.

I.

WASHBURN, Jr., President.

Eastern

Railroad,

FEB.

17, 1879.

KTew York.
—VIA—

Boston & Maine R. R.
—OR—

SPUING

ARRANGEMENT.

Eastern

Railroad,

—AND—

SOUND

LINES

$4.30!
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarboro, Saeo, Biddeford, Ren liebunk, Wells, North Berwick, South Ber

wick, Conway Junction, Eliot, Rittery,
Portsmouth, Newburyport. Salem, Lynn,
Chelsea and Boston, at 8.45 a. m. and

Including transfer across Boston in any carriage stationed at the depots. Trains
leaving Portland at
8.4;> A. M. connect with
Stonington Line for New
and
the 1.00 P. M. trains with the Fall River
York,
Providence and Norwich Lines.

m.

Night Express with Sleeping Car, for Boston, at 2.05 a. m. every day (except Mondays).
RETURNING,
Leave Boston at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and 7.00
p. m., connecting with Maine Central
and E. A N. A. Railway for St. Johu and
Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached.

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
lowest rates at Depot ticket office. Commercial street,
and at Allen’s Union Passenger Office, 28 Exchange

Stateroom* Engaged in Advance.

TO NEW YORK
VIA

ALL

Including transfer

across
as

$8.00!

fe!4dtf_A.

MAY

5,

Trains leave Portland via Boston & Maine R. R. at
8.45 a.m., 1.00, 3.30 p.m.; via Eastern R. R.
at
2.0o, 8.45 a. m., 1.00 p. m., connecting with all rail

lines.

TICKETS

RAILROAD.
MONDAY,

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Bexter, Belfast and Waterville at 12.30.
12.35, and 11.45 P. M.
For Skowhegan at 12.30, 12.35 and 11.45 p. m.
For Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner and
Brunswick at 7 a. m., 12.35, 5.20 and 11.45 p.
—

m.

Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Lewiston via Brunswick, at

For

7.00 a. m. and 12.35 p. m.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m., 12.35 and 5.20 p. m.
For
Monmouth, Wiuthrop,
Readfield, West Waterville aud Waterville via Lewiston at 12.30 p. m.

Farmington,
•

A

-m

a

TO

Washington, Chicago,
St. Louis, San Francisco,

1879.

—AND—

Passenger

VT

LINES,

Boston in carriages,

above,

street.
Pullman Car Tickets for
Seats
and
Berths at Ticket Office.
P. ROCKWELL, President.

Maine Central

RAIL

-a

AH

Principal Points

South

ahd

West,
Eor Male at Office* in Depot*, C’ommcrrin
Mtreet, and at Allen’s t'niou Pn**eiiger Office, i4M Exchange Ml.
PARLOR AND SLEEPING CAR ACCOMMODATIONS SECURED IN ADVANCE.

JAS. T. FURBER, General Sup’t B. & M. R R
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
dtf

Janl8_

Pnxwuger Train* leave at 12.30 and 5.15 p. m.
The train leaving at 11.45 p. m. also has a passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland Junction with a mixed train for LcwiMton, Auburn,
Winthrop and Wnterville. The 12.30 p. m.
is the day train and 11.45 p. m. is the Night Express Train with Pullman sleeping car attached;
making close connection at Bangor for all sta-

tions on the E. & N. A.
and for Wt.
John and Halifax. The 11.45 p. ni. train
makes close connection at Bangor for all stations
on Bangor & Piscataquis It. K., lloultou, Woodstock, St. Andrews, St.Stephcn,
Frederickton, Fort Fairfield, and Caribou.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains from Bangor. Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 12.45 and 12.50
m.
The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath,
& L. R. R. at 6.25 p. m.
From Lewiston at
5.55 p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at

GO

TO

THE

Railway,

Philadelphia,

Until 12 o’clock HI. of June 16th, 1870,
For the Purchase of the City’s Interest in
the Stocks, Bonds and Mortgages of the

Trains will

xvr unvi^tuu tina iMiuiiru.

Committee

on Streets &c will pay 90c per
ton for 500 tons more or less of Cobble Paving
Stones delivered on Galt’s Wharf, said stones being
satisfactory to said Committee. Parties desiring to
furnish the same will notify the undersigned, or
Street Commissioner.
BENJAMIN F. ANDREWS
Chairman Committee on Streets &c.

THE

days from

Good for ten days from date of sale, only

VI

for furnishing materials for and putting on roof of new Trinity Church, Lewiston,
to
plans and specifications to be found at
according
the office of Mr. John B. Straw, Lewiston, will continue to be received at said office until June 25tli.
The committee reserve the right to reject any and
Per order Building Committee.
all bids.
Lewiston. May 26, 1879.
my28td

NOVEMBER^ 18,

—AND—

evenings,

PROPOSALS.

■ Ill

two

$2.50! $2J)0! $2.50!

1.00 p.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

ALEX TRIPPET, Chemist,
FRANCIS E. ENGLEHARD, M. D.

my31

Line to New York.

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at G
P. M., and leave Pier 38, East River, New
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with tine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, 84; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Ageut, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
doclGdtf
Exchange Street.

great pleasure in hearing highly creditable
its efficacy as a remedial agent in the
diseases for which you recommend it, having a

PORTLAND & KOI HESTER R. R.

On and after MONDAY, Feb. 17th
1870, passenger trains will leave

Steamers Eleauora aud Franconia

testimony to

Portland and Worcester Line.

1.30 p.
West.
5.30 p.

dtf

Steamship Company.

Semi-Weekly

I take

For Well*, No. Berwick, Salmon Fall*,
Great Fall*, Dover,
Newmarket, Exeter, Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence, Andover and Lowell at 8.45 a. in..
1.00,3.30 p.m.
For Rochester, Farmington and Alton Bov
at 8.45 a. in., 3.30 p. in.
For Hlnnchc*tcr nud 4'oucord (via Lawrence)
at 8.45 a. m., (via New Market Junction) at 3.30
p. m.
The 8.45 A. M. train connects w ith the Stouington Line for New York, and the 1.00 P. NI. with
the Fall River Providence ami Norwich Lines.
The 3.30 train from Portland connects with all
Rail lines for New York.
Through Ticket* to nil Point* South and
We*t at lowest rate*.
Trains on Boston & .Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Nlachias, Kastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of HI. L. William*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Allen'*
Cniou Ticket OHicc, 28 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
fel5
dtf

a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
a. m. for Gorham
12.25 p. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.

a. m.

“SCHNAPPS” i«* a remedy in Chronie
Cartarrhal Complaint*, etc.

Ileurh, Saco, Biddeford and
Kcnncbnuk at 8.45 a. in., 1.00, 3.30, 5.45 p.

in.

Portland

ESfSgSSISSh'J.rains will leave

Maine

Orchard

7.10
8.00

Agent.

as

orders
address-

GIBSON, 58 Congress St,

alternately

lilt*

bound to say that I regard your SCHNAPPS
being in every respect pre-eminently pure, anil
deserving of medical patronage. At all events it is
the purest possible article of Holland gin, heretofore unobtainable, and as such may be safely prescribed by physicians.
DAVID L. MOTT, 3VI. D.,
Pharmaceutical Chemist, New York.

m.,

Grand Trunk R. R. to. of Canada.

FARE REDUCED!

1.15

leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, and INDIA
WHARF, Boston, daily, at 7 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Ggir* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.

Feb-

—

to HENDERSON BROTHERS,
1 BOWLING GREEN, NEW YORK.
or to TERENCE
UIcGOWAN, 139 Coud3m
my24
grew* St., Portland.

Apply

Leave

JOHN BROOKS and FOREST CITY will

■ ■■

Reduced Rates.
unsurpassed for eleAll Staterooms on main deck.

Excursion Tickets at

Passenger accommodations

7.30
7.40

On and after Monday, March 31,1879, the Steamers

I

e7

LIN

Two Through Trains Each Way Daily.

WOLFE’S

and Purchasers w ill Have to
Caution in Purchasing.

A. C. KENDALL,
Gen. Pass. Agent,
eod3m

ANCHOR

STEAMERS.

Located at the U. S. Hotel, Portland, He.,
has bad unparallelled success in ALL Chronic Diseases, Weaknesses and Infirmities that human flesh
is heir to, for the last five years in Portland, as many
will testify. Go and see for yourselves. Consultation Free. Patients from out of town can be furnished with board at reduced rates. P. O. Address
1953. Portland, Me.

IS IMITATED AND

•

Hominy,

BOSTON at 8.45 a. in., 1.00, 3.30
arriving at Boston at 1.30, 5.30, 8.00 p. ni.
Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. in., 12.30, 3.30
p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10, 5.10, 8.00 p. m.
For Scarborough Beach, Pine Point, Old

t>.

C. H. KNOWLTON.

ap28dtf

Magnetic Physician,

Schiedam

YORK,

EITHER WAY, FOR

On mid after

^??^?”*iriiary 17, 1N7», Train* will
PORTLAND FOR
rw^3LEAVE
~nA>
rH

D. S. BABCOCK,

will leave the East side of Custom House Wharf for
Jones’ and Trefethen’s and Hog Island Landings at
0.45, 8.30, 11 A. INI. and 1.45 and 5.15 P. M., leaving the Island immeuiately. Fare for the round trip,
25ets.; Children, 10 cts.

TTWILDE,

NPRIXU ARRANOE-TIEXT.

OTHERS.

FOR THE ISLANDS

POISONOUS DRUGS.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Each way between

dly

Let the sick and afflicted rejoice and be exceeding
glad that there is ONE that can CURE all your diseases, or greatly modify your sufferings, without the
of

AEE

octl_

JOY to (OFFRIYG HUMliTY

Vaults Cleaned and Aslies Removed
ing

NEW

NEW YORK.

L. W. FILKINS,

Pleasant St.

corner

ocl4

virtue of

Block, Exchange Street.
Portland, Aug. 5, 1878.
_dtf

$20,000

ALLYN’S POINT LINE.

LOE

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirety new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday. Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured afedepots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads, and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co.’s, 49ya Exchange
Street.

mhl8d&\vly

No. 258 HIRRLE ST.,

are

Centennial

On

Yew York & Yew England R. R.

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

DR. C. J. CHENEY,
Dentist

Carlton

FASSETT, Architect,

TO

eodtf

This is

Physicians. Sold by all Druggists. Address
WANHBiRNE & C O.,
Only Importer*’ Repot, 212 Broadway,
N. "If. For sale by J. W. Perkins & Co.. W. F.
Phillips & Co., and Parsons, Bangs & Co., ’inland,

Dwelling
and

ap26

Central Wharf, Boston.

53

STONINOTON

Immediate Relief Warranted. Permanent
Cure Guaranteed. Now exclusively used by all
celebrated Physicians of Europe and America, becom-

May 21,1879.

pleasantly located
rjlHE
A Pine

'■

337

Notice,

nt

Joseph CasnjJatc ChiefJustice IJ.S. Court of Claims;
to the Officials of the U. S. Patent Office, anil to Sena-

ALLEN, Proprietor.

Agents.
Passage SI2.50.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,

PARIS AND LEIPZIG.

OF

my29tf

COTTAGE FOR SALE.

Me.

SteaniNhlp*.

WM. CRANE,
GEORGE APPOLD.

forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and Richmona, ana va. ana xenn. it. K. to an places in the
South, C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street,
Boston.

European Salicylic Medicine Co.

At

ris,

Maps and Sailing Schedule apply to WM.
ALLEN, Jr, 28 Exchange St, Portland, Me., or
LEVE & ALI>EN, Gen. Pass. Agents for New
England and Middle States, 271 Broadway, N. Y.

LINK,

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake. Freight

Manufactured only under the above Trade Mark,

the most

FOR SAFE.

COTTAGE

the

From Bostou direct every TUFMDAY
ami SATURDAY.

SCHNAPPS.

Security, in Portland, or Vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379% Congress Street.
uooeodtf

of the

rates.
For

Washington

Cla**
JOHN HOPKINS,
WM. LAWRENCE,

I feel

lVf A|'\n7 V

Baltimore &

LAVISH IP

by the

cr tv

jcjdi a

lWLVr-Ll J2j A

ocean travel via Quebec, ami
but Seven via Halifax.
Cabin Passage, $70 and $80 according to location
of Room; Intermediate, $40; Steerage: to British
Ports, $28; London, $31; Hamburg, Bremen, Paris
and Scandinavian Ports, $32. Return and Prepaid
Tickets to and from all parts of Europe at reduced

street, Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

rooms

to loai1

at

To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line,
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington Street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Washington

1ST

SUMMER RESORTS.

weakness

my22_co<13m

Saloon, Bowling Alleys and Billiard
DINING
Room; also New Cottage containing 5

At Woodford’s Comer.
Class 2 story new house For Sale Very Low.
Enquire of T. II. MANSFIELD, or NEWELL
EPSON.
my24tf

ders contain alum: dangerous to health; avoid
them,
especially when offered loose or iu bulk. ap30dly

affleted with

PHOSPHATINE
immediately benefits puny and sickly children, and
that most terrible disease. Rickets, is speedily cured
by it. PHOSPHATINE is fully described in our
Pamphlet, which shows that many diseases hitherto
considered incurable, come within the easy range of
this valuable Food-Remedy. (Jg^Send for a copy.
Prepared by Hr. CJeo. L. Au*tin & Co.,
79 Milk St., Ho*ton.
Wholesale Agent*—John W.Perkiu* A Co.
W. E. Phillip* &• Co., Portland.
Sold at retail by all druggists throughout the State.

ONE

A

apply

Norfolk,

women

and uterine diseases of whatever character.

To JLet with Board.

ivuiiiij

Londonderry.
Only Five (lays actual

via of

ap*23d3m_BOX

je!2_dtf

a

Tickets, State

is the true tonic for

PHOSPHATINE

premises.

floor; plenty
SUITE
light, air and water. Heat and gas furnished.
Also
third floor. References

Robbinston, St.

Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean
Insurance Co.) or of
rnhldtf
A. R. STUBBS, Agent, R. R. Wharf.

The Natural

J.

and

and Eastport same

For Circulars, with maps of Routes,
Rooms and any further information

PHOSPHATINE

FLEASANTROOMS TO LET.

of

Eastport

is a great boon to nervous people. Hundreds of business men in Boston and elsewhere are loud in their
praises of what it has done for them.

Dr. R.

Enquire

will leave St. John

for

o’clock p, m,

the entire world.

use

cottage house, No. 27
street, opposite Winter St., contains a
parlor, sitting-room, bed-room and kitchen on first
floor ami two good cliambers with two windows
in each, sewer drainage and Scbago water.
Terms
to suit.
TO. II. JERR1S.

Wiscasset, May 20, 1879.

PHOSPHATINE

STERLING,

my2dtf

M.,

Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.; Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E.
I.; Frederiektown, N. B., and all stations on the
Intercolonial Railway.
G^ir’Freigkt received day of sailing until 4

a

TWO-STORY house with eight rooms, near
Evergreen Landing, on the easterly part of

Peak’s Island.

Al Jjtl Jj

Fisher’s

No.

IT. M. PAYSON,
32 Exchange street.

TT

ornamental

label.s Caveats, Assignments. Interferences, etc.,
promptly attended to. Inventions that have been
T? 1? TT1
F1 Tl ky the Patent Office may still,

T'TU'ITA^'V'rp/kTl
^
AIN I A-iJN AUAl'fj

LET.

AFLAT

3
B^

Me.

of 5 rooms over my store 132 Middle St.,
very convenient for a family of two.
my3eodtfM. G. PALMIER.

TN A mniTmn obtained for mechanical
A I H
I
devices, medical or other

|\|

Yarmouth,

G P.

Connections made at Eastport for
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for

remedy which will cure Consumption and Dyspepsia, and should therefore attract the attention of
is

Thursday, at

day*.

by leading physicians.

ing

Address J. R. PRINCE,

fi

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. »1 Exchange

my22d2w

ROOMS TO LET

llor.c

dtf

pound can be mailed to any address, postage free, on
receipt of tiO cents. ROYAL BAKING POWDER
CO., 171 Duane St., New York. Most cheap pow-

Returning,

CONSUMPTION,

Nervon* ni*ea*e*.

The new chemical food is not a nauseous medicine
but is as pleasant to the taste as a glass of good wine.
It can be and is taken at meal time in the same way
as the juice of the grape.
Its use is recommended

NICE

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Exchange St., Portland,
apl9

POW

and
St. John.

To Let.

a

109

kL|yyf yOSthe

Ami All

Monday

for

d3w

my27_

BAILEY, M. D.,

Pkysican and Surgeon,

Price

C.EOBGE

PULMONARY

leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every

cure

\

by JIail

all

vaults cleaned
nov24dtf

LET,

almost certain

To Let.

Mr. T. M. FISHER:
I have now used your Patent Composition for
Rollers on my presses for the last three months, and
am pleased to say that it has given better satisfaction in every respect than any I have
heretofore
used. My pressman would not now exchange it for
WM. M. MARKS.
any other.

4AA4

On and after Monday, March
Steamer New Brunswick,

FURNISHED Cottage House at Fine Point,
.xjL with 10 rooms, good cellar room, good water
and Stable. For particulars inquire of R. KENT,
Portland, or SETH SCAMMAN, Scarboro.

Portland, March 29,1879.

WKEZSaeu

the Latest Patterns.

froru ?4 t0
ANrarrt^?rn(??™,tiSh0Jt,llotice’
«3
T)y addressing

TO

Real Estate Agent,
my 20<13 w*

As the

SCARBORO BEACH.

kinds done with neatness and dispatch.
Special attention given to repairing line
watches. Watches regulated free of
charge.
May 81,

BOOMS

With Board.--No. 35

pleasant location, rent $300.
WM. II. JERRIS,

Yours,
JOHN M. S. HUNTER.
Foreman Portland Press Job Office.

a

Silver

PLEASANT

THE

Mr. T. M. FISHER:
We have used your Dingo Roller Composition on
our presses, for all kinds of job work, and can recommend it highly. It has given perfect satisfaction and
will bear a severer test than you claim it will stand

Cushing’s Island, Portland,

line of

A>'D

iny2G__dtf

brick house No. 2G Green street, second
above the hay scales. Ten rooms in nice order,
Fine largo lot
gas, Sebago water and furnace.

Monday, Jane 2.
Schooner Addie Jordan, Capt. A. C.
Leavitt, of Saco, arrived in New York
yesterday from Sagua La Grande—11 days’

Lots for

—

cation good i'or Dressmaker, Dentist, or any light business. For
terms enquire oi'
GEO. II. CFSIIMAN,
No. 486 Congress Street.

SACO AND BIDDEFORD.

Absolutely pure—made from Grape Cream of Tartar, imported exclusively for this Powder from the
Wine district of France.
Always uniform and
wholesome. Sold only in cans by all Grocers. A

ST., BATH,

OPENING!
ALBERT G. PAGE, JR.,
a

Free St.

my20d3w«

Merchant Tailor,

BaDk

150

To Let.

FASHIONABLE

Sagadahoc

LET,

Unfurnished, with board, apply
C. B. SAUNDERS,

week.

3d, the

An

COMBINED.

The first-class iron mail steamof this line sail from Halievery alternate Tue*day for Liverpool via St Johns,
I
F., and Queenstown From
^N.
Baltimore every
alternate
Wediienday.
From Quebec every Snturtlay, to Liverpool

ARRANGEMENT.

Capt. D. S. llall, and City of
Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike, will

Block,

COMFORT

fax

Wiiid*or and Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

Centen-

Kuglauil.

ers

Eastport, Calai*, St. Johu, N. R., Aunap-

tripsTper

Route Between

LIMITED TICKETS BETWEEN BOSTON AND

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
oli*,

&

SAFETY

tf

two

■looms now occupied by Young
Men's Christian Association.
Lo-

LEIGHTON,

opens at

or

Lines to Chnrle*-

Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
Clyde A: Co., General Managers,
12 So. Delaware Ave.. Philadelphia.

SPRING

Centennial

BOOMS TO

between Bowdoins and Bates.
Indications point to a remarkably interesting session.

gar-

Wm. P.
No.
febG

FASSETT, Architect,

my30dlw

afternoon

to-day.

je2d3t*

second floor in

on

F. H.

hop.
Saturday, field day exercises at Topsham
Fair grounds at 9 a. m. Base ball in the

<13w

Styles.

DESIRABLE Office

Clyde Steam

IDG

Office to Let.

dav and dance of the Junior class, which
will occur on Friday and Saturday, June
6th and 7th.
On Friday, at 9 a. m., there will be a boat
race between four-oared crews of the classes of ’80, ’81, and ’82.
At 3 p. m., Ivy exercises by Junior class: and at 8 p. in., Ivv

tiss’ entered at Custom House

PHOSPHATINE!

nialJBloek, Exchange st., heated by steam,
supplied with vault, water &c. To let cheap.

Mr. W. F. Studley of Portland will open
branch store in Lemont Block to-morrow

passage.
At Biddeford Municipal Court to-day
Wm. La Flour pleaded guilty to an assault
and paid §5 and costs.
British brig H. Havelock, Donald N.
Smith master, with plaster for A. G. Pren-

FOOD-REMEDY,

I jfllk ( hJh

m

V

with

tou, S. C.. Washington, D. €., Georgetown, D. C., Alexandria, la., and all Kail
ami Water Lines.
Through Rates named and Bills of Lading iven
from any point in New England to Philadelphi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,

TO LET.

V

family.

The following is the programme for the
spring meetings of the Bowdoin boating,
athletic and base ball associations and Ivy

Philadelphia

eod2w

ON

years and her death will be a sad less to the

for the sale of dry aud fancy goods.
The mercury was at 9S° in the shade at 1

Line, Quick Time, Low
Rate*, Frequent Departure*.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Steamer*, *ailiug every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at

Saturday afternoon, on Spring street, a Ladies’ Rod PORTAK >NNAIE, containing a small
The finder
sum of money, card and other things.
will he rewarded by leaving the same at this office.

RERpraRMBI

RAIL-

Semi-Weekly

Cost.

designs,trade marks,and

BRUNSWICK.

CONG DON.

»L W
1870.

THE

OLD COLOY1T
ROAD.

connection with

8horte*t Po**ible Men
the United State* nud

SPEED

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,
get the system into a healthy condition so that the
digestive organs can do their legitimate work, and
you won’t be troubled after eating. Dyspepsia is the
fruitful mother of many sad diseases resulting from
the torpid condition of the stomach, and this
aperient carries off easily and pleasantly the cause, and

Strayed.

NO. 37 PlilTM STREET.

_

in

LINE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
The

BOSTON,

FROM
“It feel* like a ball of lire
rolling up and
down the chest,”is a common expression among sufferers from indigestion. Then use

Yew

LINES

STEAMSHIP

this cures the disease.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
my22

a
own-

yJ

wear.
Full line of
Gents’ Furnishing Goods, Oil and Kubber
Goods, Trunks, Valises. Late styles
Spring and Summer Hats just in.
Specialty of Fine Gents’ Shirts.

my!4

_niy26dtf

Partner Wanted.
an old established paying business, with a capital of from five to six thousand dollars. Ad1*. O. Box 1015, “BUSINESS.”
dress
dtf
my 20

into the enclosure of the subscriber
Book, Card and Job Printer, (IAMB
J nearly white YEARLING HEIFER; the
is requested to take her away and pay charges.

X XjL X XJJLl X U compounds,

FROM

Latest

TO
Office.

KERRY,

The sophomores of Bates have a grand
class exit June 12th. Messrs. Quinby and
Murch of the DeWitt will provide a ban-

KLIPPEL,
Popular Clotliicr

CENTRE

Horse; and Carriage Wanted.
hire for the Summer a steady, easy driving,
safe Horse; also Phaeton. Address “B,” Press

nnnlo

JOHN

my!4

my27dtf

LOST AND FOUND.

Elm 26.

a

intelligent
AN children.
Apply at

IN

BATH ADVERTISEMENTS.

ment warranted to fit and

my2Gd2w

ning.
Born—Auburn, June 1st, to the wife of
W. S. Walker, a daughter.
Summer rcsorters are packing up to de-

part for cooler retreats.
Knox street was rendered happy by one
of the worse runaways which has happened
this year.
The officers upon a complaint of the Bates
mill oflicials have arrested four youthful
trespassers upon the property of the company. It is charged that they have practiced stealing lead from the roofs of buildings, which they exchanged at the junk
store for money, which now in turn must
be exchanged in lines to secure liberty.
Lisbon street is receiving a supply of
crushed stone.
Only two lone tramps graced the police
headquarters Saturday night. They asked
Prentiss if he wouldn’t give them a drink
of water for they hadn’t had anything to
eat all day, nor any place to stay all night.
The captain immediately presented them a
bill of fare and attended to their wants in a
very becoming manner.
Hotel arrivals: DeWitt, lu; Marston 15;

Girl to take care of
H. J. LIBBY’S,
_003 Congress Street.

Protestant

BUILDER,

lias now moved into his new shop, It.'itf Cumberland tStreet, and is prepared to do all kinds
of building in the carpenter line. Sfieeial attention
given to all jobbing: Store Doors and Sashes, Inside Blinds for houses, Screen Doors and Window
Screens made to order. Prices equal to the times.

tried before Judge

Cornish last month, twelve of which were
for intoxication.
The pumps at Lake Auburn springs have
been placed in motion, supplying the hotel
with an abundance of the'water.
C. M. Bailey, Esq., of Winthrop, is at the
Elm House.
#
Bates Ivy Day—June 1:3th.
Whit Sunday was appropriately observed
in two or three churches.
A gravel walk has been placed on Court
street, between Pleasant and High streets.
The Bates nine will play the Bowdoins
Saturday. A close contest is anticipated.
The team ofClias. Benson, Esq,, indulged in a destructive runaway Saturday eve-

Wholesale Druggists.

ST., BATH, ME.
New Stock, just opened. No Shoddy. Each

AND

ALLAN

Philadelphia &
England

innEM

Wanted.

WARD,

CARPENTER

CLYDE’S

dtf

jne2_

je*2__u3m

store in Central block.

o’clock yesterday.

Monday, June 2.

51 1-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Prof. Storer is in town trying to arrange
walking match of six days’ length.
C. J. Bolton, the grocer, has leased a

A

HALLO WELL.

Connsellor-at-Law,

Tuesday evening.

“The

It is reported that a certain individual
is
suspected as the incendiary. It might be well
to state in this connection that the faro fro
in
Waterville to Leadville is $58.
The Unitarians have a picnic sociable at
Mrs. Russell Jones’ Thursday
evening.
Mr. Frank W. Hackett has just returned
from Arizona.
State Assayer Hitchiugs has just
completed
an assay of a
quantity of gold and silver ores
for the Park Mining Co. of Helena, Montdna.
He finds them quite rich.
The bodies of Geo. Ayer and Seth
Smith,
who were drowned in East Pond, were recovered yesterday, having been in the water six
days. They wore found not far from the shore
and near together. Smith was
floating and
Ayer about three feet below the surface. They
were left anchored under water until
night
when they were buried.

and

from sweltering.
Lewiston city council will be in session

by
religion of
large congregation Sun-

sermon

They (the hats)

extensively.

Llewellyn Kidder,

Attorney

GIRL WANTED
To do general housework at 320
Dani'ortli Street.

Zealand

6

1.55

a. w.

For

Every Description

of

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup't

Portland. May 1st, 1879.felotf

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R. R
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

and

Commenting;

Australia.

Steamers sail from New York on the i.« th and 30th
of each month, carrying passengers and freight for
San Francisco, iis below:
S. S. Acapulco, Sat’y, May 31—S. S. Colon, Jnue 20
Connecting at Panama with steamer for San Francisco. The Passage Rates by this line INCLUDE
SLEEPING ACCOMMODATIONS, ME LS and all
necessary expenses of the trip.
Through Emigrant Tickets to New Zealand and
Australia sold at greatly reduced rates. Circulars
giving full information regarding the climate, soil
and products of all the above countries and the prospects for settlers, sent free.
For freight or passage rates and the fullest information, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. BARTLETT A CO.,
16 Broad 41., Boston.
mh25dly

MONDAY, Feb. 3, 1870
Passenger trains leave Portland for
Bartlett, Fabyan’s and inter-

2.30 p.

in.

"mediate stations at 7.15

n.

in.,

and

7.15 n. ill. runs through to Burlington and Swanton, connecting at Wing Road, for all points on
Boston, Concord & .Montreal K. R.; at St. Jolinsbury with Passumsic R. R. for Newport, Slierbrooke, &c.; at East Swanton with Central Vermont R.R. for St. Johns and Montreal; at Swan
ton with Central Vermont for
Ogdensburg via
Ogdensburg & Lake Champlain R. R.
2.30 p. ni. r us to Upper Bartlett.
Trains arrive in Portland from Upper Bartlett and
intermediate stations at 11.00 a. m.
From Vermont 8.45 p. m.
J.

Portland, Jan. 31,1875.

HAMILTON, Snp't.

febldtf

JOB PRINTING

